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1 Community Regulation 14 Consultation Issues Outcomes
1.3 Community Issues Assessment by Chapter
The methodology for assessing the Pre-submission plan is set out in set out in the document 1. Regulation 14 Analysis Methodology. The issues raised by
the community during the Regulation 14 consultation were assessed by members of the Steering Group. The issues raised and how these were addressed
are set out in the following sections.
The issues set out in the ‘Comment’ column in each table are as written by members of the community and have not been amended for typographical
errors etc.
Many of the comments made by the community were statements about how they felt about a particular issue and did not therefore impact on the content
of the draft plan. Those comments that were suggestions for improvement or disagreements about the content of the draft plan were considered and the
tables show how these were addressed. The “Action” column in each chapter table identifies what proposed action needs to be taken forward into the next
stage for discussion or was logged and reason given. Rows in red were not considered to be taken forward (hence no inclusion in “Action” column) for
reason given. Those in green, to be moved moved to the next stage, have an “Action” recommendation set down to be confirmed or action taken at the
next stage (although all comments were confirmed). The Proposals for further Action have been summarised in the document “2. Regulation 14 Sift Action
Summary”
NFA – comment only
No further Action (NFA)

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP
Disagree – reason:
Agree – propose amendment to document

Proposal for further Action

1 Thornbury Neighboiurhood Plan

Uncertain – for discussion

2 Vision and Objectives
2.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Vision and Objectives’ is set out in the table below.

Comment

Response

I am not a resident. I visit the town centre frequently for shopping, in particular, Riddifords,
Hawkins, Horders, Garden Shop and occasional meals at Casa. Also Armstrong and North for
glasses and library.

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Thornbury town centre is potentially attractive, but totally spoilt by traffic, speeding, lack of
pedestrian crossing points and occasional bus congestion near the Plain. Yet the variety of
possibilities to make it calm and attractive are very great. These possibilities include traffic
calming, pedestriansation, one way systems, speed restrictions, pedestrian priority over
motor vehicles (see Gloucester and many European towns, cities), increased parking linked to
traffic calming, one way systems. It does not take any imagination to develop alternatives.
There's a large number of possibilities.
To preserve unique character, historical identity and rural separation essential.

NFA – comment only

Timely provision of services already too late - infrastructure needed BEFORE housing. Car
parking not specifically mentioned BUT ESSENTIAL.
I feel there needs to be more affordable housing for low paid workers.

NFA – comment only

Provision for teenagers - boxing clubs = build confidence.

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Self defence classes
Cameras on main roads into Thornbury to combat travelling criminals.
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Action

Comment

Response

Future developments should enhance the facilities and qualities of the town which was
recognised in national press as a good place to live.
I have arrived here just 3 years. I am impressed with the togetherness.

NFA – comment only

The vision about building new homes before addressing the infrastructure is illogical to me! If
visible improvements were made before any more planning were approved I would feel much
more confident about Thornbury's future. I moved here 20 years ago and at the moment the
town is not improving fast enough to look after those already living here, especially the
traffic!
Thornbury must not take any more housing. We must have a bigger, new hospital and health
centre open 7 days, all with a MIC walk-in centre. More GP surgeries. Demolish the old
hospital and health centre. Could the leisure centre have a jacuzzi and sauna and steam
room. Could you demolish Thornbury Library and put a bigger one on the same site with
customer toilets open longer. More fun fairs and circuses in Thornbury would help.
Comment is superfluous. It is a very well thought out and presented compilation of the views
expressly residents
Strongly support the objective of being resilient to climate change. The need for local jobs is
important, to reduce travel but also to prevent Thornbury being a dormitory town.
The vision and objectives provided a strong and comprehensive framework against which to
judge future development.
The motivation behind our move to Thornbury in 2007 was significantly due to the unique
identity of the town, the wealth of community activities run by those living locally the
beautiful surrounding countryside, with many walks, with maintained footpaths and
bridlepaths, from our doorstep; all as identified in the Vision. After living in Bristol, much as
we enjoyed that, we wanted to move out further into the countryside. Despite the recent
housing developments (and more on the horizon), it would be a shame to sacrifice what
makes this area such a pleasure in which to live. We would seriously consider moving away in
the future, if the character changes drastically. We don't want to live in an extension of
Bristol and we need to keep our identity and support all the objectives outlined here.
'Sustainable development, unique character, resilient to climate change and historic identity'
are key objectives that are really important' to us.
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NFA – comment only
NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

I have reminded of our beautiful paths and green spaces during the Covid 19 lock down.

NFA – comment only

The balance of 'Preserving unique character' whilst being 'resilient to climate change' and
allowing changes to facilitate smarter ways of living will be challenging to achieve. I'd suggest
putting the bullet of 'Being resilient to climate change' at the top of this list, as preservation of
the status quo has dominated in many historic communities delaying meaningful action on
climate change which is urgent.
Vistry Homes notes and acknowledges several of the concerns expressed by the local
community with regard to the availability and suitability of housing within the town, as
outlined under Section 4.1 of the DTNDP. Notably, the community has expressed a desire to
ensure that new homes are affordable, suitable for both younger and older people, of highquality, and are a good fit with the town. The delivery of social infrastructure alongside new
homes is also highlighted as an important issue, as is enhanced access to open green spaces
and pathways (e.g. Streamside Walk). The DTNDP also acknowledges the wider role that
Thornbury plays as a market town servicing its rural hinterland.

NFA – comment only.
Reject proposal to change order of
bullets. Current order is more
logical.

Taking the views expressed under section 4.1 of the DTNDP as a starting-point for the
formulation of policy, Vistry Homes supports, in principle, the DTNDP Vision and Objectives.
For the Neighbourhood Plan to have real effect and to perform as a policy document that
facilitates change, helping to resolve community concerns, decision-makers must not lose
sight of the critical importance of providing well planned, high quality, sustainable and
affordable homes in Thornbury, responding positively to the community’s wishes to address
the high cost of housing and the limited availability of rental properties. The plan should
contain policies that actively support local people (particularly the younger generation) in
accessing housing within the town. In this regard, it is also important that the TNDP policies
do not unduly restrict opportunities to deliver sustainable new homes that would improve
access to the local housing market and the affordability of new homes. Specific comments
relating to individual policies are set out in response to questions 2 to 8.
The phrase 'resilient to climate change' implies acceptance of it. There are things we could
still do to head off the worst effects, for example explore any and every opportunity for
renewable energy projects in the town (making more use of roof space.) I like the emphasis
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NFA – comment only

Disagree: the statement in the
vision is expanded it in the
previous paragraph to include

Action

Comment

Response

on quality local jobs. It would be lovely to have a town where a large number of people work
within cycling distance of where they live.
Great vision Well thought out objectives

reducing carbon emissions. This is
the only comment which seeks to
change our vision
NFA – comment only

The goals are admirable - but probably mutually exclusive

NFA – comment only

I have valued greatly my 38 years living here, as Vicar of St Mary's until 2002, and in
retirement in the High Street since then, enjouing its Market Town status with its immeniate
accessability to the countryside on foot. I also endorse the Group's vision for supporting
further new building consisting of a wider mix of housing to suit the neeeds of a more varied
population than is possible at present.
Thornbury has experienced significant growth over recent years, much of this in the form of
housing located to the north of the Town away from the Town centre away from shops,
restaurants, pubs, schools and other important facilities. Whilst further large scale strategic
development isn't needed the plan should make provision for small - medium sized residential
development that is better located to facilities and the hub of the Town. Development could
provide a range of housing types aimed at first time buyers, older people, self or custom build
homes as well as providing enhanced or new community open space
Thornbury is a pleasant place to live if your well off and you have a car. For those not so well
off the bus service is one expense and two never on time. There is very little for youngsters to
do which is why they gather in the park and the underpass on midlands road to inhale
laughing gas, drink alcohol and get stoned. I've seen the NO2 canisters littering the streets,
cannabis & cocaine bags outside the pubs. I'd love to see more cycle lanes and a railway
reopened to Yate, this would allow both young and old to travel further afield at a much
reduced cost to the failing bus services in this area. A new youth center would be nice as well
as more money spent on the skate board park.
This document is not a Plan but rather more of a guide which identifies matters to be
considered by Councillors when an application is made for development in the future. What is
required is a plan showing the layout of the town and immediate environs together with the
future basic infrastructure requirements such as roads and a possible mass transit rail link to
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NFA – comment only

NFA – P8 addresses scale of
housing for younger and older.
Plan does not allocate sites for
development.

NFA – comment only/outside
scope

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP
Plan does not allocate sites for
development

Action

Comment

Response

Bristol. In addition areas which can be developed for housing/schools/health facilities and
commercial purposes should be shown. Without these, Thornbury as seen over the last few
decades will have no control over developers. Witness the current case of Cleeve Park.
The nature of the town was a main feature which attracted us to move here in 2017. Over
development of the town would destroy this nature.

NFA – comment only. Outside
scope of NP.

I generally support the Plan but feel that some areas need strengthening.

NFA – comment only. Unspecific.

It is not nessessary to preserve its unique character and historic identity.

Disagree: point made by many
residents
NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Plan

Green open spaces need to be protected and green areas maintained to prevent hamlets
being merged with the town.
Infrastructure must be in place before the development takes place.
More emphasis on detail of the plans so the houses are not overpowering, too high,block
views or too close together.

NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Plan
Disagree – addressed in Housing
P3.

I’d question the quality of the homes currently being built and the infrastructure certainly
isn’t in place. Typical of new builds the parking and gardens are small. You say sustainable but
how are they sustainable? are they run completely on renewable energy? Do you have
enough space in your garden to be self sufficient? Drs/dentists simply can’t cope at the
moment. I fear it’s an empty vision.
The new builds need their own shops within walking distance. The main car park is always full
now. They also need their own schools, doctors.
The new estates need shops within walking distance and schools, doctors also.

NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Housing P3

The developers do not share this vision; they just see profit.

NFA – comment only
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NFA - Outside the Scope of NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Action

Comment

Response

I welcome this plan's laying down a positive vision for the town, in line with its strong
characteristics. I think the plan could go further in protecting the town from traffic congestion
and flood risk caused by new housing plans.

NFA – Traffic Outside the Scope of
NP. Flood risk addressed in
Housing P5

It's like motherhood and apple pie. It contains nothing that anyone could object to and will
achieve absolutely nothing. Until local residents can have control over the amount, the siting,
and the design of new development it is just fine words. And some of them are not so fine:
what does "preserve its unique character and historic identity and rural separation through
well planned holistic high-quality placemaking and design" actually mean in English?
With the caveat that none of the objectives can be met if there is overdevelopment

NFA – comment only

Few people want to buy an expensive house adjacent to social housing.
Pedestrians should have priority on shared paths.
The Vision and Objectives capture well the key issues and the aspirations of the community

NFA – comment only
Disagree – not sufficiently raised
by community in survey
NFA – comment only

I like the vision but am concerned about the level of local employment opportunities being
created.

NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Town Centre Vitality P12

It is reassuring to see that 'Thornbury' is not just the town but includes the surrounding area.
It cannot fail to be classed as a historic town/area therefore 'rural separation' and the
protection of green belt is vital to the preservation of its character. Within that separation
there is scope for a vibrant, well-planned environment that the residents want. It's thanks to
the Town Council the community feeling and concern of the residents of Thornbury that the
plan has been produced.
Concerned that vast housebuilding over recent years that has been opposed by local people
over the past 15 years was ignored by South Gloucestershire Council and has resulted in loss
of wildlife habitat, a massive increase in traffic in the town causing pollution and congestion.
No alternative transport options as majority of town occupants still drive their cars out of
Thornbury to their place of work outside of the town. The local shops are not being supported
by the occupants of the new housing estates which was always a reason given for the
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NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only/Out of scope

Action

Comment

Response

housebuilding and the town loses its appeal as it continues its sprawl which is of great
concern.
Resilient climate change?

NFA – comment only

What Affordable housing?
What Employment facilities?
What appropriate facilities?
None of this is true
I feel it’s essential to develop the infrastructure alongside any expansion and also retain as
much green space as possible to retain Thornbury’s country town feel.

NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Plan

Yes, on all counts

NFA – comment only

The second bullet point is key to wider issues of environmental and sustainable living that
should be key to overarching government policy for tackling climate change amongst other
things. ................."historic town centre with mixed retail, business and residential facilities
and a thriving economy that provides jobs for local people to enable them to work where they
live".
Well thought through measures

NFA – comment only

All the objectives seem like good, positive aims for Thornbury to be a nice place/community in
which to live
We need a zebra crossing near the anchor pub

NFA – comment only

There appears to be sufficient housing within Thornbury already. Is more housing really
required or is it there to line a developers pocket?

NFA – Outside of Scope of NP
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NFA – comment only

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Action

Comment

Response

Housing is getting out of control, losing many green spaces around the town. This also has an
impact on services, such as drs, schools etc, and the environment we live in, traffic increased,
congestion during peak times etc
More buses to bristol and reliable

NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Services and Facilities P14

The Town must retain its character, whilst modernising and adapting to the requirements of
todays society.
Very appropriate to Thornbury

NFA – comment only

What a shame you didn't ask people's opinion before Thornbury was ruined by over and
inappropriate development - & no facilities to go with it.
see comments within

NFA – comment only

As an A-Level Geography student in Castle School 6th Form I am happy to see protection of
green space as a key objective. I think transport links could definitely improve and am gald I
have discovered this scheme. I will support this vision.
Having read the plan it does seem to address all the issues and concerns regularly expressed
in conversation and on social media
I work in the NHS so I want to see the provisions for residents to access dentists, doctors
chemists, post offices independent shops and eateries. I have a dog and I want open, safe
spaces to walk
This seems to have included the main positive featues of Thornbury and is looking to keep to
keep or improve them.
It's a dream that will get walked over by the politically motivated South Gloucester Council.
Development planners have repeatedly offered green spaces, boundaries etc etc and then
totally disregarded them at building phase. Until national planning policy changes to pteveny
land banking and to insist developers provide community facilities BEFOarE they build more
unnecessary houses in Thornbury then no plan is ever going to be enough to thwart the
deluge of unnecessary distruction of what was once a friendly and popular thriving market
town. Now it's run down, full of charity shops, nail bars and coffee shops with a rising amount
of crime. Can't wait to move from here.
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NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only. Addressed in
Plan P16
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Who wants to spend a half million pounds to live next to someone on Universal credit that
does not care about their home or the neighbourhood. Segregate social housing!
We don’t want any more homes being built. There’s too many people in the town now & it’s
being ruined. Thornbury was far better before all the affordable housing watered down our
house prices & attracted council estate folk.
No more new housing. Enough already. Is there evidence to show that people agree with
providing more housing even if sustainable?
I support the idea, but the housing ideas have me doubting it. We have no more space for
housing while also keeping and expanding green areas. That, and none of it is affordable for
those who are disabled and unable to work.
No more new housing. Enough already.

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Developers need to contribute to the infrastructure of the vision

NFA – comment only

Particularly 1. The proposed development off Oldbury Lane will almost join Yhornbury and
Oldbury together. Not good particularly as it is a flood plain.
The infrastructure of Thornbury is already stretched and won't support more housing. It will
struggle further with the buildings that have started.

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP
NFA – comment only.
Addressed in P8
NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA – comment only
Addressed in P14, P16

Better health services desperately needed - 2 wweeks for GP appointment typical at present.
Not enough car parking to support needs of vibrant town.
69.6% of Thornbury commuitng to work, most of out town (Page 8).
Hospital has closed. New sites only for physiotherapy, audiology maternity.
I feel the emphasis on environmental protection and promotion of sustainable and green
ways of living should be higher up the agenda. Without this the rest will be pointless.
I agree with points 1 and 5 in particular
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NFA – Addressed in P5 and P17
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Generally very supportive, but would like to see a strengthening of the statements in two
areas:
1) The fact that the green open spaces being highly valued and need of protection
2) [left blank by survey respondent]
I think the concept and acceptance of "growth" is given too much credence. "Growth" does
not have to be inevitable and can be moderated, as it has been in other places. Not enough
weight is given to the needs of the population profile, almost half being over 50. Needs more
focus on their needs in all aspects.
Thornbury Must Not Take Any More Houseing.The NHS Must Demolish Thornbury Health
Center And Hospital Put A Biger Ony UP ON The Same Site With A MIU Op[en All Year Rand
WE Must Have More GP Surgerys Openig 7 Days.And A Walk IN Center.Could The Leisure
Center Have A Jacuzzi And A Sauna Steam Room Open 7 Days.Could The Councils Demolish
The Library Put UP A Biger One ON The Same Site With Customer Toilets Open All Year
Rand.IF Thornbury Could Have More Fun Fairs And Circus IT Would Help
I do not support any further housing developments in thronbury at all.

NFA – comment only. Addressed in
P19

More thought needs to go into where the houses are built. Going towards the power station
onto flood plain isn't a good idea. It should go up towards the a38 and create the highstreet
as the hub
All objectives very necessary.

NFA - Decision not to allocate sites.

It's good to have a Vision, and the Objectives are good, but I'd like to see a plan that will
include some action to turn the former into reality.
The text and language is generic, what makes Thornbury special is not spelt out. What are the
key characteristics of Thornbury that should be protected and enhanced? The responsiveness
of future development plus the resilience of the current town needs to demonstrate the
variety of GOOD DESIGN, materials, visual appropriateness, legibility, and richness that makes
Thornbury Thornbury. Current the text is generic-it can be watered down by any developer
very very easily. StandArds should be met and surpassed like the housing space standards (FYI
very few of the new homes in the area meet this gov guidance), part m of the building regs
etc. Spell out what is good to ensure the good features are replicated in new development
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NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
Propose NFA – only one comment
that states this.

Action

Comment
whether it’s a renovation of a shop or new houses. The plan is not aspirational currently-look
at any local plan and this text appears copy and pasted from that, it’s bland, if you aspire for
excellence you will get good development, write a mediocre plan and the future development
will not even be mediocre. I say this as a chartered town planner and urban designer so is an
educated view of someone that works on behalf of house builders that race to the bottom
line and will compromise values in a local plan so I really encourage something that is specific
about what is good about Thornbury else more genetic copy and paste development will
happen.
It is too long and backward focused. It mentions new housing but needs to do so in a way that
better connects with managing the overall thornbury eco system.
I do not support any expansion of the town!

Response

NFA – comment only
NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Road access into and out of Thornbury needs to be increased with the population. New
housing development needs to be stopped. Services are not able to cope.
Too little too late ! Disgraceful overbuilding of expensive homes on the green fields around
our beautiful town , with absolutely no regard to services such as health centres being
overstretched .
Much less for the wildlife !
The market town is not a market town anymore !
Maintenance of the historicness of the town & the bus routes

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

When you review the achievement of these objectives how will you know how well you have
done without specific measurable targets. The review assessment could only be based on a
subjective viewpoint because the objectives are non specific ie. The use of the word 'support'
in almost all of the objectives implies a passive involvement rather than a proactive approach.
For example set a target for employing local people at 25% of a new businesses employees?
People need a fast efficient transport system to get to work with connections to Bristol
Parkway and Bristol city centre

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP
We were advised that we could not
go further than use ‘supported’ in
Policy
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NFA – comment only/ Outside
scope

NFA – comment only

NFA - Outside the Scope of NP

Action

2.2 Aims, Objectives and Policies of the Plan as a whole
This section covers over-arching comments made about the aims and objectives and the policies set out in the Plan as a whole.

Comment

Response

Get the infrastructure sorted before building any more houses especially roads and parking in centre.

NFA -Addressed in Plan
P14, P16
NFA – addressed in Plan
P3, P8
NFA – Outside scope of NP
NFA – comment only
Agree – amend ‘lopsided’
language.

We need to have a say in the type of social housing and numbers of properties. We don't want to
create housing estates that are poorly designed and become ghettos.
Please make improvements now BEFORE approving any more development.
I worry is there enough water for all the housing.
Regarding Green Belt, I found section 3.3, especially the last paragraph, to be downbeat and almost a
bit negative. If Thornbury is to expand, that will necessarily be away from the centre. That is not the
'fault' of the Green Belt to the south. I do not recall seeing specific mention of Green Belt in the
Policies. I think this is a missed opportunity to emphasise a popular planning concept. I think that that
S Glos and Bristol also value the Green Belt buffer and we should be seen to be 'on the same page'.
Fully support the aspiration to achieve a more sustainable town economy and environment and look
forward to seeing concrete proposals.
A comprehensive document that defines and validated the desires and opinions of Thorburians for
their Community.
Very well thought out plan. I am pleased that provision both for local food production and wildlife is
included. Congratulations to the Neighbourhood Plan team.
Thank you to those who have worked so hard in completing this Draft Plan, which will take us through
to 2036. It's wonderful to know that we have such committed people in our community, who are
willing to give much of their time in the interests of others. I hope that you/we receive the support
from South Glos. Council to address all these concerns, with balanced consideration, to enable most,
if not all, of these objectives to be met. Monitoring will be essential and it's good to see this included.
I think it addresses well what makes Thornbury special and how we can protect this while enabling
appropriate developments and improvements.
Thank you for all the hard work involved.
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Green belt ???
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA - comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

Action

Amend to improve
language used in
the Plan

Comment

Response

It's a good plan, and the principles within the plan capture my own sentiments about how the town
should develop in the years to come. In some specific areas it can be improved - renewable energy
suitable sites can be identified as a way to show community support for these kinds of facilities without such formal support, it is hard to see how any community renewable energy assets will be
built above domestic scale.

NFA – comment only
NFA – outside scope of
Plan

Further, space for a wilder country park can be identified to the North of the town, which would meet
many of the objectives of several sections of the plan.

Within these representations Vistry Homes has highlighted numerous concerns in respect of the
DTNDP including in relation to statements made within the DTNDP without sufficient or robust
evidence to justify their inclusion; and concerns in relation to the wording of the Plan’s Objectives and
Policies. Until amendments, as recommended above, have been made Vistry Homes is unable to
support the DTNDP as drafted.
In addition to the comments set out above, Vistry Homes makes the following additional comments
relevant to the plan as a whole:
• The DTNDP has been prepared in the context of the emerging West of England Joint Spatial Plan
(JSP), including the anticipated strategic development locations (e.g. Buckover Garden Village). The
JSP was withdrawn from Examination in April 2020 following the significant soundness concerns
expressed by the Examining Inspectors in September 2019. As a result, much of the context described
in Sections 3.3 (Green Belt) and Section 3.4 (Future Development Outside Thornbury) of the DTNDP is
now out of date and irrelevant. These sections should, therefore, be removed from the TNDP.
• The DTNDP refers to the now superseded version of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
(2012). The DTNDP should be prepared having regard to the 2019 version of the NPPF and updated
National Planning Practice Guidance.
The DTNDP will be examined against the strategic policies contained within the now outdated South
Gloucestershire Core Strategy (2013). It should, however, be borne in mind that the strategic policies
14 Thornbury Neighboiurhood Plan

NFA - - not identified as
Local Green Space by
community
Agree that Plan should be
updated to reflect changes
in national and local
policies

Action

Amendment to the
context to reflect
current changes
and the updated
NPPF

Comment

Response

require updating (as acknowledged by South Gloucestershire Council within the New Local Plan
prospectus document 2017). The TNDP will, therefore, require review in the short term to reflect
strategic policies contained within a new sub-regional, spatial development strategy and/or Local Plan
for the area. Such a review will likely require material modifications that change the nature of the
plan requiring examination and a referendum.
The DTNDP does not meet the basic conditions set out in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990. For the reasons described within these representations the DTNDP is
not in general conformity with the strategic policies of the Development Plan; does not contribute to
the achievement of sustainable development; and does not have regard to national policy.
Vistry Homes would welcome the opportunity to engage with the Neighbourhood Plan Group to
address these concerns and comments.
On the whole it is pretty comprehensive and I like the emphasis on people working close to where
they live.
24th April 2020
I’m writing to you on behalf of Horizon Nuclear Power (Horizon) in response to the draft Thornbury
Neighbourhood Plan 2019-2036.
Horizon is a UK energy company developing a new generation of nuclear power stations. A wholly
owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd., it plans to provide at least 5,800 MW of new power station capacity
to the UK - enough to power around 11 million homes.
Horizon has two sites - Wylfa on Anglesey and Oldbury-on-Severn in South Gloucestershire. Both were
listed within Government National Policy Statement EN-6 (Nuclear Power Generation, 2011) as being
potentially suitable sites for new nuclear build (NNB). They would also constitute Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs), for which the main planning consent is the Development
Consent Order (DCO).
Work on our lead project, Wylfa, as well as for Oldbury, our second site, was suspended in January
2019 after it hadn't been possible to reach an agreement on the financing and associated commercial
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NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

arrangements in time to sustain ongoing levels of development. It is hoped a way forward can be
found, in discussion with UK Government, that will allow activity to resume so our projects can play a
key role in the UK's low carbon energy future.
Although both our projects are currently suspended, Horizon maintains an awareness of the
development of strategic plans and policies within the vicinity of its sites. In this vein we have
reviewed the draft Thornbury Neighbourhood Plan (February 2020) and acknowledge its reference
(3.4.2) to NNB.
Please be assured that it is our continued policy to keep local stakeholders up to date on our projects’
progress, including any updates to the Government’s overarching strategy.
In addition, planning proposals for any future power station would involve extensive consultation in
line with the requirements for NSIPs. In addition, the Planning Act 2008 requires developers to
prepare a Statement of Community Consultation (SOCC) explaining how they will consult with people
living in the vicinity of a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project site. It is therefore an important
part of a future consenting process for developers to carry out effective consultation on proposals
before making an application for a Development Consent Order.
A lot of work has obviously gone into this plan. It is very well thought out and written and fair to the
old and new residents of Thornbury
I wish to congrtulate the Group who have gone to such detail and careful study in order to produce
this Draft Plan, Iand I hope to see its progress towards being put into action without any great delay.
If and only you follow through on these aims, then i can say truthfully that Thornbury will be a
pleasant and green place to live, for generations to come.
77 pages is a lot, but I agree with it.
The plan is very professionally written and presented. The proof of the pudding will be whether it
makes any difference to the destruction of Thornbury as a rural community through excess and
speculative development that's going on now.
Not sure if my comments in full support of the TRAPP'D submission were registered earlier in my
completion of the survey so, just in case, the above comments are in addition to those.
I agree with TRAPP’D response.
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NFA -comment only
NFA -comment only
NFA -comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Please ensure the new builds have their own amenities. Schools, shops, doctors. Ours are stretched
already
It is a useful template but economics and overdevelopment for housing will be stumbling blocks, as
well as the road infrastructure.
Yes, I support the aims etc, but I am afraid that the whole exercise has been a complete waste of time
and money. The Plan won't control anything and although it may give some advantages under the
"localism" agenda (how many PMs ago was that introduced??!!) we will see no difference Buckover
Farm "Village" will be built and we'll turn into another north Swindon or Yate.
Objectives are easy to write but hard to achieve. All the objectives are laudable, but the sheer scale of
development that has occurred, is planned and may yet be allowed is likely to make the objectives
unachievable. All future development should now be primarily affordable housing. There is no
shortage for those who can afford expensive properties.
This is a most impressive piece work. Thanks and very well done to the team which researched and
put the draft plan together.
Thornbury is a fantastic place to live and want it to remain that way and not become a sprawling,
inpersonal town with no character and togetherness. Everything should be done to hold on to the
positive characteristics of the town to be enjoyed by future generations and whose rural aspect
should not be lost as has happened to other areas on the outskirts of Bristol.
We accept some new housing needs to be built but please preserve the rural town feel and ensure
adequate infrastucture
The plans as presented appear co-ordinated, but, in reality is an ad-hoc assembly if individual efforts
with no thought for the community/locality as a whole
A huge amount of work has gone into this plan, for which I am very grateful. However, I would
appreciate my comments being taken into account so that Thornbury retains its unique market town
feel and does not become an overgrown dormitory for Bristol.
As previous comments
at least 95%
The Neighbourhood Plan is both an excellent idea to engage people in the town and involving the
various institutions, South Glos, NHS, Town Council in engaging in the future of our town and in
ensuring that it is a vibrant and welcoming place.
See comments already given

NFA – addressed in Plan
P14, P16
NFA – out of scope
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NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

NFA -comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

NFA -comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Well thought through and responds to the major issues of concern for Thornbury,
page 7 3.2

NFA – comment only
Review Policy 1

why was Oldbury on Severn not included in the outlying villages
Brilliant!
Overall a very good stab at identifying needs, and should be put in place before the next mammoth
estate is applied for.
It is wonderful to see a coherent plan that collects data from surveys. The haphazard development in
recent years with no apparent overall development plan is alarming. (I realise the scope of the
neighbourhood plan is different.)
Maps should be brought up to date in plan to show on-going buildings.

NFA -comment only
NFA -comment only

Figure 5 and 6 would show very differen views if rotated 10 to 20 degrees clockwisae to show how
Thronbury Fields standa out above rest of town

Disagree – formatting
issue. No amendment to
make as plans are
consistent with other
documents in the Plan
Disagree – addressed in
Plan P5, P6, Section 9. No
amendment
recommended as Plan has
significant policies to
address sustainable
development
NFA – comment
only/outside scope

much more emphasis needed on sustainability, reduction in energy use, use of green technologies,
carbon neutral buildings, use of solar on new housing and all public buildings, tree planting, electric
cars, accessibility and facilities for people of all ages with different needs, local food growing,
reduction in pollution, provision of public transport, community involvement including "hard to
reach" groups

IS There Enough Water For All The Houseing.The Council Tax IS TO High And Business Rates And
Rent.Renting OR Bying A Home IS TO High.Houseing Associations And All The Councils And NHS Will
Not Help Any One IF They Got A Problem Its Time They All Did.Have The Time Theres NO One IN The
Councils OR NHS Working They Keep Geting Time OF They Should Not.WE Should Have Free Parking
IN All The Hospitals.
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Action
Amendment to
reflect community
comments in
relation to Policy 1

NFA – comment only

Agree – update maps

Update maps

Comment

Response

I think those involved in the development of the plan have done an excellent job - well done. I forgot
to say that in any developments re parking , there should be more spaces for disabled and cycle parks.
In responses received, I would ask that the views of the young are prioritised along with recent
residents in Thornbury - there take may well be different to those who have been longer residentand they are the future
Well integrated policie which, if applied, should at least make the best from the inexorable and rapid
house development in Thornbury..
It’s too generic and text appears Copy and pasted with no real thought about what really makes
Thornbury work and why it is special.

NFA – outside scope

Local plans that have been successful have encouraged a cross section of responses buy getting the
youth involved by presenting ideas and requiring comments before entry to a battle of the bands.
Families have been presented information at school events and carnivals. For the plan to be
responsive and robust far more consultation is needed and what’s been done so far is unsound

NFA -comment only
Disagree – Plan defines
what makes Thornbury
special
Consultation has been
undertaken in accordance
with statutory
requirements and great
effort has been taken by
community volunteers on
the steering group to
engage with the
community .
No amendment as Plan is
sufficiently clear.

Real actions are required to make use of the time you have spent on this.
I do feel that the issue of the ageing population within Thornbury is not really being addressed. The
new developments do not have any provision for large flats or bungalows, being an option for the
older residents to downsize to should they wish to remain in Thornbury. A much better mix of
housing type is required. Are there any on the about to be started 350 home Cleve Park development
for instance?
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Full engagement and
consultation has been
undertaken
NFA -comment only
Disagree – addressed in
Plan P8. No amendment
made as Plan clearly
addresses this.

Action

Comment

Response

Good ideas but the way it has been placed in the suite of planning documents linking to the spatial
plan mean it candle be largely ignored so those in the right place end up doing what they want. Sorry
but that's what I can see.
The objectives in all sections need to far more specific and target based so that Town and County
Council achievement can be measured properly. Having a plan in place is a great idea but I have
concerns that the plan will have no legal standing when it comes the future development because of
the subjectivity implied in its content and the multiple use of the word 'Encourage' in many of the
aims and ojectives.
The policies often support each other. Collectively, these offer a hopeful blueprint for Thornbury’s
future.

NFA – outside scope
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NFA – most residents
accept the objectives

NFA -comment only

Action

3 Identity and Coherent Development
3.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Identity and Coherent Development’ is set out in the table below.

Comment

Response

Separation for BRISTOL / YATE etc essential. Infrastructure should be in first not last.

NFA – comment only

Obviously I do not like the idea of Buckover Garden Village straddling the A38 and being a stones
throw from the boundary of Thornbury.
Thornbury Town has developed in a way that the High Street with main shopping area is not in the
centre of the town. New development, particularly Park Farm, is some distance from the town. The
developers should have been made to provide some local facilities (small shop) for the residents living
there. Are there cycleways and good pedestrian routes? There certainly is no bus service.
I've seen no evidence that the current developments have made any difference to Thornbury other
than for the worst. We have increased traffic, healthcare centres are incredibly busy and
overstretched and shops closing. I think these should be sorted out first before allowing more
development otherwise current residents plus those future residents lives will be poorer.
Large areas of new housing has recently been built against the wishes of local residents. Promised
improvements to Health Services has not materialised The existing hospital closed. Improvements to
roads have not been constructed.
Recent development does not feel democratically controlled: it feels like it has been pushed by
developers, not by what the town wants.
It is important to recognise and maintain the character of Thornbury for the benefit of current and
future residents.
I was pleased that the open land "views" are to be maintained. I would like more mention here of the
need to acknowledge and support farmers who are managing this land. I feel using this land for food
production should override the view and access aspect of the land surrounding and between the
hamlets. Employment on land should be emphasised maybe here or elsewhere.

NFA – comment only
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NFA – comment only.
Addressed in P3, P9, P18,
P21
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
Addressed in P14 and P16
NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Action

Comment

Response

Action

Please add Whitfield to the list of surrounding hamlets whose character could be threatened by
development around the edge of Thornbury, particularly Buckover Garden village. As well of the rural
views out of Thornbury, the views from the the rural approach into Thornbury are also important.
Also mention that Thornbury has some of the best grade agricultural land in the entire south west
region around it (Grade 2 best and most versatile) and being a market town we are proud of this,
perhaps state where greenfield development is proposed that preference is towards locating it on
fields with lower grade land rather than our best agricultural assets.
Although I understand that new housing developments are necessary, they do need to be
sympathetic to the existing layout of the town and surrounding areas. I used to commute to Bristol
city centre daily for work, both by car and public transport. I found this increasingly time consuming
and stressful. Often a single one way journey would take 2 hours, for a 16 mile trip, due to the weight
of traffic and particularly if there was an accident on either the M4 or M5 (bottlenecks arose). The
increase in major housing developments is not sustainable if transport links aren't improved. It could
adversely impact the local economy. People won't be able to afford to buy the properties unless they
can find a reasonable commute to work and/or work locally (which I now do, although in a much
lower paid job - I couldn't cope with the stress of the commute any longer). Carefully considered and
then implemented infrastructure, which can be maintained in the long term, is absolutely key. Short
term gains from selling land to developers for poorly planned, dense housing stock must not be
permitted.
It is critical that some principles of integration are common for any new developments. A walkable
distance to Thornbury centre; provision of the sustainable transport options BEFORE most residents
move in; coordination of footpaths and cycle paths within the new developments to link into town
and out to the countryside.

Review text Policy 1

Amend Policy 1
text reviewed to
improve clarity

Separation of hamlets from town is good, and enhancement of the 'buffer' areas for biodiversity
should be a principal objective too. Link Chapter 5 to Section 9.4 - Policy 17 in a 2 birds with one
stone approach - this will also ensure that new developments have access to some of the best areas
of countryside, most biodiverse, and wonderful.
Having regard to the challenges faced by policy-makers in improving access to housing within the
Town chapter 5 focusses unduly on containment and the adoption of a restrictive approach to
growth. Consistent with national planning guidance , in order to demonstrate that a draft

NFA: policy 17 is sufficient.
Biodiversity addressed in
sustainability section
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NFA – comment
only/outside scope

Addressed in P14

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in P3, P16, P18,

Disagree: plan meets basic
condition to contribute to
Sustainable Development

Comment

Response

neighbourhood plan contributes to sustainable development, sufficient and proportionate evidence
should be presented on how the draft neighbourhood plan guides development to sustainable
solutions. In absence of sufficient and proportionate evidence the TNDP will not meet the basic
condition to contribute to sustainable development

in its vision and objectives
& subsequent policies. NFA

For the reasons described below Vistry Homes objects to the Aims and Objectives listed under
Chapter 5 of the DTNDP.

Action

No amendment to make as
there are strong
sustainable development
policies included in the
Plan

The overarching Aim of Chapter 5, which is entitled ‘Identity and Coherent Development’, appears to
be the ‘preservation’ of Thornbury’s character, historic identity and rural separation. In setting the
scene Chapter 5 states that the Town’s ‘identity’, ‘rural feel’ and ‘separation from other outer lying
towns and villages’ are important issues for residents.
While the Aim of Chapter 5 refers to the separation of Thornbury from surrounding ‘villages’, the
Objectives highlight also the need to maintain a sense of separation between Thornbury and adjoining
‘hamlets’, including ‘Upper Morton, Lower Morton, The Hackett, Crossways, the Knapp, Upper
Buckover, Lower Buckover, Milbury Heath and The Slad’. The majority of these locations are already
outliers of the Town comprising a very small collection of individual residential units with no defining
character, either stylistically or spatially. Nevertheless, paragraph 5.4.1 infers that each of these
‘areas’ has its own identity and character, without defining in each case what there is of merit that
justifies such an approach. The only ‘defining character’ highlighted in the supporting text is one
based on properties/buildings located within a rural landscape and enjoying a degree of physical
separation from the main urban area of the town. Such a statement could apply equally to numerous
collections of houses surrounding market towns across England. While local character and identity will
be important factors in place making and design, a blanket policy ‘protecting’ or ‘preserving’
separation is unjustified and should be removed from the TNDP.
Policy 1 aims to prevent development that ‘effectively merges’ Thornbury with these identified
‘villages and hamlets’. It is not clear what ‘effectively merges’ means: whether this applies to
development that abuts, encircles, or is in close proximity to; the term is ambiguous and therefore
open to different interpretations. However, in any event, for the reasons described above, there is no
clear evidence or justification to support the principle of the policy.
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Amendment made
to Policy 1 to
improve clarity

Comment

Response

Action

With reference to views and vistas, the objective under Chapter 5 is again to ‘preserve’ countryside
and architectural views, which maintain the ‘essential character of its market town ethos and history’.
Such an approach (to preserve views) is not in general conformity with South Gloucestershire
Council’s strategic policies as set out within the adopted Core Strategy (2013). For example, Policy CS1
of the Core Strategy states that development proposals should safeguard and enhance, through
incorporation into new development, existing landscape features; while Policy CS5 expects
developments to conserve and enhance the character, quality, distinctiveness and amenity of the
landscape. Appendix C to the DTNDP outlines a number of ‘key views and vistas’ but, again, these are
not supported by an appropriate or robust evidence base.
With reference to Policy 2, while Vistry Homes does not object to the principle of preparing a
Neighbourhood Development Framework for major development, clarity is required in relation to
what is expected under the ‘programme of community consultation’. Moreover, in order to deliver
this Policy, it is crucial that the community and local community stakeholders commit to proactive
engagement with developers and landowners, in particular where new development would address
the Aim and Objectives listed under Chapter 6.

Discuss

Discuss

I totally agree with the second two bullets under 5.3. I don't feel that strongly about the separate
identity of Thornbury. Access to the country side is extremely important to me. While I understand
the reasoning behind aiming to build on the flat, I would be more concerned about minimising flood
risk.
I have enjoyed walking from my house in Thornbury out to the countryside. I hope the Housing
developments preserve the public footpaths radiating out from the town. Sprawling development
would spoil this amenity.
Policy 2 - Neighbourhood Development Frameworks
The plan isn’t seeking to make provision for housing, and it does not allocate any land for 'major'
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NFA – engagement and
consultation has been and
will be undertaken in
accordance with statutory
neighbourhood
development plan
requirements
No amendment – Plan
developed in accordance
with statutory guidance
NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan P3, P9,
P18
NFA except define major
development using CGT’s
paper

To Amend to
define ‘major

Comment

Response

developments. We have some reservations therefore, about the need for this policy as there are no
major developments proposed. If it is retained then it should be clearer on what it means by major
development, as the planning authority will need to decide on whether the policy is relevant or not in
any particular instance.

development’ for
clarity

We are supportive of placemaking through good design, and have no objection to most of the bullet
points. However, depending on how 'major' is defined, most housing developments will not be of
sufficient scale to provide their own supporting services such as local centres, health and education.
This section therefore should be revised to make this clearer. Requiring developments below a
certain size to provide their own facilities on site will simply lead to schemes becoming unviable and
therefore undeliverable and may well undermine the vitality, viability and function of Thornbury town
centre.

Although much of the plan is positive, it shouldn't preclude well thought out development that could
improve the vitality of the Town centre and High Street.
We have a couple of doctors surgeries, a small tescos an Aldi & a tiny co-op. The high street is made
up of charity shop,s pubs and coffee shops which is great for tourists but not so great if you intend to
live your whole life here and you don't have access to a car. New house building projects need to be
controlled, until we look at how we can improve our current essential services.
I especially welcome the emphasis on maintaining the separate identities of neighbouring villages etc.
This is important in itself, but also connects with preservation of green spaces.
The expansion of the town in the 1970s showed good planning, with the green spaces and streamside
walks and nature features. Any new developments must be of a similar style.

NFA – comment only

I generally agree with the Plan and, as a co-author of the TRAPP'D response, I fully support all of their
comments.

NFA – comment only

In the remainder of this survey, I will only add my personal comments which add to the TRAPP'D
submission.
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Action

NFA – comment
only/outside scope

NFA – comment only
NFA - Addressed in Plan P3,
P17, P18

Comment

Response

Need to keep Thornbury separate from surrounding hamlets with green gaps in proportion to the size
of the development.

NFA – comment only
Addressed in Plan P14

Infrastructure should be in place before development starts.
Need to prevent hamlets merging together and create green space between developments. The
bigger the development the bigger the green gap.
Infrastructure needs to be in place before development can take place.
It’s hard to maintain the views if you’re building all over them. What was once someone’s view of the
countryside and beyond is now a housing estate of closely packed homes. The rate and scale of
building is too much.
It seems to focus mainly on keeping the outskirts
The fact that most incomers will use the A38 for travel to work places it under huge stress at peak
times and as it is a relief road for the motorway, it can sometimes be snarled up completely.
More fine words! The objectives are good but until the authorities with the POWER (ie S Glos Council
and the Planning Inspectorate) will fully take account of local residents' views and not repeat the
mantra of a "5 years' supply of housing land must be available" we are whistling into the wind.
I attach particular importance to the design of new development which must be appropriate in terms
of scale, layout and landscape treatment, together with the design, materials and detailing of
individual houses and other built development.

NFA – comment only
Addressed in Plan P1

NFA – comment
only/outside scope
NFA – comment only
NFA – outside scope
NFA – comment
only/outside scope
NFA – comment only
Addressed in Plan P1, P3

I agree the importance of maintaining the separate identities of Thornbury's surrounding hamlets.
It is good to note that the landscape setting of Thornbury was recognised specifically in the South
Gloucestershire Landscape Assessment 2014.
I fully support Policy 2 on the preparation of Neighbourhood Development Frameworks.
It is sad that the Plan is possibly too late to prevent some of the merging of these hamlets, with their
NFA – comment only
individual character, into the town. The hamlet of Upper Morton is already part of that merging and if Addressed in Plan P1
plans go ahead the Hackett, Crossways and the Knapp will go the same way.
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Action

Comment
Views will also be lost from the Tytherington Road/ A38 junction by the Grovesend Road/ Morton
Way development by Miller Homes and from the northern end of Morton Way across to the Welsh
Hills by the new development off Gloucester Road.
Believe Thornbury has taken more than its fair share of new housing to date and in order to retain its
identity and rural feel there should be a halt to any more major housebuilding in the town but still an
objective to consider a train link to encourage public transport use and reduce car pollution.
I think the about of development is already causing Thornbury to lose it’s rural feel sadly

Response

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA – comment only

It is vital impact on existing residents is considered, from potential for contribution to flooding, to
quality of air due to increased traffic flow through arterial connections. There seems to have been
little thought of this to date. Provision of bus stops alone does not constitute transport policy.
As long as developments are well designed I do not think that isolating Thornbury from all hamlets is a
necessity, what is of primary importance to me is good infrastructure that enhances facilities for both
hamlets and Thornbury

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan P5

We should resist urban sprawl into the surrounding villages

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan P1

Smaller villages close to Thornbury (eg Lower Morton, Slad) will inevitably coalesce with the town, but
larger developments like Buckover and Alveston should have a well defined separation

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan P1

See previous comment

NFA – comment only

It is important that Thornbury does not merge with its neighbouring villages and hamlets to avoid
suburban sprawl.

NFA – comment only.
Addressed in Plan P1

The area from the bottom of Thornbury Hill right up to the Tesco roundabout with its views to the
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NFA – comment only.
Separation came up in
survey as supported by
community. Infrastructure
addressed in P14 and P16

Action

Comment

Response

Severn should be protected and not built on as this creates an important visual separation as you
arrive in the town. The Plan addresses this.
The rural feel of Thornbury is long gone, it has turned into another Yate.

NFA – comment only

Need to change infrastructure to co-ordinate new development with town & maintain separation
from surrounding countryside. New roads, car parks & especially doctors and other health services
are needed.

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
Addressed in Plan P14, P16

Identity and belonging is important in our society and keeping key features, eg the well, will provide a
well integrated approch (sic) to updating the town whilst still keeping landmarks.
However, experience to date shows that current developments do not necessarily comply despite
representations by resident groups and council. The concern on piecemeal development is significant
Glos RDC had a plan, Avon followed that plan and built Morton Way in the 1980's. Lib Dem councillors
did not want building on their doorstep and railroad further development for 25 years. Thornbury
massive construction project now rests firmly at their feet.
Still we are accepting that ongoing development is inevitable here. We should be putting forward a
plan which caps development to preserve the character of the area. There is no mention of this.

NFA – comment only

It suggests even more new housing should be allowed which is not the case.

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Upper Morton and LOwer Morton not now separate hamlets. Could lose status The hAckett,
Crossways and more.

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Addressed in Plan P14, P16
No need for more housing but desperate need for improved infrastructure - health, car parking
particularly and probably schooling.
It all sounds well thought out. It’s worrying that it sounds like there are plans for a lot of expansion
and I hope that flood risks (with more ground being compacted so increasing surface runoff) are
properly considered.
Alexandra Lodge is a example of good coherent development as it blends in and has enhanced the
appearance of Castle Street. Some of the new estates are poor in appearance and could have been
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NFA – comment only.
Flood risk addressed in P5
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment
built anywhere. Token stone facings on a few houses do not show the identity of the town. Housing
without associated facilities such as local shops and green spaces do not reflect the previous waves of
estate building, eg Oakleaze, Primrose Drive, which have such amenities.
No more housing developments

Response

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Thornbury needs to be planned out and needs to be squared up with the a38. Land around crossways
lane and round to the new development should be infilled with a planned proposal with a new school
and local shops
Again I feel there needs some action otherwise it's just a piece of paper, or web page. It would be
better to have an aim to carry out some action leading to a change to the planned developments like
TRAPPD are doing.
Thornbury needs to embrace development is going to happen and current text appears to be quite
NIMBY. A sound vision for what Thornbury will be in 20/30/50 Years time is needed. Personally as
someone that’s 30, employed in Bristol and with a young child, I would love Thornbury to have a
greater focus on employment, new offices i.e Indy cube work places so more people work locally and
spend locally. I would love to see a greater variety of retail which would happen with more footfall. I
love the grass verges with trees around Thornbury and would like to see this continued as it
encourages wildlife and absorbs rainwater. New development should have electric car charging points
and higher EPCs as lets face it, developers will water down whatever is written anyway so spell out
what is desired. Spell out the housing mix wanted and type and minimum space standard (have a look
at the welsh governments social housing guidance as it’s a far higher standard than market housing
and English gov guidance)
But it may be too late to achieve this

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

It is not for noting that Thornbury developments should progress in a more planned way..... It should
be a high priority to ensuring supporting infrastructure and community resilience is enhanced.
I just dont believe developers take this seriously and are not and will not be held to account

NFA – comment only

The wants of current residents should not put off expansion of Thornbury, or presenting new houses
being built

NFA – comment only
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NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP.
Addressed in Town Centre
vitality
Addressed in P5
Addressed in P8

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

All further housing should be stopped. The number of vehicles, services required and environmentally
implications are all negative.

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Stop building otherwise there will be no identity for Thornbury! Sadly it’s almost gone already !!

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

I agree that it is important to maintain green space between Thornbury and the surrounding villages
and hamlets but due to the definition of Green Belt to the southwest of the town most of the
development has pushed the shape of the town North easterly making the town unbalanced. Why has
scrub land between the high street and the sports centre been defined as green belt? It would make
more sense to have development in this area making it possible for residents to walk to shops and
facilities plus rebalancing the town!
Important that Thornbury is not subsumed in the extending urban spread of Bristol’s northern fringe,
nor loses its separation from other distinct settlements such as Alveston.

NFA - Decision not to
allocate sites for
development

Action

NFA – comment only

3.2 Consultee Letters in relation to vision, Objectives and Identity & Coherent Development
In addition to responses provided via the website which are addressed in the above tables, individual letters were sent which have been considered and
addressed as relevant in the tables below.

Comment

Response

AP2.1 - 1 Introduction and Background
Michael Neale
As per the introduction, whether pedantic or a matter of semantics this document is a guide and not a
plan. Last bullet point: Transport and Access issues not covered; form part of The Town/Local Plan As a
above Core Strategy – 2006-26, JSP have both been deemed ‘not fit for purpose,’ whether it remains in
place or not. Volunteers should be commended for their input.
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NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

AP2.2 - 3 The Parish of Thornbury
Michael Neale
A drawing/plan showing the Conservation area would be useful addition to the document.
Para referring to the commute to Bristol for work. Are there any current traffic flow figures. These would
add interest as traffic flows both ways during peak hours, are heavy in both directions and would be
useful in terms of type of transport assessments and necessary infrastructure needs.
Green Belt. The last paragraph. Although green spaces within the town and conservation area are
highly valued the general purport of statements made are misleading even disingenuous in that
opportunities to redefine the green belt have been lost in earlier reviews. The area between the foot of
the escarpment to the South and West of the town and the Conservation Area should have been deleted
as it has little relevance to the Bristol Green Belt. Land to the West of the Town is of poor agricultural
quality and the lack of a Town Plan that is the cause of development to the East within the last forty
years that has created a lopsided expansion of the town.
The foot of the escarpment – shown in black on Fig 5 attached – should be the extent of the Bristol
Green Belt and the green line – future streamside walk –together with the Mundy Playing Fields and
Conservation Area land, indicates land beyond which should be open for development. All within the
remit of The 2011 Localism Act.

NFA – comment
only/outside scope
Greenbelt reviews are
outside the scope of NP.
NFA – only one
comment

NFA – only one
comment. Beyond remit

AP2.3 - 3.2 Thornbury Today
Trapped
The new population estimates described in Chapter 3 and referenced in Appendix E points 3 and 4 are
considerably below the figures obtained by TRAPP’D in our house to house survey on Park Farm and
Thornbury Fields in December 2018. Our population figures would indicate a 40% population increase
(above Census 2011) by 2026 to a level of approximately 17,000 for Thornbury alone, assuming that all
currently approved developments are built out. Our age demographic figures show that 44% of the new
population will be in the 25-44 age group and 13% in the 45-64 age group, which will have a
disproportionate effect on the working population figures and growth of the younger age group
demographic
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NFA –we used relevant
statistics

Action

Comment

Response

AP2.4 - 3.4.1 Buckover Garden Village
Michael Neale
Again, if South Glos Council and Thornbury Town Council had acted together and had produced a Town
Plan in the year or two following the Localism Act. The above would not be a problem. This document
despite its good intentions certainly does not help to thwart the proposed scheme. Surely the Act should
be a sufficient legal barrier in its self.

NFA – comment only

AP2.5 - 3.4.2 Horizon Power
Michael Neale
The finite resource of fossil fuels and doubtful economics of Nuclear Power place any consideration on
local planning outside the remit of Local Government. The route to the new Oldbury site certainly needs
significant improvement and realignment which planning in the four decades has failed to consider. A
Town Plan for Thornbury is an urgent must and in fact more
vital than this Neighbourhood
aspirational guide.

NFA – comment only

AP2.6 - 4 Vision and Objectives
Vistry Homes
Vistry Homes notes and acknowledges several of the concerns expressed by the local community with
regard to the availability and suitability of housing within the town, as outlined under Section 4.1 of the
DTNDP. Notably, the community has expressed a desire to ensure that new homes are affordable,
suitable for both younger and older people, of high-quality, and are a good fit with the town. The
delivery of social infrastructure alongside new homes is also highlighted as an important issue, as is
enhanced access to open green spaces and pathways (e.g. Streamside Walk). The DTNDP also
acknowledges the wider role that Thornbury plays as a market town servicing its rural hinterland.
Taking the views expressed under section 4.1 of the DTNDP as a starting-point for the formulation of
policy, Vistry Homes supports, in principle, the DTNDP Vision and Objectives. For the Neighbourhood
Plan to have real effect and to perform as a policy document that facilitates change, helping to resolve
community concerns, decision-makers must not lose sight of the critical importance of providing well
planned, high quality, sustainable and affordable homes in Thornbury, responding positively to the
community’s wishes to address the high cost of housing and the limited availability of rental properties.
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Already included in
comments reviewed in
earlier tables

Action

Comment

Response

Action

• The DTNDP has been prepared in the context of the emerging West of England Joint Spatial Plan (JSP),
including the anticipated strategic development locations (e.g. Buckover Garden Village). The JSP was
withdrawn from Examination in April 2020 following the significant soundness concerns expressed by
the Examining Inspectors in September 2019. As a result, much of the context described in Sections 3.3
(Green Belt) and Section 3.4 (Future Development Outside Thornbury) of the DTNDP is now out of date
and irrelevant. These sections should, therefore, be removed from the TNDP.
• The DTNDP refers to the now superseded version of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
(2012). The DTNDP should be prepared having regard to the 2019 version of the NPPF and updated
National Planning Practice Guidance.
The DTNDP will be examined against the strategic policies contained within the now outdated South
Gloucestershire Core Strategy (2013). It should, however, be borne in mind that the strategic policies
require updating (as acknowledged by South Gloucestershire Council within the New Local Plan
prospectus document 2017). The TNDP will, therefore, require review in the short term to reflect
strategic policies contained within a new sub-regional, spatial development strategy and/or Local Plan
for the area. Such a review will likely require material modifications that change the nature of the plan
requiring examination and a referendum.

Agree – amend report
wording

Amend to bring up
to date

Agreed – amend report

Amend to bring up
to date

The DTNDP does not meet the basic conditions set out in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990. For the reasons described within these representations the DTNDP is not in
general conformity with the strategic policies of the Development Plan; does not contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development; and does not have regard to national policy.

NFA – the community
has supported our
objectives

The plan should contain policies that actively support local people (particularly the younger generation)
in accessing housing within the town. In this regard, it is also important that the TNDP policies do not
unduly restrict opportunities to deliver sustainable new homes that would improve access to the local
housing market and the affordability of new homes.

Graham Lanfear
1 The plan should contain clear policy objectives and targets to measure/monitor its performance
against the community’s expectations/requirements having due regard to South Gloucestershire
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NFA – comment only

NFA – not relevant to
the plan

Comment
Council’s local plan and Central Government Guidance and Policies including the National Planning
Policy Framework,
2 The plan should be reviewed and amended as required after 1 year and completely redrafted after 5
years with a revolving review panel drawn from the local community and not “loaded” with Local
Councillors or friends of Councillors.
3 If South Gloucestershire Council are unable to prove it has a 5years land supply this plan should be
declared “null and void” and suspended until such time as the 5 year land supply is proved to exist.
4 The plan should not frustrate development in any way or influence the new emerging local plan. The
presumption must be to approve in most cases. Any objection to a particular Planning application must
allow the person making the application or his representative to make representations to the
Neighbourhood Plan Scrutiny Panel to address any fine points of detail that they have missed or have
not made clear. All outcomes must be made available to the general public with subsequent decisions
confirmed in writing and posted on the public notice board outside Prezzo with any objection reasons
clearly referenced against the specific plan policy (s) and finally confirmed on the Town Council’s Web
site.
5 In view of the anti-development culture that I believe has long existed within Thornbury Town Council
which I further believe has resulted in the current development explosion in the town I suggest that the
plan process is operated in a similar manner as the Northavon Council (Architectural advisory panel)
used to ensure consistency and high standards are applied and therefore be an entirely separate
committee to any of the Town Council’s existing committees e.g. development committee made up of
professionally qualified and experienced range of people drawn from the local community comprising of
architects, quantity surveyors, structural engineers, directors of building companies and estate agents
etc. with the skills to administer the operation of the Thornbury Neighbourhood Plan. Obviously the
normal legal position and a Common law Duty of Care exists that requires the panel to be appropriately
qualified and experienced with this approach taken with a no pre-meetings culture to ensure no matters
are decided behind closed doors. What we don’t want is for this Neighbourhood Plan to de-generate
and be a repeat of the Park Farm shambles which in the end lost the support of the local community
resulting in some Town Councillor losing office at the next election.
6 The usual declaration of interests shall be sought and prevail at all times.
.

AP2.7 - 4.1 What Matters Most to our Community
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Response

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only

NFA – Outside the
Scope of NP

NFA – Outside the
Scope of NP

NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Michael Neale
4.1 to 4.3. All truly laudable objectives but no indication of how they will be achieved, without the
direction of a sensible Town Plan

NFA – comment only

AP2.8 - 4.3 Our Strategic Objectives
Savills/Barwood
We support the vision, strategic objectives and the identification of the matters to be addressed outside
of the scope of the NDP. It is recognised that the Vision and Strategic Objectives set out within the draft
NDP are informed by the matters raised by the local community, as summarised in Section 4.1, but
appropriately address the scope of neighbourhood planning, and do not seek to address strategic
policies in accordance with the NPPF (paragraph 29, 2019).
Our pending planning application at Land to the West of Park Farm accords with the ‘Vision’ set out in
Section 4.2. The proposals represent a well planned, high quality development which will deliver a mix of
housing, including affordable homes. The proposals ensure that there is no coalescence with
neighbouring hamlets and villages, and delivers substantial green space including an extension to the
Streamside Walk through the site.
The proposals will continue to support the existing services and facilities within the town, and
incorporate a number of on-site facilities including a new primary school and a retail/community hub.
These facilities have been positioned within the development so that they are easily accessible to not
only the residents of the proposed development but also the growing population within the adjacent
Park Farm development. Indeed, it is our intention that the proposals will support and enhance the local
service provision and sustainability of the wider ‘Park Farm’ area.

NFA – comment only

AP2.9 - 5 Identity and Coherent Development
Vistry Homes
Having regard to the challenges faced by policy-makers in improving access to housing within the Town
chapter 5 focusses unduly on containment and the adoption of a restrictive approach to growth.
Consistent with national planning guidance1, in order to demonstrate that a draft neighbourhood plan
contributes to sustainable development, sufficient and proportionate evidence should be presented on
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Vistry Homes comments
are already reviewed in
the tables above

Action

Comment

Response

Action

Include in Policy 1
review. Agree to check
the text

Amend Policy 1 to
improve clarity

how the draft neighbourhood plan guides development to sustainable solutions. In the absence of
sufficient and proportionate evidence the TNDP will not meet the basic condition to contribute to
sustainable development
For the reasons described below Vistry Homes objects to the Aims and Objectives listed under Chapter 5
of the DTNDP.
The overarching Aim of Chapter 5, which is entitled ‘Identity and Coherent Development’, appears to be
the ‘preservation’ of Thornbury’s character, historic identity and rural separation. In setting the scene
Chapter 5 states that the Town’s ‘identity’, ‘rural feel’ and ‘separation from other outer lying towns and
villages’ are important issues for residents.
While the Aim of Chapter 5 refers to the separation of Thornbury from surrounding ‘villages’, the
Objectives highlight also the need to maintain a sense of separation between Thornbury and adjoining
‘hamlets’, including ‘Upper Morton, Lower Morton, The Hackett, Crossways, the Knapp, Upper
Buckover, Lower Buckover, Milbury Heath and The Slad’. The majority of these locations are already
outliers of the Town comprising a very small collection of individual residential units with no defining
character, either stylistically or spatially. Nevertheless, paragraph 5.4.1 infers that each of these ‘areas’
has its own identity and character, without defining in each case what there is of merit that justifies
such an approach. The only ‘defining character’ highlighted in the supporting text is one based on
properties/buildings located within a rural landscape and enjoying a degree of physical separation from
the main urban area of the town. Such a statement could apply equally to numerous collections of
houses surrounding market towns across England. While local character and identity will be important
factors in place making and design, a blanket policy ‘protecting’ or ‘preserving’ separation is unjustified
and should be removed from the TNDP.
Policy 1 aims to prevent development that ‘effectively merges’ Thornbury with these identified ‘villages
and hamlets’. It is not clear what ‘effectively merges’ means: whether this applies to development that
abuts, encircles, or is in close proximity to; the term is ambiguous and therefore open to different
interpretations. However, in any event, for the reasons described above, there is no clear evidence or
justification to support the principle of the policy.
With reference to views and vistas, the objective under Chapter 5 is again to ‘preserve’ countryside and
architectural views, which maintain the ‘essential character of its market town ethos and history’. Such
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Comment

Response

an approach (to preserve views) is not in general conformity with South Gloucestershire Council’s
strategic policies as set out within the adopted Core Strategy (2013). For example, Policy CS1 of the Core
Strategy states that development proposals should safeguard and enhance, through incorporation into
new development, existing landscape features; while Policy CS5 expects developments to conserve and
enhance the character, quality, distinctiveness and amenity of the landscape. Appendix C to the DTNDP
outlines a number of ‘key views and vistas’ but, again, these are not supported by an appropriate or
robust evidence base.
With reference to Policy 2, while Vistry Homes does not object to the principle of preparing a
Neighbourhood Development Framework for major development, clarity is required in relation to what
is expected under the ‘programme of community consultation’. Moreover, in order to deliver this Policy,
it is crucial that the community and local community stakeholders commit to proactive engagement
with developers and landowners, in particular where new development would address the Aim and
Objectives listed under Chapter 6 (below).

AP2.10 - 5.1 Context
Michael Neale
Last sentence. Developers will not, nor are they as far as I am aware required to produce development
frameworks beyond the scope of their own immediate project. It is again the responsibility of the L.A.
Planning Department aided by a Local/Town Plan to direct the Developer in this process.

NFA – single comment.
Not picked up by SGC or
LG

NFA – comment only

AP2.11 - 5.2 Aim
Michael Neale
A laudable aim but again not possible if there is a demand for more and more housing. Thornbury
cannot expect or imagine that it can isolate itself from the rest the Nation. It has to be part of it and
thus small hamlets will in the future be sensitively incorporated into the overall Town Plan. “Appropriate
buffers, strategic landscaping and good design”, are just
words without value – in context –
meaningless. Gillingstool, Sibland have all been assimilated within the townscape satisfactorily without
the above
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NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Action

AP2.12 - 5.4.2 Setting, Views and Panoramas
Michael Neale
Figure 6 Severn Ridges Plan. (See attached)
The Severn Ridge as shown is incorrect – see copy amended in Red- which more clearly shows the bowl
in which the Town sits. The line closer to the Severn Estuary appears to follow the edge of I believe a
geological demarcation, now called the West Mercian Series, previously the solid geology of the Triassic,
Keuper Marl, demarcation with the alluvial soils of the River Severn. This latter line should not really be
defined as a ridge, rather a slight change in a topographical slope towards the river, and which has no
significant effect on views of the Town.

Disagree – reason:
Figure 6 is taken from
South Gloucestershire
Landscape Character
Assessment SPD
Adopted November
2014.
No amendment to be
made as Figure is in
accordance with SGC
plan

AP2.13 - Policy 1 - Rural Character and Landscape Setting
Savills/Barwood
We support the intentions of this draft policy, however, as currently drafted the policy is unclear, and
thus not effective in practice.
Agree we need to look
The explanatory text and the subsequent policy text in regard to coalescence present a clear policy
at that in review of
objective within the draft NDP, and provide a basis upon which to assess development proposals.
However, the generic reference within the policy wording to ‘protect the landscape setting of Thornbury’ policy 1
is not clearly supported by the explanatory text, and would be ineffective in practice. In contrast
adopted Policy PSP2 (Landscape), confirms that in assessing development proposals in relation to
landscape impact it is necessary to identify the ‘special character’, and landscape attributes which are
inherent to the character of the area etc. These are standard requirements within any Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment. If the intention of the draft policy is protect a particular element of the
landscape setting of Thornbury, such as the ridgeline as mentioned within the explanatory text, then
this should be made clearer to ensure that the intentions of the policy are understood by any party
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Amendment to
improve clarity of
Policy 1

Comment

Response

Action

proposing development, and also South Gloucestershire Council when assessing a proposals conformity
with the policy.
Trapped
Strongly agree with the sentiment in Policy 1 about preventing the coalescence of Thornbury with
for inclusion in
surrounding hamlets, but would go further by extending Policy 1, or adding a new Policy 1a, establishing discussion re Policy 1
the need for strategic green gaps in the case of new major developments (over 50 dwellings) around the
north and east of the town. Propose that the larger the proposed development the greater the need for,
and extent of, the required green gap which should be measured from the proposed built area within
any such development to the nearest existing or planned approved housing. Propose that the green gap
should be not less than 25% of the diameter of the proposed built area at its widest point.
Note that Thornbury Residents Against Poorly Planned Development (TRAPP’D) submitted an e-Petition
requesting a Green Belt Review to South Gloucestershire Council (SGC) in August 2019. Following a
meeting with Senior Strategic Planning Managers on 30th July 2019, TRAPP’D was informed that SGC
had commissioned an independent Review following which interested parties would be involved, but no
subsequent response has been forthcoming

AP2.14 - 5.5 Neighbourhood Development Frameworks
Policy 2 - Neighbourhood Development Frameworks
Savills/Barwood
Neighbourhood Development Frameworks are important policy tools for large scale strategic sites
where there are a range of developers; thus ensuring that the delivery and design of the overall site is
coordinated. They are unnecessary in regard to smaller strategic sites, or in the situation that a
comprehensive scheme is being delivered for the site through the planning process.
This is illustrated by the list of items for consideration within the draft Policy. The majority of these
elements are already set out in a Design and Access Statement which is required to support a planning
application, and as such, a Neighbourhood Development Framework would be a duplication. It is
suggested that the policy is amended to set out what information is required to be submitted as part of
the planning application as a whole, rather than being prescriptive about the form that this must take.
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Disagree need to amend
Policy 2. Supported by
South Glos

NFA – comment only

Amend Policy 1 to
improve clarity and
robustness

Comment

Response

Action

can we identify planning
regs? I think this policy
was copied from
another NP which had
been approved. If so, it
gives it planning
legitimacy. Can we
quote the NP? I would
like CGT to check this
one

Discuss

Further, as a NDP setting out policy requirements pertaining to large scale strategic sites is outside of its
remit. The coordination of large scale strategic development falls firmly with South Gloucestershire
Council, who are able to require additional document through their Local Validation List, or set out
policy requirements when formally allocating strategic sites.
We comment below in regard to infrastructure, and this equally pertains to the reference for phasing
and delivery plans. Whilst it is important that developments, and associated infrastructure, are phased
appropriately, this information is not always available at the initial planning application stage. The
requirement for infrastructure and discussions on phasing frequently take place during the
determination of the planning application following input from the local authority and statutory
consultees.
This policy and the associated explanatory text require review.
Michael Neale
If this policy is supported by Planning Statute then it should be identified. Is it really part of the
democratic remit?

Graham Lanfear
A. Control of Pollution – raw sewage.
The plan must provide for a “first time” sewer scheme for following areas:
• Crossways Lane – from Bay Tree Cottage to the Knapp
• The whole of Clay Lane to Hackett Farm.
This will require South Gloucestershire to formally requisition Wessex water P.L.C to design and install
the scheme and with South Gloucestershire Council having to agree to underwriting the funding over a
fixed period.
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Comment
N.B Hackett lane to Morton Way junction already has main foul sewer provision albeit not all properties
are connected.
There are about 50 dwellings in this catchment area with most having defective sewage provision with
many cesspits and septic tanks having illegal connections which is discharging untreated raw sewage
directly into local water courses with children playing in these water courses including the Pickedmore
Brook. This situation is of major concern as apparently scientists have found that coronavirus can be
transmitted via foul water.
Trapped
Strongly agree with the points in Policy 2 about infrastructure being delivered in a timely manner – i.e.
much of it in advance of the houses themselves. If anything, this sentiment should be strengthened
given the past track record of failure to provide any meaningful infrastructure from recent
developments. Also worth mentioning that access to GP appointments is becoming increasingly difficult
as a result of the combination of new housing without any commensurate increase in health service
provision, and the trend for GPs to increasingly work part time.
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Response

NFA – outside the scope
of NP

NFA- comment only

Action

South Gloucestershire Comments

Page

Paragraph Comment

iii

1.2

16 - 17

Reason

Reference to: National Planning Policy Framework 2012 2019

Factual correction –
Updates on NPPF
The current local plan for Thornbury Parish is the South
revisions, JSP
Gloucestershire Local Plan: Core Strategy for 2006 - 2026 which
withdrawal and the
was adopted in December 2013 and the Policies, Sites and
position of SGCs
Places Plan which was adopted in November 2017
adopted local
development plan.
In April 2020 the However, in August 2019, this Joint Spatial
Plan was formally withdrawn from the examination process
rejected by Planning Inspectors. At the time of writing, 8th
November 2019, for the purposes of conformity, tThe Core
Strategy and Policies, Sites and Places Plan for 2006-2026

remains the higher-level adopted local development plan in place.
Section 5.4
With this in mind it is suggested that some additional information
Character and relating to important historic places within the town and importan
Setting
views are needed if maintaining this valued character is to be pa of
the plan. Thornbury Castle and St Marys’ Church are extreme
important sites, providing a unique character and an important li to
its past. However, neither are mentioned in any part of the pla They
are worthy of mention in the history section and within policies
relating to preservation of character and important views.
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To highlight the
important wealth of
heritage assets within
Thornbury.

Response
Amendment to update on
NPPF

Amendment to improve
clarity

Page

Paragraph Comment

Reason

17

Second
paragraph

To provide the
Amendment to improve
Examiner with a direct clarity
link to the specific
documents that the
plan makes reference to
and provide clarity.

Reference made to the South Gloucestershire Landscape
Assessment.
May be helpful to add a link to the SGC webpage:
https://www.southglos.gov.uk/environment-andplanning/countryside/planning-landscape-character-assessment/

17

Third
Paragraph

The plan could make reference to the specific Character Area th
cover or are adjacent to Thornbury:
• 7 Falfield Vale
• 18 Severn Ridges
• 19 Oldbury Levels
It is also important that there are easy access routes into the open
countryside which link in with the footpath networks within the town.
The Rural Character and Landscape Setting Policy favours any future
development to be on the flat, to ensure Thornbury stays within the
bowl of the Severn Vale and does not impinge on the Severn Ridges.
Any future development proposals should take into account these
amenities and ensure that the visual and access links to the
countryside around are maintained. Thornbury’s location within the
bowl of the Severn Vale is shown in Figure 6.
The highlighted text above and beyond appears to direct
development, however this is not included within the policy text.
The text in this paragraph goes that in the policy text set out in
Policy 1. Also see the section at the beginning of this document
regarding policy 1
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Response

Include in review Policy Amend Policy 1 to
1
improve clarity

Page

Paragraph Comment

18

Figure 6

This page should reference the source of Figure 6 as the S Glos Landscape
Character Assessment SPD Adopted November 2014.

19

Policy 2

19

Policy 2

When making reference to ‘major development’ is this intended to be the
For clarity.
National Planning Policy Framework Definition? It may be worth clarifying
Agree
either way.
clarification
The council supports the use of Neighbourhood Development Frameworks Support. NFA –
to deliver high quality joined up master plans across multiple land
comment only
ownerships.
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Reason

Response

Factual
Amend for accuracy
correction. Agree
– propose amend
document
Amendment for clarity

4 Housing
4.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Housing’ is set out in the table below.

Page

Para

Comment

Response

Action

Agree – propose amend
document for clarity.

Amend for clarity

South Glos Council Response – Appendix 3

6.2

To provide high quality, affordable, tenure blind sustainable
housing that meets the needs of people of all ages.
Does the above reference to affordable refer to National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) Affordable Housing or affordable low cost
market housing which falls out the NPPF definition of affordable
housing? There should be a clear distinction between the two.

Policy 3

Revised wording is suggested to the second bullet point to ensure
robust policy that delivers development that builds on the best of the
local character and respects traditional building materials,
development grain, pattern and forms etc:
Ensure all buildings, spaces and the public realm are welldesigned
and display a high level of architectural quality which responds
positively to local context, paying particular attention to traditional
local character and distinctiveness

25

25

21

22

Agree – propose amend
document
Revised wording suggested
for
clear, robust policy.

Amend for clarity

Policy 5

The policy suggests approaches to sustainable design and
construction in new developments, however it may also be worth
outlining that the re-use of buildings is also more sustainable than
replacement. This also takes account of the high proportion of
traditional buildings that currently make up the town.

Agree – propose amend
document for
robust policy

Amend for clarity

Policy 5

Please note that the Waste Collection Guidance SPD has recently been Agree – propose amend
updated.
document

Amend to update
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Page

Para

25

Policy 5

26

6.7 Housing
need

27

Policy 8

Comment
It may be helpful that reference should be made either under Policy 5
or elsewhere in the document that there is a planning policy
requirement for all secured NPPF affordable housing to be built to
meet internal Nationally Described Space Standards and Building
Regulations Accessibility Standards M4(2) and M4(3) as required
by Policy PSP37 of the adopted Policies, Sites and Places Plan
(Adopted November 2017).
Reference should be made either under the heading of 6.7
Housing Needs or Policy 8 Mixed Development that the
provision of 35% affordable housing in terms of tenure &
house type shall be in line with the West of England Strategic Housing
Market Assessment or as updated by future housing market
assessments.
Also, reference should also be made to the Affordable Housing and
Extra Care Housing Supplementary Planning Document May 2014 or
as updated.
A minimum of 35% affordable housing is expected for
developments of 10 dwellings or more as set out in the South
Gloucestershire Core Strategy.

Response

Action

Agree – propose amend
document for clarity

Amend for clarity

Agree – propose amend
document for clarity

Amend for clarity

Policy CS18 of the Core Strategy threshold refers to 10 dwellings or
0.33 hectares. Please note that National guidance regarding planning
obligations was brought into line with the NPPF 2018 through
Agree – propose amend
amendments to the National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG):
document for NPPF 2019
Planning Obligations in March 2019. Paragraph 023 Reference ID 23b- update.
023-20190315 of that guidance relates to the
threshold below which affordable housing contributions should not be
required. The main amendments to national policy are:
• Provision of affordable housing should only be sought
for residential developments that are major developments.
• Major development is defined by the NPPF as defined as
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Amend for update

Page

Para

Comment

Response

Action

Agree – propose amend
document for clear, robust
policy

Amend for clarity

Agree – propose amend
document to address
education support.

Amend to strengthen
policy

development of 10 or homes will be built or the site has an area of 0.5
hectares or more.
Whilst Policy CS18 of the core strategy is still material the
Affordable Housing threshold element is superseded by the NPPF
definition of major definition i.e. 10 dwellings or 0.5 hectares.
The council support the preference for ‘main town centre uses’ within
the town centre boundary to ensure the long term vitality of the town
centre.
28
Policy 9
Suggested wording:
The development does not result in the loss of
locally important green space as set out in Policy 19: Local Green
Space.
Policy 9 on page 28 sets out that ‘Development of infill sites within the
settlement boundary or redevelopment of previously developed sites,
for example the Castle School Sixth Form Centre, will be supported
where...’ [certain criteria met]. Support for the Castle
28
Policy 9
School to relocate to a new site is critical to the successful delivery of
a future scheme. It would be helpful if similar support could be
extended to the aspiration of the Council and Castle Schools
Education Trust (CSET) to develop a new Special Free School on the
Marlwood School site.
Other comments – Appendix 4.3
Views of rural landscape with NO housing should be preserved eg
from higher viewpoints and back of High Street / Castle Street/ Park
Road towards Severn. Variety of homes including bungalows, 2 bed
sheltered housing needed.
If the infrastructure to support the new houses is not implemented it
will store up problems for the future.
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NFA – comment only Policy
1
NFA – comment only

Page

Para

Comment

Response

Increase and further enhance pathways to provide good cycle and
walking routes to the High Street

NFA – comment only Policy
21

I feel Thornbury is building too much without thought of
infrastructure. Health Centre, Schools, Police ?

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
Policy 14

I'm not prepared to support any new housing development whilst
property in town centre remains empty until healthcare facilities
improve and transport and traffic in Thornbury Town Centre are
addressed for the better.
The character of Thornbury rested in large part on its size and the fact
that everywhere was in easy reach of the town centre. The new
estates on the periphery must be well-connected by foot and cycle
paths, plus bus routes.
This provides the articulation of desires for diversity in housing
provision and importance of waking access to key points.
Excellent sustainability aims.
Passivhaus is a high standard to achieve but also be aware that there
are compromises necessary in achieving it which affect the aesthetics
of the houses, which are not always to everyones taste or to the local
vernacular. There are also restrictions on which products can and
cannot be used to achieve this standard, some of which involve
partnering with a limited number of large multinational building
product manufacturers and suppliers, who can afford to meet the
conditions and requirements set and commission the rigourous
training, testing and certification required, as opposed to smaller
more local construction related businesses, tradespeople and
craftsmen who would be excluded if it's too costly for them. Maybe
add a note to encourage local industry and construction businesses
which also reduces mileage to site / carbon footprint and helps the
local economy.
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Action

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

NFA – comment only
Para 4.1, Policy 21
NFA – comment only Policy
21
NFA – comment only

Review Standards
Add reference to
encouraging local industry
and construction
businesses in the
supporting test
Policy 5

Standard check to
ensure policy is
consistent.
Policy amend to add
clarity

Page

Para

Policy 7

Comment
Non-motorised transport routes should be implemented from the
early phases of developments as this is when habits are formed. Too
often these are left to the end.
It would be good to have a variety of green spaces, e.g. for recreation
(e.g. dog walking, ball games, etc), for biodiversity (e.g. unmown areas
throughout the neighbourhood, left for most of the summer, as per
Plantlife's recommendations https://plantlife.lovewildflowers.org.uk/roadvergecampaign/your-questions-answered) currently there is too much 'tidiness' in Thornbury, inasmuch as
precious taxpayers' resources are being spent in regularly mowing
verges (10 times / year), when they may only need to be mown once /
year, which would encourage more wildflowers, beneficial insects and
help to capture carbon. There needs to be a balance struck, a mosaic
created, where needs of all residents are met, with mitigation of
climate change and enriching biodiversity also given priority.
More smaller accessible homes, more low cost homes, to house those
who could be employed locally, many in care sector and so low paid.
Also better attention given to accessibility to all Homes.
Within the legal limitations of the plan, support should be stated for
community scale renewable energy installations. For example, field
scale solar PV could be integrated with natural grazing and great
biodiversity to offset energy use in new developments; there are
potential sites with the Neighbourhood plan boundary for 'big' wind.
Such installations would be at appropriate scale (like the existing wind
turbine within the plan area above Rockhampton), and could also be
linked to new developments or may be community supported projects
to offset the emissions within the parts of the built environment
where energy efficiency is harder to address
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Response

Action

NFA – comment only Policy
14

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

NFA – comment only Policy
8

Agree add community scale
renewable energy support
in text
Policy 7

Amend to include
addition as policy
enhancement

Page

Para

Comment

Response

Action

Policy 6

because the referenced Code for Sustainable Homes has been
withdrawn, it may be preferable to refer (again) to Passivehaus
standard. Passivehaus is equivalent to CFSH level 4.

Agree – propose amend
document – Is this right - to
check?
Policy 6

Standard check to
ensure policy is
consistent with
standard and SGC
policy

Policies
1 and 2

Policy 4

Vistry Homes supports the Aim to provide high-quality, affordable,
tenure-blind sustainable housing that meets the needs of people of all
ages. New housing development will play a crucial role in achieving
this aim both in the short term and the long term; responding
positively to specific local resident concerns, including (but not limited
to): the availability of a variety of homes to support local people;
increased housing variety; more affordable homes; accessible homes;
and housing designed specifically to meet the needs of older people
and younger people trying to access the housing market. In this
regard, it is important to recognise that a policy of containment and
restricting growth (as implied within Policy 1) will not offer meaningful
solutions to these challenges.
As set out in Vistry Homes’ comments on Policy 2; proactive
engagement with developers and landowners in the neighbourhood
plan area will help to achieve the Aim and Objectives listed in Chapter
6.
With reference to Policy 4 of the DTNDP, while Vistry Homes
recognises that Design Review can be a helpful tool in some
circumstances, a Policy that ‘requires’ all major development to be
assessed through design review is not in general conformity with the
strategic Development Plan policies (Core Strategy 2013), none of
which refer to a requirement for Design Review. If this principle is to
be retained, Policy 4 should ‘encourage’ rather than require Design
Review on major schemes.
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NFA – comment only

Disagree – reason:
Compulsory Design Review
is supported by South Glos
Council.

No amendment made
as would not be in
compliance with SGC
policy

Page

Para

Policy 5

Policy 8

Comment
Vistry Homes is fully cognisant of the critical importance of
sustainable construction and design in development and the need to
respond positively to the challenges arising from climate change. The
South Gloucestershire Policies Sites and Places Plan (PSPP) already
sets out policies relating to onsite renewable and low carbon energy
(Policy PSP6). It is not necessary to repeat these provisions within the
TNDP.
Vistry Homes
The TNDP should also acknowledge that the current strategic
Development Plan policies relating to energy efficiency standards will
soon become out of date following the emergence of the
Government’s Future Homes Standard (Part L of the 2020 Building
Regulations). The Future Homes Standard will introduce a step change
in the way that new homes are designed and operated without
reliance on traditional fossil fuel heating systems. The Government’s
Future Homes Standard consultation document (October 2019) states
that energy standards required by Part L of the 2020 Building
Regulations and other provisions within the Future Homes Standard
mean there would be no purpose to local authorities using planning
policies to achieve the same outcome. Accordingly, the Government is
exploring options that would prevent policies that set
higher energy efficiency standards for new homes.
With reference to Draft Policy 8 of the DTNDP (Housing Mix), while
Vistry Homes supports the principle of encouraging a variety of new
homes, including for the younger and older generations, there is no
robust evidence base informing the policy provisions set out. Further
evidence is necessary to justify a policy that prioritises a certain
housing mix.
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Response

Action

Disagree – reason:
Supported by South Glos
Council.

No amendment made
as would not be in
compliance with SGC
policy

Disagree – reason:
Valuable until a better
standard is introduced

No amendment made
as no alternative
current standard

NFA - not prescriptive and
was generated by
consultation with residents
Policy 8

Page

Para

Comment
House design should incorporate / enable carbon free heating
systems. Garage facilities should have e-vehicle charging points, and
more importantly, space to store bicycles (bikes get stolen out of
sheds.) Everything in design should be about reducing the effects of
climate change.
Sustainable design and build incorporating renewable energy very
important to combat climate change. Sadly lacking in recent housing
developments due to lazyness/lack of vision of house building firms
I have already commented on the need for a more varied selection of
housing types to be planned
The Neighbourhood Plan should engage with land owners and
developers to discuss potential development opportunities of a scale
that have the opportunity to deliver sustainable, well considered and
highly sustainable homes which could include new and improved
pubic open space and ecological net gain, with the possibility of
allocating a site in the plan.

Response
NFA policy 5 addresses this

NFA – comment only
Policies 5 and 7
NFA – comment only Policy
8
Disagree – reason: Not
shown to be supported by
community during
engagement. Decision
taken not to allocate sites.
No amendment to be made
as not supported by
community. Insufficient
support for site allocation.

I just hope these new pathways live up to their name. I walk the short
section of cycle pathway from the sports center to the back of tescos
then under midlands road. The garages just after the subway are in a
terrible mess, gross graffiti which has been in place now for at least
three years on several garage doors. This is also a favorite spot for
drink and drugs to be consumed.

NFA – comment only Policy
21

I support the aims, but would go further and add an emphasis on
protecting green belt.
The quality of any new housing must be high, including good
standards of build and adequate Gardens.

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA – comment only Policy
3
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Action

Page

Para

Policy 3

Comment
It's vital that trees and hedgerows that make Thornbury attractive are
being compromised by current developments. For example Cleve Park
have ALREADY knocked down trees next to Morton Way and cut back
loads.
Not all developers are using environmentally friendly building and
offering energy devices on/in new homes such as solar panels, ground
heat pumps etc. This is a must to ensure Thornbury remains an
enviornmentally sustainable area.
The yellow monstrosity jammed up against the boundary hedge on
the highest point of the Thornbury Fields development (Shrew
Gardens) sited opposite Primrose Drive is a clear and obvious example
of blatantly poor design and layout, as are the plethora of blue wash
houses appearing on new developments. This is Thornbury NOT
Windmill Hill!

Design of houses should be more in keeping with the area and not so
tall they are overpowering and therefore restrict views. Houses need
more space around them.
Roads and pavements need to be wider.
Building should not be allowed on flood areas particularly as rainfall is
increasing.

They need their own shops within walking distance. They all just bring
their cars. On fete days and Christmas carnival we are over run.
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Response
NFA – comment only Policy
17

NFA – comment only
Policies 5,6,7

NFA – comment only Policy
3

Disagree – reason: Taller
buildings use land more
efficiently and wider roads
waste land making new
development more
sprawling and less
sustainable
No amendment made as
proposal is counter to
overall Plan approach to
preserve land and improve
sustainability
NFA - comment

Action

Page

Para

Comment

Response

Pavements and roadways on the new estates are too narrow. People
do not use their garages for their cars leading to parking on roads,
making them very narrow in places.

Disagree – reason: Wider
roads waste land making
new development more
sprawling and less
sustainable - Other policies
in the plan encourage
sensible approach to
parking so roads are not
blocked.
No amendment made as
proposal is counter to
overall Plan approach to
preserve land and improve
sustainability

More protection from poorly-planned new housing to profit building
companies at the expense of residents and the quality of the space
aswell as increased flood risk could be put in the plan. However, I
welcome the stance the plan has taken.
Yet more fine words. You won't get "good design" whilst the agenda is
set by the major housing developers. You will get bog standard spec
built housing, done as cheaply as they can get away with and with the
minimum of amenities.
Current development does not provide a sufficient variety of homes.
The majority of new homes are very expensive, with the knock on
effect of pushing up the prices of existing housing stock. There is no
point in vastly increasing the size of the town with housing out of the
reach of affordability for too many.
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NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only Policy
3

NFA – comment only Policy
8

Action

Page

Para

Policy 4

Comment
The emphasis on good design and respecting local character is very
welcome, alongside ensuring the highest standards of sustainable
design and construction.
I particularly support Policy 4 - Design Review. More might usefully be
said about retrofitting existing buildings to improve energy efficiency.
See the section on Sustainable Development and Connectivity for a
reference to 'Building with Nature'.
They need to be wide enough to support cyclists and scooters as well
as pedestrians with push Chairs.
The new areas of development should be integrated in as
aesthetically pleasing a way as possible. The continuation of the
walkways that already exist in Thornbury into the new housing
developments would contribute to their integration. Existing
footpaths should not be lost to the developments as appears to have
happened to the footpath opposite the junction of Butt Lane and
Oldbury Lane which seems to have been incorporated into gardens of
the new houses. Uniformity of scale is also vital. Housing off Morton
Way opposite Primrose Drive is not in keeping with the surrounding
area. Hopefully this would be avoided with the implementation of the
plan.

Response

Action

Agree – propose amend
document – on retrofitting
energy efficiency
Policies 4, 6

Amend to include
addition as policy
enhancement

NFA – comment only

NFA - Plan addresses need
for new housing to be in
keeping with Thornbury's
character by requiring a
design review
Policy 4

Find it very frustrating that as the mass housebuilding continues in the
town, solar roof panels are still nowhere to be seen and should be a
mandatory requirement all on new builds to increase sustainability.
Also because the houses are so far from the town centre, occupants
will have to drive rather than walk!

NFA – comment only Policy
7

Planners appear to promise more affordable housing than they
actually end up building
Over priced property in a community that docent want any more new
houses

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP Policy 8
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
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Page

Para

Policy 8

Comment
I absolutely support provision of pathways, green spaces and cycle
ways throughout the town including any new developments to ensure
social linkups with new residents
All important issues to preserve the character of Thornbury as a
market town
It is understood that a recent new development was granted
permission
providing for a number of affordable homes, only for that number to
be reduced by the developer on grounds of cost. A developer enters
the contract with a wealth of available support and with their eyes
open. The agreed number should be non negotiable with heavy
financial penalties to the developer should this not be honoured.
It is important to maintain the ratio of public open space to housing
space in order to keep the attractive nature of Thornbury, also to
ensure that roads in new estates are wide enough for two way traffic.
Where are the Brownfield sites in Thornbury that are being
considered ?
Already lost rural feel
The appearance of our housing is critical to creating character in our
new housing and in creating a sense of identity
Definitely need a range of housing development at different levels of
affordability, but don't forget the top end of residential provision.
There are very few large old houses in the area and some individually
designed houses with 5-6 bedrooms would be an attraction for larger
families wanting to live within a town area
See previous comment
The aims sound good, but the impact already on vast amounts of new
housing on the roads outways any benefits of more development,
New housing is essential, but must cater for the needs of the Town
and its current inhabitants and not just a numbers game for profit.
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Response
NFA – comment only Policy
21
NFA – comment only

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
Policy 8

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only Policy
3

NFA – comment only Policy
8

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Action

Page

22

Para

Policy 3

Comment
Important to provide homes for starters and those wanting to
downscale, not just large executive housing with a small amount of
‘affordable housing’. The Plan refers to the importance of architecture
and Thornbury would benefit from greater attention to this area to
avoid the blandness that can often be seen in new estate
development. Green connections are an important part of
Thornbury’s infrastructure. This is picked up in the Plan.
Many of the sentences in the paragraphs below are worded such that
developers can ignore them. Would you ask the QC who represents
South Glos Council in planning appeals to re-word the document so
that developers cannot legally work around adopting lower standards.
Many of the sentences in the paragraphs below are worded such that
developers can ignore them. Applications for major developments
“are encouraged to demonstrate” how they respond to best practice
through the submission of Building for Life 12. Why “encourage” – this
does not mean compliance – if this word is left out is it much more
enforceable to use the traffic light system for checking compliance?
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Response

Action

NFA – comment only Policy
8

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

Check wording to ensure
we are as positive as we
are permitted
Policy 3

Plan review for
positive language

Page

Para

23

Section 6.6

25

Policy 5

Comment
Many of the sentences in the paragraphs below are worded such that
developers can ignore them.
“High level of insulation within homes” what is the specification for
builders to use?
“Acknowledgement of need” – change to must?
“Generation of low carbon energy” – does this mean a zero carbon
home which was dispensed with by central government?
BREEAM – “housebuilders are encouraged” – why not “are to reach
BREEAM 5 star rating”?
Proposals for new development are encouraged to incorporate the
following: - “encouraged”! should be “are to” to comply with climate
change goals.
“Passivehaus” standards are “encouraged” – why not “required”?
“Code for Sustainable homes” was withdrawn in 2015 according to
the Gov.UK website – level 6 is needed for climate change needs?
Many of the sentences in the paragraphs below are worded such that
developers can ignore them.
the word “encouraged” is used rather than “are to”
“Will be expected to meet the national optional Building Regulations
instead of “will”
why not "cycleable/shared?"
Need for new housing to be developed in a uniform way with older
developments eg pathways and connection to the centre of the town.
Agree!
The impression is that most new development is aimed at relatively
well off incomers who are moving up the housing market. Sadly, as
most come from outside the immediate area, smaller homes are not
released. Bungalows in particular are not built despite being, if
affordable, ideally suited for the post-family but still very active
elderly.
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Response

Action

Check standards referred
to and wording

Standards check and
policy amend where
inconsistent. Use of
language consistent
with guidance

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
Policy 5
NFA - for Town Council to
consider
NFA – comment only Policy
21
NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only

Page

Para

Policy 9

Comment
I would support Brownfield and infill sites, BUT to maintain the
"existing green infrastructure network" as stated. So for example at
the Castle School Sixth Form, this would leave the exisiting playing
fields as a green site. It forms a natural breathing space amidst the
surrounding houses and is one of the few places where dogs can run
free.
Use of the car should be discouraged. Enforced double yellow lines
round schools and surrounding roads, cheaper public transport. Close
High street to cars.
Again an assumption that we will have even more new homes and
that green spaces will somehow make it ok.
Again there is an underlying them that even more housing is a good
idea which is not the case. The authorities are repeatedly allowing
developers to build on land without holding them responsible for
paying for / giving land for new wider road junctions, traffic lights or
greenways. This has been a mistake.
Why are all the new developments happening on the northern fringes
of the town?
I think that it's very important to plan walking and cycling routes for
all residents to have access to.
No new housing until infrastructure sorted. Could take in-fill if
affordable or suitable for elderly downsizing , needing to be near
centre of town. I would think it's difficult to incoporate ground source
heat pumps becuase of underling rock
Formations. Castle Street school sitte good for development. If
Thornbury hospital site not developed for health care services could
be put ot housing.
Use of Brownfield sites is super important to help retain current green
fields. More bungalows are needed. Places to put bikes when cycling
to High St would encourage more bicycle use.
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Response
NFA – comment only Policy
9

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP / High Street comment
only
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only Policy
9

Action

Page

Para

Comment
Connectivity to the current locality is vital, especially sustainable
methods, walking, cycling and public transport. This must be built in
to any development plan. Cycle shelters should be provided for each
small group of houses. People should be encouraged to keep their car
in a garage. Small communal parking areas would be less unsightly
than cars in front of every house, then they could have a garden
instead. In fact cars could be left at the edge of the development and
the housing zone be car free, as in Holland! Then there would be no
need for kerbs and pavements and mobility for all would be easy. Dog
free play areas should be included for every development. Exercise
trails and infrastructure for exercising could be threaded along the
access routes, to encourage and motivate people. There are examples
of this type of development in more enlightened countries, where
housing is still available, but on more human friendly terms. The space
used for these activities would be available by making more intensive
housing such as apartments with walkways and communal facilities
such as laundry rooms, storage, cycle stores and community meeting
rooms. High quality apartments can be accessible to families and
older people if designed appropriately. There are many examples in
Europe.
it's vitality important that high quality materials with variations run
through new development. Park Farm has a strong initial street scene
off Butt Lane and then disappears as you go through the
development. really disappointing to see the amount of render and
square boxes. The Castle Street render variation is being over used on
new developments and should only be used in a Terraces.
Especially the need for diversity of housing provision and housing that
can be afforded
No more housing developments
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Response

NFA – comment only Policy
21

NFA – comment only Policy
3

NFA – comment only Policy
8
NFA - Outside TNP scope

Action

Page

Para

Comment

Response

I note you give a population projection to 2021 - however, I think
there needs to be some indication of expectations on population for
the whole period - for greater Thornbury and the changes in age
profile- this will impact on future planning

NFA – comment only

We need attractive environments favouring pedestrians.
Again I would like to see some action.
It’s not specific or aspirational enough. Show me visually what is good
development? Look at the public realm and residential guidance for
Cardiff council which spells out what is and isn’t acceptable and do
similar specific to Thornbury
Should this also address the lopsided, and subsequently inefficient,
layout of the town?
Interesting to learn about why developments are weighted to the
north which makes the poor supporting infrastructure investment
even harder to understand - it should be easy to model development
opportunities and place appropriatly proportiinate levies on
developers to fund Requirements.
Developers will just ignore them as for most it impacts their bottom
line.
Housing mix is admirable but affordable housing vs complying with all
modern design standards do not go hand in hand. Societal issues
remain with large houses occupied by a couple perhaps who should
downsize but dont want to. And when they do, they want to benefit
from the high prices, making the home unaffordable to those that
need it, or face a significant burden to those tha can pay for it.
I do not agree with any development on green farm land. Brown sites
should be used only.
New housing is ruining Thornbury. Simple.
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NFA – comment only Policy
21
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP
NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

NFA - Outside the Scope of
NP

NFA – Outside TNP Scope
NFA - Outside TNP Scope

Action

Page

Para

Comment

Response

Housing development should stop.
None of the building outside of the conservation area is “ unassuming
“ it’s a terrible over build of ugly houses squashed together to get the
maximum profit for the builders and the councils !
Again the way the objectives are written they will be impossible to
measure because no target values are defined. The review of the
objectives would be purely subjective!
It’s important to encourage safe walking and cycling and to bring in as
much green space we can to our rapidly expanding town.

NFA - Outside TNP Scope
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NFA – comment only

NFA – comment only
NFA – comment only
Policies 17, 21

Action

5 Town Centre and Economy
5.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Town Centre and Economy’ is set out in the table below.

Comment

Response

1.Why are shops not open Sundays? I got to Chepstow and Yate on Sundays &
both are heaving.

1. NFA (commercial not planning
decision)

2. High St should be pedestrianised (bar service vehicles, buses)

2. NFA, but the current imposed
pedestrianisation is an interesting
experiment very much relating to Town
Centre Vitality (Policy 12). I assume that
the closing of roads is beyond our remit?

3. Officially restore 'cut through' to High St past Town Council Offices. When I
moved to Thornbury it was a thoroughfare

Too many coffee shops & not sufficient variety of shops. Not sure that there
should be increased residency within the town centre. This should be limited.

It is sad that some quite new ventures do not succeed (eg Grounded) and that
some long-established businesses have gone (our two butchers have recently
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See also responses marked *below .
3. NFA. we cannot dictate rights of way.
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops
Disagree: question of increased residency
in town centre above shops already
discussed and consulted on. Don’t think
we should change the plan EXCEPT if
there’s a way of increasing flexibility of
use. *
No amendment to be made as counter to
Plan policies
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

Action

Comment

Response

both closed). The empty shops on the Plain suffer from lack of close parking and
being poorly visible. Could efforts be made to attract specialist retail businesses
into town, who would take such premises?
NFA: Agree, but no change to plan.
And am I alone in thinking that coffee shops and tea rooms are good for the
town, encouraging people to come in and stay a while?
The town needs more shops especially toys and clothes like big chains and they
need to lower rebt so this can happen!!! Lots of shops have been empry for years
and they allow more and more coffee shops and charity shops instead!!!!
Come on and look how well yate is thriving compared to Thornbury! No wonder
more online ahopping takes place!
We need the Council to support the existing businesses by the policy they have
for allowing new competitors to arrive and jeopardise existing ones like Prezzo
being allowed to open so near to La Piazza for example.
I understand that the St Mary Centre was once mostly housing, and would like to
see more residential development in the centre.
We need to ensure the High Street has a wider range of shops. Less estate
agents, coffee shops and definitely no more charity shops!
Park and ride options
I feel the shopping centre is lacking diversity of shops - it needs clothes shops for
ladies and men. It could do with a nice baby clothes and gifts shop. Unique hand
made gifts shop. A handbags, scarfs, purses etc. shop. NO MORE CHARITY SHOPS.
NO MORE COFFEE SHOPS.
Emphasise coherence in town centre design, especially the High Street and Castle
Street, which are the main contributors to the town's character. Uniformity of
appearance is important and the shop fronts/signs/street furniture etc could all
do with an update in a single style. The windows of vacant shops inside should be
covered with a suitable mural reflecting the street scene. This should be
mandatory no matter who owns the shop, along the lines of the conservation
area rules. Short term and reduced rate use would help prospective businesses
and start ups and reduce vacancy. The town centre noticeboard needs a refresh,
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NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops
and commercial rents

NFA: beyond our remit re variety of
businesses
NFA: Already addressed in Plan
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops
NFA beyond remit
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

Mostly NFA, being beyond TNP remit. See
SG responses below

Action

Comment

Response

along with the items mentioned above. The heritage trail is good but could be
highlighted more to visitors, with more advertising. There should be no new
building for shops and other employment until all the vacant spaces are used, in
town and on the industrial estate. The town needs a substantial modern arts
centre and I support the Armstrong Hall redevelopment as long as an innovative
design is used. There should be more art and crafts on display in the town
generally, reflecting local talent. More people should be encouraged to live in the
town centre or near to it, so that there is no need for private car use and to make
people more visible generally. Traffic and parking in town is given too high a
priority, whereas pedestrians should have priority. All pedestrian areas should
have level access and even surfaces, removing kerbs, drainage channels, levelling
slabs and removing other trip hazards, but including guidance slabs for blind
people. The High Street should be pedestrianised, between Castle Court and the
Tesco roundabout, with delivery access only before 9 am when the shops open.
Priority disabled parking should be one side of St Mary Street and the whole of St
Mary Street carpark, with level access at several points to the High Street, also on
the west side of Castle Street. Other key places such as outside the NatWest bank
should be no parking and no loading, even for blue badge holders, as this creates
a dangerous pinch point for traffic. Either Castle Court and/or Rock Street car
parks should be redeveloped, probably made double storey, to avoid complaints
about loss of parking in the High Street and St Mary Street car parks. All the
spaces should be bigger to accommodate the vast size of modern cars, and there
should be numerous electric car charging points, with infrastructure to allow at
least 50% of parking spaces to be upgraded to electric charging in the future. Car
parking on the edge of town should be provided and encouraged for commuters
and shoppers, with a frequent shuttle bus to the town centre.
WE Have TO Many OF The Same Shops.TO Many Empty Shops.

NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

The loss of the quarterly markets, has led to the lower possibility of independent
shops opening up - which is what is needed. However, this needs to be balanced
with higher quality supermarkets - its poor that we don't have a small M&S or
Waitrose food hall. If this was in the centre, it would reduce the need to drive to
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NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

Action

Comment
Yate, Cribbs, Chipping Sodbury. Such expansion can be sold in terms of
sustainability. The range of cafes . restauarants in the town centr is aa real plus,
and needs to be encouraged.
Has the local plan team spoken to companies to address identify what they need
in terms of commercial space? I’m not sure the plan can support development
enough to maintain the special characteristics of Thornbury currently.
With the population growing within the town as a result of already completed
housing developments and future development, supermarket provision should
be improved. More particularly, Tesco is now 25 years old and looks its age.
Investment is needed to improve/ enlarge this store as its appearance, car park
and product range is distinctly lacking and the store in general is well past its sell
by date. The store does not appeal to younger families relocating to the town
who prefer to travel to Yate or Bradley Stoke where there are far more other
services on offer. I personally refuse to shop in there for all of the above reasons
(+ it is always freezing cold). Also, I personally think the town would benefit from
a small retail park similar to what they have at Yate with Next, TK Max etc to
encourage the young generation to shop in Thornbury rather than travel to Yate
or Cribbs. Would there not be an option for this anywhere on the
industrial/trading estate?
Thornbury Council should consider some of the academic pieces written on the
future of town centres. Maybe accepting shopping is going to be limited as a
means for community resilience and promoting high end above shop
developments for older people to move into, with a focus on street level being
leisure and entertainment. Possible even pedestrianise the high strett with trees
and grass!
Shops are empty because businesses that were there were not viable. It is for
businesses and potential business owners to decide if they want to do this. The
best we can do is ensure the environment can support it and recognise a lot of
people do shop out of town.
I would encourage any business into the high street. Coffee shop and charity
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Response

NFA: we cannot start new consultation –
Town Council committee could take
forward
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

NFA: town council committee could
review

NFA, though this is true

NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

Action

Comment

Response

I support encouraging new and existing independed business to become
established in thornbury. Would there be a space for more social enterprises?
Larger chain shops should come into Thornbury. This will reduce online use and
less travel to places outside Thornbury.
Definitely needs more diversity shopping wise . Again ! Too much building going
on . There is definitely employment on the trading estate , also care homes in
and around Thornbury but it depends very much on people wanting to do those
jobs .

NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops

Definitely should be opportunities to rent existing properties above retail
properties !
Isn’t it all about climate etc ?!

NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops
NFA. Already addressed in Plan

NFA: already addressed
NFA: beyond TNP scope
NFA: beyond our remit re public
transport provision

Obviously not with the amount of new houses and a bus service that isn’t great
when people that can get to work that way are limited by timetables !
For example there’s the T1 and the T2 buses . One goes to Bradley Stoke but
finishes pm ! Not great if you are from Thornbury and either have employment or
family to visit there ! The other stops at around 11pm or before from Bristol ! You
either have to get a taxi an Uber or basically walk ! All of the venues for concerts
etc are in Bristol which means that it’s not affordable for a lot of people and that
they have to leave way before the end of a concert to get transport home .
Based on the plan summary for this section it appears that cafes and restaurants NFA comment only
are frowned upon and are going to be limited in the future. These businesses
should be further attracted to the town centre as they are great meeting places
bringing more people to the town that would otherwise not have come.
Thornbury needs a decent 2nd supermarket
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops
Encourage multi use in town centre.

* Town Council committee could look at
flexibility of land use in town centre could
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Action

Comment

Response
be undertaken. Perhaps increase the
scope of the Aims and Objectives of
Section 7 to include promotion of leisure
and recreational facilities in addition to
retail, employment and residential focus,
to offer broader possibilities e.g. in a
pedestrianised High Street for
experiential activities?

The high cost of rents for retail units is the cause of empty shops.

No amendment to be made as not within
TNP remit, but can be considered as a
matter outside of the scope of this Plan
NFA: beyond our remit re variety of shops
and commercial issues

We need to reduce the future numbers of businesses encouraging unhealthy fast
food.

NFA: beyond our remit re nature of retail
products

Buildings designated for retail or business should remain in that designation.
Developers should not be allowed to change purpose of use.

Disagree: great flexibility needed to

I feel the Thornbury Council should have more say with local issues rather than
someone in South Glos. This cuts cost and make more efficiency.
Noting it's vital to encourage local businesses and retail.
If the Town Council demolish the Armstrong Halls and Cossham and Exell Site put
up bigger ones and a bigger car park. All open 7 days this would help.
Represents the importance of balance between retail and residential to avoid
nighttime desertion.
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respond to trends *
No amendment recommended as
proposal would limit opportunities to
improve viability
NFA: beyond our remit
NFA: noted, and in the Plan
NFA: beyond our remit
NFA – comment only

Action

Comment

Response

Prioritising industrial / warehouse sites on existing underused land is preferable
to greenfield. Also preferable on flat land and not hillsides e.g. on the existing
industrial estate off Midland Way.
Shared work spaces/ serviced offices could reduce commuting and could be
encouraged if this is possible within the plan framework.
I would like to see more opportunities for 'pop up' shops, where small businesses
can potentially operate from, without the huge overheads that would prevent
them from being able to do so. I'd like to see more organic food and a refill shop
in Thornbury; small food businesses have proven themselves to be invaluable
during recent challenging times of COVID-19, when supermarkets were
struggling. I've not had experience running a business, but I understand that
rates are usually very high. I'd like to see more ethical businesses being able to
operate in the community too. I rarely use local shops as I like to buy organic and
ethically sourced, except for our charity shops (I don't think we have too many of
these). I'm not sure what the answer is, i.e. how to encourage them, but found
this helpful: "A business can be truly sustainable and ethical when it is resilient,
responsive and responsible. This is a hard conversion in the short-term,
especially when competitors are cutting costs by using economic slaves and
polluting the environment. However, being ethical and environmentally
responsible facilitates long term market harmony and prosperity.

Addressed in plan

In-process waste recycling and choosing natural energies can reduce costs.
Environmental responsibility is a means of value adding to a product.
There are government funds and other avenues of support and some economic
incentives for acts of conservation and protection.
When a business does not behave ethically it eventually faces market
disapproval and risks failure through legal processes. Ethical is good. Many
businesses have had to face huge legal costs of unethical, economic or
environmentally damaging acts in recent years.
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For Town Council
NFA - Wonderful thoughts in here, but
the only relevance to the existing plan
would be to increase the highlighting of
the need to be flexible and allow
interesting business ideas to have a
chance in Thornbury *
Outside the scope of the plan so no
amendments made

Action

Comment

Response

Innovative business that work with nature are complex and may require
patience and development of specialist skills and knowledge.Many businesses
have been successful in forming partnerships that provide a hub for small,
diverse and complimentary projects. Ie. The Eden Project provides a space for
like-minded businesses to work with, Mark Shepard of New Forest Farm supports
small business projects that use his large living capital.
Small businesses without debt have a better opportunity to grow according to
the proprietor’s wishes.
There is growing network of environmental organisations and mentors to
support ethical growers, producers and service operators." There are many
examples in Bristol we could learn from, e.g.
https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/business/5-bristols-most-ethicalcompanies-1859141 Perhaps financial incentives could be put in place where
such businesses are encouraged, that may help to encourage the younger
generation to put their business roots down locally, rather than having to travel
out of the community. It would be really good to see more opportunities for a
whole range of sustainable employers and these would usually be smaller, locally
based, which would encourage more local employment. This would put less
stress on road infrastructure too, and would help us to meet the Climate
Emergency targets. It's a real opportunity and we have the wonderful resources
of local people who can advise on this and really make Thornbury a town for the
future: https://forrestbrown.co.uk/news/the-green-companies-poweringeuropes-2015-green-capital/
http://www.nef.org.uk/service/new-builds/design-specification/urbanregeneration-and-green-town-development
When considering shop windows (St Mary's Centre) there could be a restriction
on those with large corporate vinyl stickers or blank windows (e.g.Smiths)
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NFA: beyond our remit

Action

Comment
The other High Street shops (particularly the charity ones make huge efforts with
their window displays)
The retail environment is changing fast and it there will be no return to the
classical High Street of the 1990's. Coffee shops and restaurants will likely
comprise a rising share of the mix for a market town like Thornbury, so this
should be embraced. I feel that the centre of Thornbury presently lacks critical
mass. The point about balancing car parking with retail space is good one, and
providing better non-car access to the town centre as per other sections of the
plan (improving cycle routes and bus links), would allow further areas within the
town centre to be retail or commercial - for example, part of Rock Street car park
could be market or permanent retail. Whilst I appreciate that Rock Street is
occasionally full for 2 or 3 hours in a normal week, a rebalancing is needed
between space for the private motorist and space for for the heart of the town
which are the retail/catering/commercial entities.

Response
NFA: all beyond our remit

Beyond our remit and no evidence, just
hearsay

It seems that the rents in the St Mary's Centre are too high. Keeping rents high
and leaving vacant retail units is a strategy that may serve only the landlord to
the detriment of the wider community. This should be addressed in the plan.
In principle, Vistry Homes supports the Aim and Objectives listed in Chapter 7,
which support a vibrant town centre and a thriving economy.
While Vistry Homes has no specific comments to make on Draft Policies 10, 11, or
12 recognition should be given within the supporting text to the important role
that new development will play in supporting and enhancing the vibrancy of the
town centre via increased footfall and expenditure. The statement made under
section 7.5 that new housing around Thornbury is ‘mostly farther away from the
centre than many people would walk, so there is a real risk they will drive
elsewhere’, is unjustified. Indeed, recent planning decisions acknowledge that
new housing developments around Thornbury’s northern and eastern edges are
accessible to the town centre via foot, bike and/or public transport.
I really like the emphasis on jobs which enable people to work near to where
they live. I think the town centre needs to be about more than retail, business
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Action

Plan amendment to
reflect positive impact of
increased population
Uncertain. Should we give more
recognition, as suggested, to the positives
of the increased population from recent
development?

Another one for Town Council to consider

Comment

Response

Action

and residential. I am not sure how to express it but there needs to be more
going on than shopping. It needs to be a place where people come together and
learn things, meet people and enjoy themselves without necessarily spending a
lot of money. The library is extremely important to me.
NFA: beyond our remit, but has bearing
I also believe that the high street and the Plain are dangerous and I would
definitely support a project to look at pedestrianisation of it, or of the Plain. So
many places have done this. In most cases everyone objected that it would
never work and shops would lose out and the opposite has proven to be true.
There should be more cycle parking.

on further town centre discussions *

the council should follow up the empty and unused shops and other buildings in
the town centre. Some almost derelict buildings like the former toilets and
nearby waste ground are a disgrace, also the buildings on the Plain where the
windows are falling apart. The council should be able to take control of these
sites if they have been derelict for a period of time. I think there is a law that
allows it. These buildings should be upgraded to a good quality which reflects the
wishes of residents and enhances the experience of visitors. Otherwise they
remain a blot on the town indefinitely.
The plan should acknowledge the benefit of new homes close to the Town Centre
and High Street in terms of improving the vitality of the Town.

NFA: beyond our remit

There are to many coffee, charity & opticians shops, it was a shame that the kids
paint pottery shop closed down, perhaps that could have been funded as it
appeared to have been well use.
The number of empty shops has decreased in the last year which is good but that
improvement needs to be maintained.
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No amendment made as not within TNP
remit, but can be considered as a matter
outside of the scope of this Plan

We could give more recognition, as
suggested, to the positives of the
increased population from recent
development in supporting text?
NFA: beyond our remit

NFA: beyond our remit

Plan amendment to
reflect positive impact of
increased population

Comment

Response

More residential development in the town does need to be offset against the
need for far more shopping opportunities from independent as well as national
retailers.
Policy 10 - No additional comments.

NFA: already addressed

Policy 11 - No additional comments, but see Policy 3
Policy 12 - No additional comments, but see Policy 23
Policy 13 - These should not generally be located within existing or new housing
developments. There is ample space on the Cooper Road Industrial
Estate/Business Park and I believe that any future commercial development
should be confined to Midland Way rather than destroying more valuable green
space around the Town, eg the Crossways planning application submitted by
Bloor Homes. We have already seen the removal of industrial and office units
previously occupied by Alexandra Workwear and South Gloucestershire Council
which have been replaced with domestic/enhanced care facilities.
Business in the town centre must be encouraged
The town centre is not deserted at night. More diverse shops would be great. No
more charity shops we have enough
We need to attract a range of independent shops rather that just coffee shops
and eateries.
Until SGDC has the POWER to say "no more charity shops" or "this unit can be
used only for shoes or greengrocery or as a butchers" [all of which are needed]
the Town Centre will be developed at the whim of commercial interests with
inflexible leases and upward only rent reviews.
Until the issue of excessively high rents and business rates in the St Mary Street
Centre is resolved, the objectives cannot be achieved.
Maintaining and enhancing the public realm is an important aspect of policy.

NFA: sufficiently addressed

Reuse of existing retail premises should be priorities over additional facilities.

NFA: addressed
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NFA: already addressed
NFA: beyond our remit
NFA: beyond our remit
NFA: beyond our remit

NFA: beyond our remit
NFA: addressed

Action

Comment

Response

On local employment, maintaining a balance between new housing and
additional employment opportunities will be vital if the town is not to become
even more a dormitory commuter town.
The town centre should be supported and encouraged and incentives made to
enable empty premises to be filled.
Need lower rents to encourage more small businesses and shops
Diversity within the town centre is important
High rent costs have always been a concern and have been one of the main
causes of empty shops and more charity shops. Until something is done about
this there will always be the same problem.
Empty shops are a consequence of a number of economic and geographical
factors, building more houses an ever increasing distance away will not
necessarily resolve the vitality of the town, with the prospect of the larger choice
of shopping a car journey away. There is a greater problem with rent and rates
for business in the town centre, perhaps requiring major governmental support.
Important in bringing renewed vitality to the Town Centre and encouraging new
shops to locate in the town and thus bring more people into the town to shop
rather than driving to out of town shopping centres like The Mall, etc
Is it possible to use Brownfield sites for both housing and employment - there
appears to be a conflict here. Is there a plan for attracting specific kinds of
employment or is this being left to 'market forces'.

NFA: already addressed

We need to ensure that the town centre remains a vibrant location for people to
live and visit. Whilst new shops are vital, we need to make sure there is a mix to
encourage people to visit the town centre. For a sole trader to open a shop is a
very big risk. As a community we can help by making the town a welcoming and
vibrant place. We have to use the shops that are already in the town. This
support will encourage potential shop owners in opening new premises.
Full support for these aims.
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NFA: beyond our remit
NFA: beyond our remit
NFA: addressed in plan
NFA: beyond our remit

NFA: beyond our remit

NFA – comment

1. Disagree: I don’t think there is
any conflict in the draft plan
2. Beyond our remit
No amendment made as no conflict
identified
NFA –covered effectively in the plan

NFA, but nice to know

Action

Comment

Response

The town needs to develop a marketing niche. Riddifords seems to flourish as a
decidedly old fashioned corner shop. A delicatessen initially appeared to do well
before it changed its marketing strategy to an office sandwich firm. We need to
provide something that the big supermarket chains and Cribbs do not - high
quality different produce or shopping opportunities that would make T'bury a
destination again
Definitely need to improve the variety of shops in the town centre for residents
and visitors
Need more retail
New 'shops' should be encouraged and only be those that compliment existing
shops, especially those that have supported the comminuity for many a year.
Premises should not just be filled to line the pockets of the management
companies.
Proposals that enable shops that have been left empty for a considerable time to
be occupied are supported. There are several empty properties such as the old
Dorothy Gubbins and Luce Paines retail units on The Plain that could become
offices were they to become available. Active frontages especially in the town
centre is important so that the shops don’t turn their backs on the public realm.

NFA – beyond our remit

Action

NFA – beyond our remit
NFA – beyond our remit
NFA – beyond our remit

NFA: seems to be in agreement with the
plan as is

5.2 Consultee Letters
Comment

Response

Action

It may be reasonable to adjust our text as
suggested.
However, our statement in section 7.5
still stands.

Discuss

AP2.22 - 7 Town Centre and Economy
Vistry Homes
In principle, Vistry Homes supports the Aim and Objectives listed in Chapter 7,
which support a vibrant town centre and a thriving economy.
While Vistry Homes has no specific comments to make on Draft Policies 10, 11, or
12 recognition should be given within the supporting text to the important role
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Comment

Response

Action

NFA: comments are largely beyond our
remit, beyond what we have already put
in the plan.

Discuss

Michael Neale’s comments re Policy 10:

Discuss

that new development will play in supporting and enhancing the vibrancy of the
town centre via increased footfall and expenditure. The statement made under
section 7.5 that new housing around Thornbury is ‘mostly farther away from the
centre than many people would walk, so there is a real risk they will drive
elsewhere’, is unjustified. Indeed, recent planning decisions acknowledge that
new housing developments around Thornbury’s northern and eastern edges are
accessible to the town centre via foot, bike and/or public transport.

AP2.23 - Policy 10 - Town Centre Design Principles
Graham Lanfear
G. Conservation area – Shop Frontage Design , Wall Colouring.
Many of the market towns situated in the Cotswold have a specific R.A.L colour
code which is to being used to controls the hotchpotch effect/approach to
wall/shop front colouring, shop front styles, materials etc. as can be found in
Thornbury’s Town Centre. As someone who has lived in Thornbury all my life I
can’t believe how the shopping experience and facilities have deteriorated over
the years, you could obtain more goods and services when the town had only
three thousand residents all we have now are charity, coffee and unlet shops etc.
I believe we need urgent expert marketing advice to help us to create a niche
market town culture and/or environment selling quality goods including a range
of fine arts and antiques etc. I believe The town development committee is
nothing more than a “talking shop” and not fit for purpose to sell our town and
attract inward investment. The development committee may be ok to decide on a
couple of directional signs but do not have the range of expertise to achieve the
kind of makeover that is required to turn it into a vibrant place to live with must
have goods. It would appear that at the moment each shop owner is doing his
own thing - this has got to stop and the Neighbourhood Plan must be designed to
enable residents to take control and reset the image standards it requires this
obviously to include shops owned by large corporate organisations.
Michael Neale
1st para:- why not include this map (relative to Thornbury) within this document.
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Comment

Response

Action

st

2nd & 4th bullet points.:- defined by the limits of the Conservation Area and
Listed Building status.

6th bullet point:- Why, surely a variable back line of a path enhances the existing
character of the area.

1 para: Uncertain: is he suggesting we
add another map illustrating the town
centre area? Worth considering
2nd & 4th bullets: Uncertain: does this
mean “already covered, so no need to
state it”?
6th bullet: Agree. Can we consider
omitting this?
Michael Neale’s comments on 7.5 text

Discuss

Discuss

AP2.24 - 7.5 Town Centre Vitality
Michael Neale
1st. para. Is this really a planning matter; surely its dependent on Rents and
Business Rates.

1st para: Agree: many respondents
commented on a perception of high rents
and business rates. Should we add a
sentence to this para acknowledging this
perception as part of the reason for
losing shops?

Discuss

2nd. Para. Again the reason for recent housing being too far away is the lack of a
Town Plan which would have guided developers to approach landowners closer to
the centre.

2nd para: Not sure if it is helpful at this
stage to state that it is due to the lack of
a town plan that all this extra
development has happened arguably in
the wrong areas.

Discuss

Policy 12 - Town Centre Vitality
Michael Neale
6th. bullet point:- Planners classification of user classes. Would help the casual
reader if these were described

6th bullet: Good suggestion. Could we
include these here? Or else as an
appendix?

Discuss
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Comment

Response

AP2.25 - 7.6 Employment Development Sites
Policy 13 - Provision of office and light industrial units
Graham Lanfear
K. Further development of Industrial estate – new access road off A38.
The Neighbourhood Plan must allow for periodic extensions to the current
industrial estate a need is identified with no industrial/office development being
permitted elsewhere in the plan area. To accommodate this a new access road
should be build from the A38 using the Merry Haven Farm Access Road, and the
fold in the “natural valley” to mitigate its visual impact. This will require a
localised relaxation of the Green belt to accommodate this proposal.

Disagree – we have decided not to
allocate sites

Trapped
These should not generally be located within existing or new housing
developments.

Disagree – the ability to work near where
you live supports the reduction of carbon
emissions and keeps the town vital.

No amendment made. No sites to be
allocated

No amendment made as proposal does
not support wider sustainability policies

South Gloucestershire Council Comments
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Action

Steering Group
Action

Page

Paragraph Comment

Reason

30

Policy 10

Revised wording suggested Plan amendment to
for clear, robust policy.
improve clarity

Mention should be made here of the very high number of
listed buildings within the town centre, protected by
legislation.
Development to the rear of these buildings may be harmful
to their setting. There are locations within the town centre
where ‘active frontages’ would not be appropriate, for
example the more tranquil and private rear spaces. The
revised wording below is therefore suggested.

•

Development to the rear of existing buildings will be
considered acceptable where it would be appropriate to
enclose space, define the public and private realm or
create new active frontages, and would not unduly
impact upon the operation of existing units or the historic
importance of the place, for example protecting burgage
plots or the setting of a listed building.
•
Proposals for new development should respect local
context through continuity of the building line, responding
to adjacent building heights, roof and cornice lines and
protecting important views or gaps.
Applications will need to demonstrate how they reflect
local vernacular and urban grain/historic pattern of
development through the scale and design for buildings
and use of materials, contributing positively to the quality
and character of the town centre, and the high-quality
historic townscape of the conservation area.
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Page

Paragraph Comment

Reason

Action

31

Policy 11

Additional text suggested
for robust policy. Agree:
add a bullet point to policy
11 as suggested, e.g.
“Maintain the views over
the lowland levels…”

Plan amendment to
improve clarity

33

Policy 12

Plan amendment to
improve clarity

33

Policy 12

33

Policy 12

For clarity. Agree: adjust
wording of para 1 to omit
the words “broaden the
retail offer” and adjust the
end “… as a destination for
a rewarding and enjoyable
shopping or leisure
experience”?
Revised wording to ensure
clear and robust policy.
Agree: adjust as suggested
Agree. Stress on vitality of
town centre, but not sure
how we adjust the policy.
However, it is very
important that we
understand how SG will
look at future proposals.

In addition to those mentioned already on policy 11, one of
the overarching preservation and enhancement strategies of
the 2004 conservation area appraisal is the protection of the
important landscape features and setting to the town and
the open spaces within it. Of particular importance are the
views over the lowland levels and Severn Estuary and the
open aspects to the west and north with the old town walls
set within open space and the open spaces identified within
the town development boundary. This could be added to
policy 11 as an additional bullet point.
The first two paragraphs slightly contradict each other as
one states any proposals should broaden the retail offer
while the second paragraph welcomes complementary nonretail uses. It may be worth rethinking the wording.

On upper floors will be welcomed, subject to
appropriate signage.
Officers support the policy intent to protect the vitality of
the town centre however we would expect any proposal for
change in employment use to be able to adequately
demonstrate how it would enhance vitality before fully
supporting as this may indeed be counter-productive to the
intent of the policy itself. We agree that the range of shops
identified should be an important priority for the town. And
while recognising the potential for residential development
within the town centre, the focus should remain on
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Plan amendment to
improve clarity
Plan amendment to
support SGC policy

Page

Paragraph Comment

Reason

Action

encouraging retail use in line with the intent of CS11, 12 &
14 and PSP 31 & 33.

Page

Paragraph Comment

Reason

Action

35

Policy 13

The examiner may be
looking for justification
for these specific land
uses.

Discuss with South Glos

The provision of employment within Thornbury is
welcome and will reduce the pressure on the local
network form out commuting from Thornbury.
Provision of office and light industrial units,
particularly as a means to ensure that further
safeguarded employment sites are not lost to
development. It is perhaps important to learn lessons
from other incubation centres and understand the
needs and wants of businesses / starts up i.e. type of
other support services (IT connectivity / transport
infrastructure) / business support offering.
It may be worth thinking about the evidence base
available to assess the above to ensure the policy
works for local business opportunity and requirements
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Discuss with South Glos

Page

Paragraph Comment

Reason

Action

and ensure the provision of office and light industrial
units is justified.
37

8.1 Context

Page 37 of the Neighbourhood Plan refers to a
Updated reference
previous version of the Commissioning of Places
document.
Strategy (2017–2021). The Neighbourhood Plan may
wish to update these references to reflect the most up
to date position. The Plan makes reference to concern
by local residents that the pupil projections published
by the Council are too low. It is important to note that
the projections are generally accurate and include the
impact of development already completed and
occupied. Separately, the Council estimates the
demand arising from new housing planned in line with
build out rates. Build out rates published in the
Council’s Authority Monitoring Report are used for this
purpose. Importantly, the number of years it takes for
children to be yielded from new housing are often,
understandably, misunderstood and can be overstated. The Council is currently updating its pupil
projections methodology and details of this will be
available in future

Page

Paragraph Comment
submissions of the annual School Capacity (SCAP) return to
the Department for Education. The DfE publish the return
submissions each year.
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Reason
NFA – comment only

Reference update

Action

Page

Paragraph Comment

38

Policy 14

39

Section 8.6
Community
Facilities

Reason

The Neighbourhood Plan makes mention of what’s
NFA – comment only
important and valued by the local community. This includes
the adequacy of essential services including local school
provision. The strategic objectives of the plan set out on
page 15 also support the timely provision of appropriate
services, infrastructure and community facilities to meet the
needs of a growing population. Recognition of the challenges
of securing sufficient early years and school places and
maintaining access to good quality local school places in
Thornbury is helpful. Policy 14 is therefore supported.
It may be helpful to acknowledge and include reference to
To acknowledge S106 and
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) as well as Section 106
CIL in securing funding.
(S106) as the key mechanisms to deliver community
facilities. The use of S106 or CIL varies depending on the
type of infrastructure to be delivered. For community
centres S106 funding was secured from Park Farm and
Morton Way developments to increase capacity and
enhance centres in the town, but since August 2015 a CIL
has been levied on new developments where as Public
Open Space is still secured and funded through 106
agreements.
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Action

References update

6 Services and Facilities
6.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Services and Facilities’ is set out in the table below.

Comment

Response

Essential to rebuild hospital to offer walk-in centre like Yate with more X Ray facilities
as well as GP Surgeries. Hearing / Sight facilities for elderly useful as in previous centre.
Respite care and post-op facilities would be good to save travel/bed blocking in
Southmead.
The re-development of the Health Centre is long overdue and been much discussed. I
recall that Jeremy Hunt, the then Secretary of State for Health, state that plans were
not ambitious enough! With an increasing population there is a demand for a quality
Health Centre with a minor injuries unit, and including facilities for outpatient clinics.
Please don't forget the Health Centre. There is ample room where the old hospital is.
Run the GP's close to a good small hospital.
No more new houses should be built until these are improved in particular, congestion
along A38 and in town centre and increased traffic along Gloucester Road.
Could you take a stall to the carnival and xmas lights switch on. 2 very good events.
We need more.
Health Centre and Doctors Surgeries need rebuilding to bring them up to 21st century
standards. Hospital service such as Yate's walk in treatment centre / X Ray department
etc are essential in Thornbury.
There are community meeting places in the town but provision for youth is marginal.
Important to support and engage residents.
Consider adding in wording to integrate artwork into the new developments and
possible creating art trails through the town e.g. along the streamside walks or in the
woods.

NFA Comment/ Policies 2 &14 +
NHS responsibility
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NFA – as above

NFA –as above
NFA Comment / Policy 20 Sect 10
NFA – beyond scope.
NFA – Comment + NHS
responsibility
NFA – comment/ Policies 14 & 15
NFA - comment
NFA - comment Pol 14

Action

Comment

Response

I particularly support the policy on phasing of community infrastructure with housing
development. Too often these community facilities lag behind housing. Play facilities
and local transport are most important.
We're Britain in Bloom winners, but we tend to focus more on the flowers, but what
about growing more food as a community? We have a couple of allotment sites, but
one of those is poorly serviced for watering facilities and has suffered with break-ins,
whilst the other is alongside a busy main road (traffic fumes), on a slope and is over
subscribed. I currently rent a plot from a local farmer, at a site based near Oldbury,
which has a great water supply, is beautifully peaceful (so great for my mental well
being) but it's also very expensive at £114 / year and is a 15 minute drive from home.
I'd love to see more food grown locally, not just for middle-aged / retired folk who can
afford to spend the time doing this, but encouraging the youngsters to get their hands
dirty and to discover the wonderful world of nutritional,healthy, pesticide-free food,
which can also involve schools (https://www.foodforlife.org.uk/about-us), be part of
the syllabus and also give teenagers another possible focus besides skateboarding,
youth club and hanging around in groups with the potential of anti-social behaviourl
through boredom and a sense of worthlessness and / or despair about their future
careers. We really don't have this balance right at all. We are being asked to donate to
foodbanks, but do we know where our food comes from? Couldn't we try growing
some of our own and become more resilient, rather than relying on supermarkets? I
think there is a growing sense of 'them and us' between the generations; with many
community activities focused on the retired or the very young, but little for those with
special needs or those looking to learn a trade (e.g. horticulture). We have 'Organic
Blooms' on the doorstep, which does great things with flowers and trains up confident,
skilled people, we used to have a CSA at the Sheiling School, but sadly that came to an
end. So, with the growing population in mind, it would be great if we had a community
social enterprise, growing food - whether that's on pockets of land dotted around the
community, or a stand-alone site, within reasonable walking/cycling/public transport
distance of most of the local housing developments. At present we have nothing (or
have I missed something)? Gardening, growing food, is proving a real stress and anxiety
reliever for those of us who are lucky to have allotment plots or gardens, particularly

NFA – comment. See Policies 2 , 14,
16 and to lesser degree Policy 21
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NFA – outside scope of TNP or
already addressed in policies??
Policy 14 and policy 17

Action

Comment
during lockdown. But what about those in the community who don't have access to a
garden or allotment plot? I am very sad for them. It's an opportunity lost, particularly
as we pride ourselves on being in a semi-rural location, with farmland surrounding us.
We should join the 'Incredible Edible' movement: https://www.incredibleedible.org.uk/
Armstrong Hall! Thornbury Hospital! How long does it take to re-develop these sites?
The priority for adequate health services. Already we see reduced provision with the
hospital replaced by half the number of beds in local nursing homes and a converted
shop. Hardly adequate provision for an expanding, dynamic town.
Facilities for young people are poor and being reduced. These need funding both for
staffing and buildings. At present they rely almost entirely on volunteers.
I would like to see a specific facility added into the plan - a country park area could be
developed, where woodland environment is combined with a running trail, and an
adventurous playground, wildlife signs, etc. Similar to Filnore Woods (which is great),
but to the north somewhere. This is consistent with climate emergency mitigation,
biodiversity crisis mitigation, provision of leisure facilities for all residents and new
developments, all ages.
Vistry Homes recognises that delivery of infrastructure, and social infrastructure
particularly, is important to both existing and future residents in the neighbourhood
plan area. In this regard, while concerns are raised in Chapter 8 in relation to increased
pressure on existing facilities and demand for local services (for example health
facilities) the TNDP should also recognise the important role that new development can
play, both in delivering new facilities and in funding infrastructure via community
infrastructure levy receipts, to the benefit of both existing and future residents.
Within Section 8 it must be acknowledged that the phasing of new development and
infrastructure will vary on a case by case basis; having regard to the circumstances at
the time, funding sources, and commercial viability. A policy that requires infrastructure
to be delivered in advance of, for example, new dwellings in every case will not
necessarily be realistic or deliverable. A ‘one size fits all’ approach cannot be applied
automatically, and the policy should incorporate sufficient flexibility to cater for
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Response

Action

NFA – beyond scope
NFA - Policies 2 and 14 NHS
responsibility primarily

NFA – Policies 15 & 16 / Staffing others
NFA – beyond scope

Agree that both CIL and S106
monies should
be mentioned – see also SGC
review of this section.

Disagree
SGC review of the draft NDP
supports Policy 14, suggesting the
need to ensure timely
infrastructure and service
development is “helpful”

Plan amendment to
improve clarity and
robustness

Comment
circumstances under which infrastructure delivery needs to be phased alongside the
delivery of new homes. The wording of Draft Policies 14 and 16 should therefore be
amended to reflect this approach. The Objective to have infrastructure in place before
new homes and businesses are occupied should also be amended to ensure that it is
realistic, reflecting commercial drivers and expectations.
I hope that the Armstrong Hall redevelopment takes the opportunity to include some
flagship environmental and carbon neutral features.
As someone who walks and cycles for leisure I would like to see emphasis on road
safety and prevention of speeding vehicles around the lanes. Tractors driving down
Castle Street are a particular problem!
Policy 14 - Community Infrastructure
Similar to comments on Policy 2, we question whether this policy is needed as it
introduces requirement for major development proposals when none are proposed in
the Plan. Otherwise as a general principle it can be agreed, but the policy should be
clear on the basis that it will apply.
These needs of an essential increase of such facilities for the well being of a larger
population cannot be too highly stated
Services and facilities must be assessed before any new housing is given the go ahead.
Services and facilities must be scaled up before houses are built
There is very little for youngsters to do in this area plus the current the bus services are
poor and expensive. The only places of interest in Thornbury for teenagers is the skate
park and the library (free internet).
St Marys and the health center barely manages with the current population, I've had to
wait two weeks all more just to see a GP. The leisure center could do with more funding
and a small independent cinema in the area would be ideal.
I support the plan’s aims, but I feel that it underemphasises the need for facilities for
young people.
Any new development must include schools and health centre provisions
Vital to make sure infrastructure improvements are NOT left to the end of key
development phases.
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Response
No amendment made as policy
considered to support Plan
objectives
NFA beyond scope

NFA/ beyond scope
Disagree Policy 14 is relevant and
stands.
No amendment made as policy is
relevant
NFA -comment/ Policies 2 ,14,16
NFA -Policy 14
NFA – comment/ Policy 15

NFA – Policy 2 & 14 + NHS
responsibility
NFA comment – Policy 15
NFA – SGC/ NHS
NFA- comment Polices 2,14,15, 16,
18, 20

Action

Comment

Response

Future development should encourage the provision for Thornbury Radio (soon to be
on FM) to have a studio and funding for this should come from some of section 106
development infrastructure agreements. Both Turnberries and Chantry have turned
down partnerships with the radio station.

NFA – beyond scope

Alternatively the radio studio could be within the town centre, this will lead to training
opportunities for young and old, reduction in social isolation and conitnued sharing of
inforamation with positive messages for the residents of Thornbury and district.
Policy 14 - I would like to see greater thought applied to the location of outdoor play
and recreation space within new developments. Play areas should be located nearer
the centre of housing rather than the perimeters so that residents can have sight of
their children as they become more independent. It would also discourage bored
teenagers from ‘hanging around’ smoking, drinking etc. This follows the design of
military patches although we don’t enjoy the benefits of Military Police security
patrols!!

NFA beyond scope of Policy 14

Policy 15 - no additional comments.
Policy 16 - no additional comments.
Infrastructure needs to come earlier in the planning stage .
Facilities can’t cope at the moment and definitely need investment before further mass
building
The new builds need there own schools. People from park farm are already putting
their kids at crossways. They don’t walk they use there cars. Again too many cars.
Definitely need more access to health services.
No developer is going to willingly provide facilities in advance. S106 agreements and
the CiL play around the edges. There should be a moratorium on future development
until the authorities concerned and the developers have PROVIDED a new health centre
/minor injury unit or similar. But no-one has the POWER to it. Look how long it was
before Bradley Stoke got a shopping centre! More fine words I am afraid.
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NFA comment
NFA comment
NFA comment/ Policies 2, 14, 16
NFA comment + beyond scope
(NHS)
NFA – beyond scope (moratorium!)

Action

Comment

Response

We desperately need a minor injury unit and upgraded health centre
Phasing of development so that community infrastructure is in place before new homes
and business are occupied must be right, but difficult to achieve in practice.
I particularly support the view that developers have a responsibility to include policies
of the Neighbourhood Plan in their planning applications and cannot build housing
developments without planning for facilities for the communities who will occupy the
homes.
Concerned that as the town's population continues to increase, we have lost a police
station (needed to combat increased anti-social behaviour) and the town's hospital,
facilities that should be maintained in a town of Thornbury's size, Castle School is a
fantastic school that also seems to have suffered over recent years as the population
has grown with funding and support seemingly falling.
Health services are vital - time taken to get a doctors appointment is ridiculous. Schools
also need much more funding (the existing ones rather than any new ones)
Better services and facilities are a priority.

NFA – beyond scope (NHS)
NFA -comment/ not possible
before
NFA -comment Policies, 2 14, 15,
16, 18.20

It appears little thought was/is given to this issue
It is of particular concern that the existing Health Centre has not been upgraded to a
Minor Injuries Unit or to provide sufficient room and services to cater for a growing and
ageing population, the former resulting from the many new housing developments.
All of these should be a requirement of a co-ordinated development plan before
permission for house building is granted and developers contractually required to work
in partnership with local authorities and national services, in particular; Health facilities,
education and leisure and cultural provisions.
There is a desperate need for more support services as the town increases in size.
These need to be introduced in a planned rather than haphazard way.
One vital aspect of infrastructure not mentioned is a Mass Transit System taking people
to and from Bristol, which is where many people work and shop. Having the A38 and
M5 clogged with traffic every day is an environmental disaster, a waste of time and
resources and a great expense.

Clearly not read the draft NP!
NFA – beyond scope
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NFA comment + beyond scope

NFA – beyond scope (NHS + Boris)
NFA -comment

NFA - comment

NFA -comment/ See policies 2,
14,15,16,18,20
NFA Comment Sect 10 covers this
as far as we are able.

Action

Comment

Response

Of course I support these aims. The task is how the various institutions are engaged
with to make this happen. Engaging with South Glos Council and the NHS, together
with GP's are critical in this aspect.
Should the whole spread of ages
I have been involved in trying to develop health facilities in the town since 2006 and we
are still at square one. Could a policy of allowing no further development until new
health facilities are provided put further pressure on planners/NHS Property
services/local health commissioners
The health centre is particularly ill equipped to deal with a growing town. Too few
appointments and long waiting times for non emergency appointments.
See previous comment
New development needs to be supported by appropriate infrastructure, and not after
the event.
need more health facilities
How can facitility for young people be more important than 'draqinage, flooding x
sewerage (sic) infrastructure?'
Especially health services. Need more services and more GPs.
services for young people must be updated to help Thornbury progress.
You have reflected the areas that need addressing, but have merged them into a single
section in which the health services are but one component. The figures show an
increase in doctors list by 50% in the next 7 years; the existing services are already
inadequate, we have lost our hospital; the promised new premises for 2 existing
practises is as far away as ever; the makeshift clinic premises are too limited. Yet there
is only a vague hope that this should be addressed and houses are being occupied
almost daily. This is a critical concern as is now being proven and should be addressed
in its own right.

NFA Comment

The other proposals are fine.
Obviously it is crucial that population estimates are as accurate as possible and address
a range of projections, not just those suggested by the current planned developmnt.
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NFA – comment + not understood
NFA – comment (and no- basically)

NFA beyond scope

NFA -comment/ Polices 2 & 14, 16
etc
NFA comment/ Policy 15
NFA Beyond scope
NFA – Beyond scope/ NHS
responsibility

NFA – beyond scope/ estimates as
good as we can manage

Action

Comment
We have seen in recent years that planned numbers have grown chaotically due to new
planning applications without an enforcable strategic development plan.
Doctors surgeries and secondary schools a big issue.
Again there is an underlying implication that if infrastructure is improved its ok to allow
more and more development of housing in Thornbury over time in this plan. It seems
quite devicive in this sense.
Thornbury Hospital closed, now only audiology, maternity and physiotherapy in town.

Response
NFA – comment/ Policies 2,14,16
NFA – comment/ Policies 2,14,16

NFA – beyond scope

Need to travel to Yate, Southmead or BRI for scans and blood tests that need to be
offered in the town.
Need for more GP's
Leisure Centre not ocnveneient for all of Town.
Drainage needs to be addressed.
We definitely need to ensure enough doctors and dentists, schools etc. and sufficient
parking and also things to occupy teenagers so they don't get up to vandalism or similar
Schools should have priority for local children and reduce the amount of in and
outgoing of school buses. Children should also be able to travel free to school on
regular bus routes, which would help them to be busier and more attractive to people
in general. There is no need to duplicate routes as there are far too few bus services
anyway. The health services need a massive upgrade, expansion and modernisation,
with particular regard for the age profile of the population, ie almost 50% over 50, and
likely to be heavier users of health services. The current site is large and well situated
within the town and all the current bus routes stop outside. There is perfect scope for
suitable facilities to be provided, and to be future proofed to take account of a larger
and older population. Streamlined services for blood tests, health reviews etc are
needed, not just GPs, although sometimes a doctor is needed there are many
appointments which can be done by other professionals. An integrated pharmacy
would cut down on the nonsense that occurs nowadays between the surgery and local
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NFA Policy 3
NFA comment
NFA – comment /beyond scope

Action

Comment

Response

chemists where the left hand doesn't seem to know what the right hand is doing.
Urgent care is also needed 24/7, as people don't just need medical attention during
office hours, and this would greatly help the A and E demand at Southmead when
someone has an insect bite or similar minor problem.
Especially GPs, many of which work part time.
Absolutely endorse need for services for young people and the resolution of the
Thornbury Hospital issue
The town desperately needs a new Health centre. The current one is evidently under
significant strain.

NFA - comment
NFA comment/ Policy 15 (YP
facilities)
NFA beyond scope/ but catered
for in Policy 2,14,16

As we have seen from the recent BBC program School, both our secondary schools
need new buildings, make do and mend no longer coping.
This is an area in particular when you should take some actual actions.
Policy 18 gives developers options- why can developers do all those things?! And
comments regarding young people make me question how many under 40s have filled
out the initial consultations, there are good facilities in Thornbury but they need to be
enhanced. The library is tired and it would be good for more classes and advice or CAB
help there and s106 and CIL could be used for that. Facilities for improvement should
be specified to ensure the investment is targeted in the right places
A priority if we are to have a viable functional town
There are a lot of large open green spaces which do not appear to be used for anything.
Play facilities are very under used (with the exception of Mundy), with very few children
actually using them, therefore I feel there is enough provision of these areas for the
time being. More seating/benches should be provided along the stream walks and
open spaces, making use of old tree trunks as seats for example. What about
highlighting an area for a community garden/allotment. A huge area under used is to
the rear of Celandine Close/Primrose Drive.
There is no doubt the need for young people services to be developed is essential, but
so also should thr focus be on older people who will become increasingly isolated and
frail. A sheltered housing development with integrated options to deal with increased
frailty would allow for large family houses to potentially be released.
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NFA / beyond scope
NFA comment – not enough info
NFA comment (nebulous) or
beyond scope

NFA comment/ not enough info
NFA beyond scope (TC)

NFA: decision taken not to allocate
sites
NFA – comment

Action

Comment

Response

Not much on police or ambulance services. Pretty much every day an ambulance is
thornbury bound up the a38.

NFA -beyond scope

We have great health facilities on our doorstep at southmead, better buses rather than
in thornbury would make more sense? Unless what we really mean is more gp
capacity?
Health is a genuine worry.
Schools are being crippled b a lack of money and ageing buildings.
No brainer ! But tell that to the greedy council and builders .
Local health facilities are getting impractical. Access is limited wether walking cycling or
driving. How can large wheelchair users access that centre in town with that piller in
the way?
There is much concern that new developments will create additional pressures on on
already overstretched services eg health care. This is a much needed policy.

Action

NFA comment/ beyond scope

NFA comment
NFA comment/ Polices 2, 14, 16,

NFA comment (supporting policies)

6.2 Consultee Letters
Comment

Response

AP2.26 - 8 Services and Facilities
Vistry Homes
Vistry Homes recognises that delivery of infrastructure, and social infrastructure
particularly, is important to both existing and future residents in the neighbourhood
plan area. In this regard, while concerns are raised in Chapter 8 in relation to increased
pressure on existing facilities and demand for local services (for example health
facilities) the TNDP should also recognise the important role that new development can
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NFA - This section duplicated

Action

Comment

Response

Action

play, both in delivering new facilities and in funding infrastructure via community
infrastructure levy receipts, to the benefit of both existing and future residents.
Within Section 8 it must be acknowledged that the phasing of new development and
infrastructure will vary on a case by case basis; having regard to the circumstances at
the time, funding sources, and commercial viability. A policy that requires infrastructure
to be delivered in advance of, for example, new dwellings in every case will not
necessarily be realistic or deliverable. A ‘one size fits all’ approach cannot be applied
automatically, and the policy should incorporate sufficient flexibility to cater for
circumstances under which infrastructure delivery needs to be phased alongside the
delivery of new homes. The wording of Draft Policies 14 and 16 should therefore be
amended to reflect this approach. The Objective to have infrastructure in place before
new homes and businesses are occupied should also be amended to ensure that it is
realistic, reflecting commercial drivers and expectations.

AP2.27 - Policy 14 - Phasing of Community Infrastructure with Housing Development
Savills/Barwood
We recognise the intention of this policy, and the local concerns around ensuring
development proposals are delivered in parallel with necessary infrastructure
improvements. The draft policy correctly identifies the role of s106 agreements and
planning conditions in securing the timing of delivery and/or contributions to support
delivery by a third party, such as South Gloucestershire Council. This should be extended
to reference the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) which also has a role in the
delivery of community infrastructure to support housing delivery.
The phasing of infrastructure is based upon detailed assessments drafted as part of the
planning application process, and is subject to detailed discussions during its
determination as further information is provided by the local authority and statutory
consultees. The ‘tests’ associated with the provision of these obligations are set out
within the NPPF, see paragraph 56.
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Agree this element (also
mentioned in SGC review)

Discuss

Comment

Response

The appropriate trigger for the obligations forms part of the detailed discussions, and
must be supported by evidence; whilst also taking into account the timing of other
obligation requirements. The requirement for infrastructure ‘at the earliest possible
opportunity’ isn’t therefore based upon the process in practice; and this reference
should be removed.

NFA: the wording reflects all the
factors that were raised in our
consultation

Michael Neale
Policy 14. OK if specifically related to a Town Plan – otherwise it will never happen.
Trapped
More emphasis needs to be placed on the provision of essential infrastructure to
support housing development and inevitable population growth at a much earlier stage
in the planning process. As a result of the limitations of the Section 106 Agreement
contributions pertaining to individual developments, the highways improvements are
woefully inadequate and will require more substantial funding to alleviate the resultant
traffic congestion – see comments under Policy 20.

Action

Discuss

AP2.28 - Policy 15 - Leisure Opportunities for Young People
Michael Neale
Greater use should be made of the land behind the Leisure Centre and adjacent to the
skate park. Possibly relocate the Tennis Courts!
Trapped
Whilst appreciating that walking, cycling and public transport are being prioritised
under Policy 2, could Mundy Playing Fields be made more accessible to the private car?
Currently access via Kington Lane and Castle Court Car Park are the only viable options.

Discuss

AP2.29 - Policy 16 - Community Facilities
Savills/Barwood
• We support this policy and its recognition of a variety of community facilities which
could be delivered through development. It is suggested that within the explanatory text
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Disagree – as above

Comment

Response

of this policy, that reference is made to the ability to utilise the monies collated through
CIL to support the delivery of communities facilities within Thornbury.
The requirement for the planning application to be supported by a statement
establishing the phasing and delivery of community facilities is not achievable in
practice. It is not uncommon for the need for, phasing and delivery mechanisms for
community facilities to be established during the planning application process; with the
pre-application process not sufficiently detailed, or local authority evidence not
published, to enable this to be established prior to submission. In line with draft Policy
14, the need for, and delivery of, community infrastructure is set out in the s106 and
planning conditions, or forms part of infrastructure delivered through CIL: the timing of
which is outside of the control of a planning applicant. We would therefore suggest that
the drafted policy is amended to set out that the phasing and delivery of community
facilities is agreed through the planning application process, and effectively secured
through the appropriate delivery mechanism
Graham Lanfear
C. The Community Plan should also provide for fully functioning amenity blocks with
toilet and hand washing facilities built/provide in the following locations:
• The Chantry Sports Field.
The Bloor Develop - Sports Complex.
• Thornbury Skate Park
• Thornbury Cemetery
D. Public Convenience Provision
With the current lack of public conveniences including hand washing availability etc. as
identified by the current coronavirus pandemic the Town Council must provide a 24/7
public convenience for the community to use – suggest mixed sex use by converting the
old bus shelter adjacent to the Nat-west bank

South Gloucestershire Council Comments
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NFA -beyond scope

Action

Page

Paragraph

Comment

Reason

Action

37

8.1 Context

Page 37 of the Neighbourhood Plan refers to a previous version
of the Commissioning of Places Strategy (2017–2021). The
Neighbourhood Plan may wish to update these references to
reflect the most up to date position. The Plan makes reference to
concern by local residents that the pupil projections published by
the Council are too low. It is important to note that the
projections are generally accurate and include the impact of
development already completed and occupied. Separately, the
Council estimates the demand arising from new housing planned
in line with build out rates. Build out rates published in the
Council’s Authority Monitoring Report are used for this purpose.
Importantly, the number of years it takes for children to be
yielded from new housing are often, understandably,
misunderstood and can be over-stated. The Council is currently
updating its pupil projections methodology and details of this will
be available in future submissions of the annual School Capacity
(SCAP) return to the Department for Education. The DfE publish
the return submissions each year.

Updated reference
document. Agree
amend references

Reference update

Page

Paragraph

Comment

Reason

Response

38

Policy 14

The Neighbourhood Plan makes mention of what’s important and
valued by the local community. This includes the adequacy of
essential services including local school provision. The strategic
objectives of the plan set out on page 15 also support the timely
provision of appropriate services, infrastructure and community
facilities to meet the needs of a growing population. Recognition
of the challenges of securing sufficient early years and school
places and maintaining access to good quality local school places
in Thornbury is helpful. Policy 14 is therefore supported.

NFA – comment only
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39

Section 8.6
Community
Facilities

It may be helpful to acknowledge and include reference to
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) as well as Section 106 (S106)
as the key mechanisms to deliver community facilities. The use of
S106 or CIL varies depending on the type of infrastructure to be
delivered. For community centres S106 funding was secured from
Park Farm and Morton Way developments to increase capacity
and enhance centres in the town, but since August 2015 a CIL has
been levied on new developments where as Public Open Space is
still secured and funded through 106 agreements.
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To acknowledge S106
and CIL in securing
funding.
Consider including CIL
references Chris’ view
not necessary - discuss

Discuss

7 Sustainable Development and Connectivity
7.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Sustainable Development and Connectivity’ is set out in the table below.

Comment

Response

Yes, green spaces need to be kept, enhanced and extended into new housing areas.
Housing developments beyond the existing boundary are NOT needed then space and
rural paths can be kept and enjoyed.
Moving to a low carbon future needs to be given priority.

NFA

There is little evidence of wildlife corridors in some parts of the new developments.
Houses are close together with green spaces on the periphery.
Thornbury in Bloom. Let's re-plant the both stream ways - more colour.
Yes but we shouldn't have any new houses built until we've improved current green
spaces and the transport situation.
It would help if the St Mary Shopping Centre could have a xmas lights switch on with a
fun fair at the same time of the High Street. But the Manager of the shopping centre
have no interest.
As new areas of housing are built around Thornbury, rural areas and the existing
network of countryside rights of way become suburban. We need to preserve the
countryside. When built on, rural areas are lost forever.
Does the town have any planning authority to prevent house building in gardens and
concreting over of front gardens? These reduce the green space in the town and help
water absorption.
I strongly support the importance of sustainability.
All aims very important.
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Agree: make this a stronger
theme in this part of the
document, within supporting
text.
NFA
NFA
NFA
NFA comment

NFA

NFA

NFA
NFA

Action

Amend to strengthen policy

Comment

Response

Action

Encourage the use of green buffers around existing hamlets under threat of being
encircled by development. Create designated wildlife corridors / zones around them
Moving to carbon net zero is crucial. Any new development should have biodiversity
net gain as its aim (not just those as needed in the draft Environment Act).
Let's grow more community food please, as per my previous comments. Let's educate
our kids about food and supply chains and reduce our carbon footprint, on a tangible
level. Let's value our food, so when it comes to times of crisis, as we're in now, we
may even be able to grow more of our own and not be completely reliant on external
supply chains. Please can we also promote biodiversity and stop mowing so much can those who do this be better employed at other aspects of environmental
management that are more sympathetic to wildlife and not so much to keeping things
'neat and tidy'? https://www.countryfile.com/wildlife/wildlife-stories/guide-tobritains-road-verges-history-why-they-are-important-and-threats/ “In the UK we
only have about 85,000ha of wildflower rich grassland”, Andrew says “so if just half of
the verges were managed in the right way to be good flowerage grassland, we could
more than double the amount we have in the UK. The opportunity here is absolutely
huge."
Little evidence in the current housing developments of the need to incorporate green
energy, by building with solar panels and heat pumps. Important to keep the network
of field paths, well used around Thornbury as the housing estates are built around
them. As an anti flooding measure better attention to permeable surfaces to reduce
run off. Developments need to show the importance of connecting wild life corridors
and preserving existing wooded habitats for biodiversity.
The maps must be updated to show the new houses already existing at Post Farm,
Park Farm and Thornbury Fields, as the balance of the town is quite different already
from what is shown in Figure 8.

Consider possible additional
text within 9.4 –
Agree: strengthen net zero in
the supporting text
NFA

Discuss

The policies here are all top notch, Policy 17, 18 and 19.
–––
Vilner Lane Wood is perfect as community green space.
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NFA: points addressed in plan

Agree

Amend to strengthen policy

Comment

Response

Action

In principle Vistry Homes supports the Aim and Objectives listed in Chapter 9 of the
DTNDP.

agree that biodiversity net
gain could be used here to
make sure that new
developments are strong
enough. Need to reword
policy 17 to cover several
comments below

Amend to strengthen policy
and improve clarity

However, regarding Draft Policy 17, it is noted that the wording seeks to ‘retain’ as
well as enhance biodiversity and wildlife habitats, wildlife corridors and other aspects
of green infrastructure. While biodiversity enhancement is a feature of national
planning policy, it is not realistic to require retention of all biodiversity and wildlife
habitats, wildlife corridors and other aspects of green infrastructure. The policy fails
to recognise that some loss of these sources may be necessary to facilitate
development. It is common practice for new developments to mitigate habitat and
other green infrastructure losses, providing enhancements and, more often,
biodiversity net gain. Indeed, the expectation is that biodiversity net gain will become
a legislative requirement once the Environment Bill (2020) is enacted. The policy
should, therefore, be redrafted to reflect this position.
Of course being resilient to climate change is important but there should be
something about trying to prevent the worst effects. Green spaces are very
important to me and I would like to see more of them but I am also keen to see more
emphasis on renewable energy in the town.
I agree that it is extremely important that wildlife corridors be maintained and
enhanced due to the alarming decline of wildlife and insects
Yes, I highly agree with these aims
The Plan should discuss in more detail the opportunity to improve and expand
pedestrian and cycle links from the high street and Mundys Playing Fields to the
Leisure Centre along the Jubilee Footpath. This could include provision of wildlife
areas and improved habitat & landscape which would be accessible to the public.
Nature walks, green corridors, tree planting, biodiversity is extremely important. We
need to get our kids more involved. Thornbury has to many concrete flower tubs, the
pavements are covered in chewing gum, the whole place looks dirty. We need major
traffic calming measures in place on the high street, close it off to all non essential
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NFA

NFA
NFA
NFA but the Jubilee path, and
other footpaths, could be
identified as green
infrastructure within an
amended map
NFA

Maps update

Comment
traffic. There are also to many pubs, the butchers hook attracts the wrong sort of
punter.
Again, I would emphasise the need to protect green belt.
Thornbury's green spaces are an essential feature of the town. New developments
must continue in this vein.
Enhance and develop green spaces and biodiversity.
Policy 17 - The recent coronavirus lockdown, during which the construction sites have
closed, has resulted in the reappearance of a large number of wildlife species.
However, these will soon be disappearing again when building recommences and
there is a danger that many of them will be permanently lost.

Response

Action

NFA
NFA
NFA
NFA

Policy 18 - no additional comments.
Policy 19 - no additional comments.
Environment needs protection and not damaged by development. The amount of
wildlife is rapidly decreasing. Thornbury needs to keep its green fields and should
have policies to protect them.
The green spaces are dwindling
The stream side walks and streams themselves need more maintenance as very
overgrown in places and obstructions in the stream bed. Further housing
developments downstream could affect the current flow.
More public transport services could be included, but I welcome the valuing and
preservation of the town's green walking/cycling space and natural corridors.
More motherhood and apple pie.
Thornbury is already at saturation point for traffic and it has no viable or practical
public transport infrastructure to provide an alternative to the private car.
The map provided for Ch 9 does not include the housing developments North of Butt
Lane. These are built on land which has public footpaths linking Morton Street and
Butt Lane which enable local residents of these and Park Farm estates access to the
extensive network of footpaths and Bridle Tracks/Green lanes in the area of Lower
Morton and Duckhole on the NNW margins of the town area outlined on the map.
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NFA

NFA
NFA

NFA
NFA
NFA
Agree – some of these well
used footpaths could be
marked on our Green Spaces
map

Maps update

Comment
These lanes, footpaths and byeways have proved a popular asset to many families
during the Covid period and deserve to be included in the green corridors on the map.
The Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust and the University of the West of England have
developed 'Building with Nature', a new benchmark for the design and maintenance
of green infrastructure. The benchmark has been well received. It would be
applicable to new developments in Thornbury.
see www.buildingwithnature.org.uk

The green spaces are vital not only to the rural character of the area but for the
environment and health of the community. The recent circumstances of isolation due
to Coronavirus have shown just how many residents have been able to make use of
the countryside and lanes around the town for exercise, particularly around the
Crossways Lane/ Hackett lane area. We cannot afford to lose these areas.
Great that Vilner Woods was saved
Not very much evidence of this happening
New and proposed development does not take into account resilience to climate
change, overburdening existing waterways so that the meadow (green space) and
path behind the community orchard floods. Clay Lane will flood if Cleve Park is as built
as proposed; the planned swale is an environmental health risk and is not the
solution.
Too many new builds without any supporting infrastructure is extremely concerning
for the whole of Thornbury.
Flooding is the main issue and how developments by a number of separate companies
are controlled by a local government with power to enforce the necessary mitigations
for ALL residents, in Thornbury and potentially those "down stream".
Maintaining and increasing green spaces within the town are of vital importance to all
residents health and wellbeing
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Response

Action

Consider including reference
in supporting text? this is
something we could refer to if
we wanted to – It is new, but
has relevance nationwide. We
could state a preference that
green infrastructure within
any new developments gains
Green infrastructure Excellent
accreditation.
Agree – recent need for green
spaces could strengthen our
policy and go on map.

Discuss

NFA
NFA
NFA

NFA
NFA

NFA

Map update

Comment

Response

The open spaces in the new estates will, under the current plans be looked after my
management companies on each estate. Each house will be levied a fee which is paid
into the company. The management company will in turn manage the open spaces.
South Glos Council will not be involved. This is a new approach to opening spaces in
Thornbury. Each company will need support from the home owners in ensuring the
open spaces are welcoming.
Full support for these aims
Housing is killing our green spaces, yes might have green spaces within them but the
landscape surrounding us has been changed for the worse
Vitally important for Thornbury to play its part in reducing carbon production and
being a sustainable community. Green spaces and biodiversity not only protect flora
and fauna but are incredibly important for our own wellbeing.
Establish a wildlife pond and/or leave some areas un-mown on field (former claypit)
adjoining Oakleaze Road.
Green corridors and pathways arer essential to the health (& existence) of many
insect/animal species & for humans. Efforts should be made to meet carbon emission
guidelines.
Definitely!
Very much agree. The new developments in the 60s did a good job in this respect; it is
not too clear how the current developments will turn out as most are on the
periphery.

NFA: outside scope

One key point - in existing developments most cul-de-sacs and closes have a footpath
exit. Could this be ‘encouraged’ on all new designs as it encourages you to wander at
will?

NFA
NFA
NFA

NFA
NFA

NFA

Agree
Housing section
supporting text?

One probably off plan issue: the streamside walks are noticeably overgrown, the grass NFA: outside scope
and streams are being suffocated by encroaching bramble in many places. Reading old
descriptions of walks, many flower areas are described that are now masses of
undergrowth. Could this be addressed if only piecemeal, to get them back as they
were?
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Action

Discuss

Comment

Response

I note that Castle School Playing Field (the Sixth Form was mentioned in the
document) is NOT listed as a greem space. I think it should be. It is great to see the
others all listed. The streamside walks are a particular benefit to the town. If they can
be enhanced that would be great, eg to make them suitable for cycles too.
They will never provide everything that is required. All new developments just want
profit and building extra facilities are not seen as profitable!!!
Lower density housing at the expense of social housing provision.
Would like to see more plant bio-diversity in the Mundy Playing fields, and less closely
mown grass.

NFA

More wild flowers fruiting trees ??

There should be no reduction of green space and every opportunity to increase or
enhance it should be used. Areas of new development must include green space and
link with previous developments. Walking and cycling routes must be prioritised.
Surfaces of paths need to be upgraded to allow all users to be safe, including elderly,
disabled and families with small children. Most of the current paths are quite old with
broken surfaces and become slimy with leaves in the autumn, which deters less
mobile users. A full upgrade is needed. A paths map should be created and
advertised, with facility to change it as time passes and new connections are made.
There needs to be a lot more tree planting alongside a public education programme
to encourage food growing, even in public spaces as well as in gardens. All new
developments must provide allotments for at least 20% of their dwellings. This could
be achieved by reducing the size of individual gardens, many of which are only used
for a table and chairs and a washing line, if that. Communal gardens with food
growing plots would be a suitable alternative to private gardens, especially for
apartments.
Although outside your remit, A38 improvements need to be addresses sooner than
later. More needs to be done to reduce short distance car driving within Thornbury grren rootsetc, but I would also suggest charging for town centre parking. This money
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Action

NFA
NFA – comment only
NFA – this is to do with
management of existing
spaces – some parties within
the town are already lobbying
to improve these spaces, with
some success.
NFA re current footpaths as
outside scope. But review
current green spaces map for
footpaths.

Tree planting in existing
spaces is part of current land
management practice – see
above comments.

Addressed in Policy5

NFA: outside scope

Map update

Comment
could be used to improve Thornbury overall. Keynsham charges 50p for 2 hours, 90p
for 4 hours - this is not a lot - but can give a clear siignal that we want to reduce cars
in centre of Thornbury. Any plans should be developed with a focus on greater
thrnbury travel patterns
I can see Thornbury expanding, leaving no or little green space between houses.
There is no preservation of areas for flowers and trees in the new developments as
houses are jammed onto any available land. The inconsideration of the builders to
business as usual life is staggering. Why do they get to put in temporary traffic lights,
and leave them there all evening or weekend with no workers on site? These building
firms show little thought for current residents and they bully our councils.
In addition to policies you need to take some action.
More needs to be said about sustainability expectations ie all new homes and
developments should have electric charging points and suitable bike storage- ie a
specific secure structure or garage no less that 7x3m.
Legibility of the town centre is good as is connectivity of many green spaces but these
are not a feature of new developments so specify this in more detail so it’s not
watered down.

Response

NFA

NFA
NFA
Housing section – this can be
expressed as new housing
being ‘zero carbon ready’.
Consider in supporting text for
Policy 5 or other policy –
discuss with Chris

NFA comment only
While there are plenty of green spaces, I am not sure they meet the wildlife corridor
or safe haven expectations. They tend to be short grass with a few trees. Obviously
streamside fulfills a key function but more wild meadow sections may be worth
investment.

Again, nothing happens and developments continue.
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Action

NFA – oustside scope
Land management again.
Many in Thornbury are quite
concerned that we improve
management of public spaces
and verges. For town council
consideration
NFA

Discuss

Discuss

Comment

Response

Stop building ! Thornbury and it’s greenery is disappearing under a sea of bricks and
concrete and the wildlife is suffering! We have had wildlife including birds and foxes
newts / frogs in our pond and we cherish them especially the foxes .

NFA

We had never seen a badger in our garden until the building of these monstrous
housing estates in the green fields displaced the badger setts !
The objectives for this section are once again wishy washy. Climate change and the
impact that the Thornbury residents and extended community has on the local and
regional environment is very poor with many residents using vehicles for short
journeys and as their main transport to and from work. The green areas in and around
the town are important and need to be better maintained. The town centre is highly
polluted due to allowing all kinds of traffic to access and park in and around the High
Street area. The centre of the town should be made traffic free putting in place
walking and cycling infrastructure instead An objective should be in place to make
Thornbury a carbon neutral Town by xxxx date and any proposed development
(houses, businesses, roads, parking, facilities) should only be agreed if it makes a
positive contribution to the Zero carbon neutral target.
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Action

Consider whether we need to Discuss
amend context/supporting
text (agreed no policy
changes) Done
1st objective in 9.3 says this:
Discuss
“To ensure developments
promote our community’s
resilience to climate change
through careful design.” With
hindsight this is lacking
climate change mitigation,
which is implicitly required for
UK to reach zero carbon by
2050. Suggest we upgrade it
to this: To ensure
developments promote our
community’s resilience to
climate change, and
contribute fully to our national
climate change mitigation
commitments, both through
careful design.
We can add in the concept of
carbon sequestration into
policy 17 and 18 and 19.

Comment

Response

Green spaces are important to get pedestrians off the pavements breathing in car
fumes
Do not allow tree planting to take over open spaces.
Very appropriate policy.

Action

Housing to be ‘zero carbon
ready’ can go in the Housing
section.
NFA
NFA
NFA

7.2 Consultee Letters
Comment
Response
AP2.30 - 9 Sustainable Development and Connectivity

Action

Vistry Homes
In principle Vistry Homes supports the Aim and
Objectives listed in Chapter 9 of the DTNDP.
However, regarding Draft Policy 17, it is noted that
the wording seeks to ‘retain’ as well as enhance
biodiversity and wildlife habitats, wildlife corridors
and other aspects of green infrastructure. While
biodiversity enhancement is a feature of national
planning policy, it is not realistic to require retention
of all biodiversity and wildlife habitats, wildlife
corridors and other aspects of green infrastructure.
The policy fails to recognise that some loss of these
sources may be necessary to facilitate development.
It is common practice for new developments to
mitigate habitat and other green infrastructure
losses, providing enhancements and, more often,
biodiversity net gain. Indeed, the expectation is that

Amendment made to strengthen policy
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Agreed: we can refer to Biodiversity net gain as a
principle we support. Include in redraft of policy 17
wording

Comment

Response

Action

Agree – map needs amending

Map updated

biodiversity net gain will become a legislative
requirement once the Environment Bill (2020) is
enacted. The policy should, therefore, be redrafted to
reflect this position
Michael Neale
Fig 8. Amend to show additional streamside walks –
in green. The area coloured
pink to the South of
the town is part of the escarpment, ground sloping
down to Midland Way – which must remain
development free - including Filnore Lane and Filnore
Woods, the latter of which is already as previously
stated in the text, a much used leisure facility.
Graham Lanfear
B. On street school parking with engines left running
for long periods to the detriment and loss of social
cohesion .
1. To support the Government’s initiative to reduce
traffic pollution and improve social cohesion under
the neighbourhood plan and a 100metre no parking
zone shall be to be created outside all schools on the
plan area. To support schools South Glos. Council will
provide sufficient onsite parking for all school staff
and visitors.
2. School procured coaches will be allocated specific
arrival/departure times and be contractually obliged
to turn their engine off when parked without
exception. At present coaches are parking outside
schools for up to two hours with their engines left
running. This is totally unacceptable.
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NFA
Discuss

Comment

Response

Action

AP2.31 - Policy 17 - Planning for Green Infrastructure, Biodiversity and Food Production
See Natural England’s generic advice letter for any
further clarification on designations – no comments
made specifically to this Neighbourhood Plan.

Check on designations

Savills/Barwood
We support the recognition of the multi-functional
purposes of green infrastructure, and consider that
the policy will ensure the delivery of high quality
green spaces within future development proposals.
The application proposals for Land to the West of
Park Farm has actively sought to deliver substantive
open space; which provides for a number of multifunctional uses, including allotments, children’s play,
attenuation, informal play, parkland, tree planting
and new wildlife habitat.
It is considered that sentence two of the policy should
be reviewed – notably, it is not clear what is meant by
a ‘significant’ tree, or ‘respect the pattern and form
of the landscape’. The wording of this sentence
should be reviewed, and/or additional text added to
the explanatory text supporting the policy.
Trapped
We must ensure that the environment is not
irreversibly damaged by development. Whilst we are
always reading the mitigation measures being taken
to protect wildlife, it is patently obvious that the
numbers of species are rapidly decreasing. Genuine
and enforceable protection needs to be added for
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Review using CGT paper need to review text

Discuss

Comment

Response

Action

hedgehogs, badgers and foxes etc. It is futile to put
in mitigation strategies for wildlife if these are going
to be flouted by developers. Possible solution would
be to require a conservation consultative group to be
set up for large developments for the duration of the
project, with representation including local residents

AP2.32 - Policy 18 - Creating connections through Streamside Walks
Savills/Barwood
The Streamside Walks are an important local feature,
and we support their enhancement. Whilst it is
considered that this is the intention of the draft
policy, a more explicit reference should be made to
‘extending’ these walks. Further, a reference should
be included within the policy that consideration must
be given to the ecological impacts of any proposals.
The application proposals for Land to the West of
Park Farm includes part of the Pickedmoor Brook.
This has been retained within an area of open space,
and the proposals include the provision of new routes
through the open space, along the Brook, which
connect with the wider public footpath network and
the Active Travel Route to the east.
Trapped
It is essential that ‘temporarily’ suspended public
footpaths and rights of way are returned to full
access once developments are completed.
Policy 19 - Local Green Space
Trapped
There are additional ‘green space’ locations in and
around Thornbury that are equally deserving of
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Discuss
Agree ref to ecological impacts done

NFA: see CGT comments policy 18 sufficient

Disagree to inclusion of further Local Green Spaces

Comment
special mention and it is therefore proposed that four
further parcels of land should be identified as Local
Green Spaces under Policy 19:
1)
The fields to the east of Clay Lane (bordered
by Clay Lane, The Hackett, the A38 and Whitewall
Lane) are highly valued by ramblers, dog walkers and
runners using the PROWs that criss-cross these fields.
This land has thus far not been subject to planning
permission requests and provides a critical bulwark
against the coalescence of development granted
permission at Cleve Park and existing housing along
Morton Way, along with potential proposed
development at Crossways Lane and Buckover.
2)
Cleve Wood and Crossways Wood adjacent to
the Cleve Park development were given the status of
significant green infrastructure many years ago, they
are much valued woodlands appreciated by all of the
residents in Hackett Lane as well as a lot of walkers
from Thornbury. They are Ancient Woodlands and
are very significant wildlife havens; we have bats, 3
different species of wild deer, badgers, owls, buzzards
and plenty more besides living in them.
3)
Land South of Gloucester Road which was the
subject of a refusal of the planning application at
Appeal, in large part due to the impact on the setting
of nearby heritage assets. It also importantly
provides a buffer against coalescence of development
along Morton Way, and proposed developments at
Crossways and Buckover, as well as the hamlet of
Upper Morton.
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Response

Consider whether Section 12 could incorporate
wider look at green infrastructure outside the
plan.[Needs more thought and investigation which
is not appropriate at this stage of the plan.

Action

Comment

Response

Action

4)
The green space between Phase 2 and 3 of
the Thornbury Fields development forming the banks
either side of the Pickedmoor Lane Rhine

South Gloucestershire Comments

Page

Paragraph Comment

43

Figure 8

Reason

The figure shows Local Green Space designations For clarity.
in the Policies, Sites and Places Plan policy PSP4
but may not be an accurate reflection of all Green
Infrastructure within Thornbury.
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Action
Amend for clarity

8 Travel, Transport and Parking
8.1 Analysis
The assessment and response to the comments raised on the chapter ‘Travel, Transport and Parking is set out in the table below.

Comments

Response

Roads are not coping. Car parks are not coping - but keep free parking. 2 hr free too
short for meeting a coffee and depriving businesses of trade. Safe, pot-hole free,
cycling routes useful especially for younger people. Bus services need to be good
and keep up with population.
Introducing a railway station would be for too expensive to run and to install new
track. Other infrastructures should take priority. Parking is an ongoing problem.
Make the High Street a pedestrian zone.
Pedestrianize the High Street
By pass for Thornbury Town Centre and Gloucester Road. Traffic following recent
housing developments has significantly increased traffic in this area to the detriment
of local people living here. Air quality is poor and risk of accidents has increased.
A38 is appallingly congested (I travel to work every day).
If you could do a way with all the speed cameras there and can do a way with all the
traffic lights. This could help.
Many road junctions in and around Thornbury cause traffic to queue. This causes
pollution. It wastes fuel. It increases CO2. Access to the motorways is restricted by
inadequate junctions eg Falfield.
Would like to see a railway station but I see no future for a line via Yate.

Outside Scope of TNP - Already in
Action Log

The town needs an innovative, frequent mini-bus service connecting all residential
areas with ALDI, High Street, Leisure Centre, Health Centre and Tesco so that people
with mobility problems would have only short distances to walk. This would reduce

Agree - but outside scope of TNP
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We are proposing to safeguard the
route until a point where there is a
business case - NFA
Outside Scope of TNP - NFA
Outside Scope of TNP - NFA

Outside Scope of TNP - NFA
Agree - that is why we require
infrastructure improvements sync'd
with development. Policy 20 refers.
Outside Scope of TNP

Action

Comments
private car use. It could be financed by even those of us with Diamond cards paying
a modest fare and perhaps also by charging for use of car parks.
These are all worthwhile aims, objectives and policies.
Provision for new and Sustainable forms of travel are vital to combat climate change
and reduce oil consumption and to keep the population fit.We should be ready for
what ever is to be invented.
There is assumption that most traffic uses the southbound A38 route from
Thornbury towards Bristol. The northbound route via Whitfield and Falfield to the
northbound A38 and M5 junction 14 is also experiencing an increase in the volume
of traffic due to new housing developments in Thornbury. Queues at Falfield and
J14 traffic lights are lengthening and over the last year the green verges in Falfield
Village are noticeably getting destroyed by impatient drivers who are mounting the
kerbs and footpaths to undertake rather than wait for the lights to change.
Regarding infrastructure, the plan and developers should maybe consider a wider
circle of effect from Thornbury developments and build in consultation with
adjoining parishes as their residents also need to travel to and from Thornbury as
their nearest market town. I'd encourage dedicated cycle lanes particularly ones
that do not share a road surface with cars, this would encourage family groups with
young children to cycle more together and improve their skills as family cycling
along roads shared with HGV's (often travelling at speed) leaves no margin for error.
Electric car charging points are needed
If there are parking fees introduced, then perhaps there should be access at this
stage to a free/lower cost park & ride facility, which could be partly funded by the
parking charges. As to the location of that new facility - I'm afraid I'm not sure. I'm
lucky enough that I can walk to the local shops and I actively avoid using the car. I
would also like to walk to my allotment site (as per previous comment), but sadly I'm
unable to do so, as we don't have a sufficient number, in reasonable locations. Bus
services to/from Bristol are slightly speedier than they used to be prior to the
Metrobus improvements in 2018, but prices have gone up significantly and are very
off putting. Some parts of the road network in Thornbury are now less safe, much
busier, with the recent housing developments increasing use, but no improvements
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Response

Action

NFA
Agree – NFA

NFA - Improvements for Falfield are
outside scope of the TNP but the point
is well made. - NFA

Agree with this point for consideration
for Section 12- Can you protect the
verge - at the side of Morton Way and
Grovesend Road - would be suitable
for a cycle path.
Outside Scope of TNP

NFA - Policy 20 refers

Discuss

Comments
to road safety (e.g. junction with Butt Lane, Gloucester Road and Morton Way is
now very hazardous at peak times, particularly if turning right out of Butt Lane). We
do need to focus on maintaining and improving walk and cycle links. My husband
cycles to Aztec West for his work and is regularly suffering from punctures (despite
having puncture resistant tyres), due to the muck that gets left at the side of the
road.
Policy 20 could add the requirement to accommodate bus routes and bus stops.
Some areas of Thornbury have recently lost bus services due to the difficulty of fulllength buses turning around.
Not sure about a railway station. It would be good to have an alternative - tram? or
similar.
The Metro does seem to come our way. The T1 + T2 buses are good but so
expensive.
The increased traffic on the A38 into Bristol is very noticeable as is the time taken to
get to employment. There is little viable alternative. To encourage use of the bus the
bus company in conjunction with the local authority need to look at how it is used
and communicate much better with their customers. e.g. getting to Filton College,
for opening time, wheelchair accessible buses on all routes. Park and ride facilities
long overdue.
I do not agree with Policy 23 about parking. Over time, parking provision may
legitimately reduce as public transport improves, cycle paths improve, and
autonomous vehicles reduce the number of parked cars on the roads and car parks.
This will be a genuine parking reduction factor within the next decade.
Consistent with Vistry Homes’ comments on Chapter 8 of the DTNDP (above),
phasing of development and infrastructure must be considered on a site by site
basis, having regard to prevailing circumstances at that time and based on a sitespecific assessment of development impacts. It is not reasonable or appropriate to
expect improvements in road infrastructure to be made ahead of any new
development unless such an approach is necessary in the interests of highway safety
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Response

NFA: outside scope

NFA

NFA

Disagree – community does want to
protect the number of parking spaces.
No amendment made as counter to
community responses
Disagree - this is exactly what the
residents of Thornbury complain
about from previous survey comments
- - infrastructure improvements
lagging development.

Action

Comments

Response

or capacity.

No amendment made as counter to
community responses

Planning obligations or conditions imposed on developments relating to, for
example, phasing must meet the relevant tests set out in legislation and national
planning policy and guidance. i.e. phasing conditions should be necessary, relevant
to planning and to the development to be permitted, enforceable, precise and
reasonable in all other respects. Planning obligations should be necessary to make
the development acceptable in planning terms; directly related to the development;
and fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. The
objectives listed under Chapter 10 must, therefore, be reworded to reflect
legislation and national policy.
The statement made under section 10.4, relating to the adequacy of Transport
Assessments, is not justified or supported by evidence. While Vistry Homes
acknowledges local concerns relating to transport and accessibility, it is not
reasonable or justified to formulate policy on generalised statements in the absence
of a robust evidence base.

Chris has suggested some changes to
those sections to bring in line with the
latest NPPF update Need to discuss

In terms of Policy 20, the justification for the 50 homes threshold is unclear and
requires further clarification. Insofar as transport matters are concerned,
applications for development should assessed in accordance with national planning
policy and guidance, and the relevant adopted policies of the Development Plan. As
worded Policy 20 of the DTNDP is not in general conformity with the strategic
policies of the Development Plan and does not have regard to having regard to
national policy and guidance. .

Align with NPPF guidance? ""Major
development: For housing,
development where 10 or more
homes will be provided, or the site has
an area of 0.5 hectares or more. For
non-residential development it means
additional floorspace of 1,000m2 or
more, or a site of 1 hectare or more,
or as otherwise provided in the Town
and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2015
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Action

Discuss

Discuss

Discuss

Comments

Response

Should there be something in 10.2 or 10.3 about public transport? Car parking in
the High Street is dangerous and I would like to see that addressed. There should be
more infrastructure of e-vehicles but more proactively done to encourage cycling eg
more cycle parking (the racks at Tesco are horrible and insecure.)
Policy 20 - Highways Impact

Disagree - we use the words 'getting
around in the fuller context.

We query the basis of the 50 dwelling threshold in this policy. What evidence and
other policy support is there for this? Whilst we have no concerns about mitigating
highway impact where it is justified, we have concerns that this policy is
endeavouring to usurp the role of the Highway Authority, in making demands for full
highway mitigation. The level of highways impact mitigation should be agreed
through discussions with the Highway Authority.
I particularly endorse the vision for a restored railway station in Thornbury
Who is going to approve new developments? It's good to say that they need a traffic
assessment but we need to involve the current residents in taking the decision otherwise it's just another tick box exercise
A vast improvement is needed in Thornbury's transport infrastructure. One thing
that is needed is a train link to yate as this would in it's self take a lot of cars off of
the roads. I'm a cyclist and each time i take my bike out onto the roads I'm putting
my life in the hands of aggressive drivers, so I'd support any thing to do with cycle
lanes paths etc.
I welcome the comments on cycle routes, but the focus is only on the creation of
those routes where there are new housing etc. developments. I think we should also
be looking at creation of safe cycle routes on existing roads and paths, where
possible.
The A38 must be improved for all types of traveller, assuming that many new
residents will travel out of the town for work.
I do not feel that a two storey car park would be a beneficial addition to Thornbury

See above comment on Policy 20 align NPPF
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Action

NFA
NFA

NFA

Agree but the plan calls for integration
- so NFA

Agree but outside scope of TNP
Agree - propose remove two story car
parks from Policy 23 pre-amble (Page
53). Policy 23 refers

Amend as contradicts
another policy

Comments

Response

We do need even more ambitious cycle routes. For example cycling and walking up
and down Thornbury Hill (past the Leisure Centre) is hazardous at best and
dangerous at worst. We need a dedicated cycle or walking route leaving town that
connects with the A38 and avoids holding up vehicle traffic.
Policy 20 - See my comments under Policy 14. Contributions are currently falling
well short of the costs required to make meaningful improvements to the existing
highways structure in order to accommodate the growing population and car use.

NFA – out of scope but agree for
consideration by Town Council

Policy 21 - no additional comments.

NFA - outside scope

Policy 22 - In addition to the TRAPP’D comments, unless a rapid transport solution to
access the proposed Charfield Station is forthcoming, then an additional station stop
on the Gloucester to Bristol line between Charfield and Yate (possibly Wickwar) may
be a more viable option.

NFA - outside scope

Policy 23 - Whilst I agree with this Policy and the TRAPP’D comments, the real issue
is the Long Stay parking spaces in both Rock Street and Castle Court being utilised
for Park & Ride, but more probably Park & Share reasons. I believe that the car park
at Thornbury Leisure Centre is being increasingly used for this purpose. This has an
ongoing impact on the ability for workers driving into Thornbury and, more
importantly, shoppers to park during the working day. The only solution to this
would be to provide Park & Ride facilities at transport hubs away from the Town
Centre, subject to appropriate bus and train services being funded and developed
through the West of England’s Joint Local Transport Plan (JLTP4).

NFA - outside scope

Outside scope of TNP - Good
suggestion - pass on to SGC allocation of existing parking is outside
our scope - but review of all parking is
needed.

NFA outside scope of TNP
Also I am a great advocate of making the High Street one way from the junction of
The Plain with Castle Street up to (at least) Chapel Street. This would improve traffic
flow through the Town centre and allow diagonal parking with a small number of
Disabled bays on either side of the street.

NFA

This will in turn greatly enhance the positive impact proposed through Policy 12.

NFA - outside scope of TNP
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Action

Comments
Final comment – the parking bays on the right hand side of the top row of Castle
Court car park are rendered unusable after periods of heavy rain or melting snow. I
have reported this to SGC StreetCare on more than one occasion in the hope that
they could look at improving the drainage, but to no avail. We really can’t afford to
lose about 20 parking bays every time it rains!
A38 won’t cope with increasing traffic, safe cycle routes around Thornbury are
essential and bringing back the railway line would make great sense
The car park always full. The local schools surrounded by cars at pick up and drop off
in these cases people have little regard for yellow lines. A train would be fantastic
Sounds great but bus services won’t run if not used enough and dependence on cars
is high. More local shops and services e.g. doctors’ surgery in the new housing
estates would be useful.
Fortune favours the bold - bring back a railway link to Thornbury! The station could
go in a different place. It would be great if a longer-term vision could be identified. I
welcome the plan's recognition of the importance of walking and cycling, but bold
choices need to be made if we are to get out of the vicious cycle of reacting to traffic
problems.
We should do everything possible to discourage the use of cars - 15mph zones on
ALL roads, a reduction (or at least no increase) in the number of parking spaces,
punitive charges for parking, regular (free) buses within the town, roads narrowed
so that cars have to wait for cyclists/pedestrians, the encouragement of delivery
services etc. Nowhere in Thornbury is more that 1.5 miles from the Town Centre.
Walking/cycling/public transport should be the preferred means of transport!

Thornbury cannot manage significantly more traffic.
Parking on pavements is rife, should be illegal
Traffic impacts from recent new development are already apparent in increased
congestion towards Bristol on the A38 in peak hours. It is clear that the A38 corridor
is not suitable for much further development because of the difficulty of providing
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Response

NFA - outside scope
NFA - outside scope
NFA - outside scope

NFA - outside scope

NFA – consistent with sustainability
policy but counter to requirements to
support people with mobility
problems.
No amendment made as not
supported by community
engagement, or already addressed
NFA
NFA
NFA - outside scope of TNP

Action

Comments

Response

alternative reliable public transport which is competitive with the car in terms of
journey times and destinations served.
The emphasis on improving the network of footpaths and cycleways and ensuring
appropriate provision in new development is welcome.

Thank you

For a rail service to Thornbury to be a viable proposition it would need to provide
direct access into Bristol and not simply a shuttle service to Yate for onward
connections. I agree that this is unlikely to be achievable in the short to medium
term, but the route should be safeguarded for potential future use.

Agree - we want to safeguard the
land.

Town centre car parking is certainly becoming more of an issue, notably over the
past two years. The viability of the town centre and the need to sustain it suggests
that parking charges should be avoided.
As mentioned previously, concerned that infrastructure is not put in place before
the house building. It should have been a requirement funded by the housebuilders
before they could build any houses! The above key issues are definitely a priority
and an interlinked bus/train system should be considered to get people out of their
cars and using public transport and/or walking/cycling.
Safe walking very important, safe/ separate cycle routes should Thornbury with
other nearby communities and north Bristol. Train service needs to be direct to
Bristol to add commuting value
The grovesend Road junction and both the Almondsbury interchange junction and
Junction 14 at Falfield need rethinking - just so busy
This issue is getting worse
The plan includes statistics about car ownership in Thornbury and acknowledges
that since 2000 there has been a tendency towards two parent working. However,
housing developments on the outskirts of Thornbury are over-populated,
consequently adding to congestion on new roads with insufficient parking as well as
to the existing road transport infrastructure. There is an urgent need to improve
public transport links.
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Agree - but NFA
Agree - already in the plan - Policy 20

Agree - already in the plan

NFA: one comment and would be
material change
See above response.
Agree but o/s scope of TNP

Action

Comments

Response

Big problem is nearly all the new housing requires someone to use a car to get to the
town centre.
Not sure the railway would be value for money.
National infrastructure is included in this need. A full railway (or Tram) connection
with parking facilities to enable people to travel for work in surrounding area,
(predominantly Bristol based) would be a major achievement and support many of
the other key policies.
A one-way system around the town would seem a sensible idea to allow a smoother
flow of traffic and more opportunity for short-term parking along the High St for the
less able.
The Rock Street car park is already fully utilised every weekday morning, if more
houses are built, where will the new residents park their cars to shop in Thornbury ?
I previously mentioned the total lack of a Mass Transport System.
I thoroughly agree that ensuring that we can move round the whole of the town is
vital. The capacity of the car park is limited. Does anyone really want to either build
a multi storey on one of the sites or build onto the green belt below Castle Court. I
am well aware that no one wants to have charging car parks. But our current car
parks are used for onward travellers who meet other drivers and leave their cars all
day. We could have a charging system for parking more than 4 hours. Permits could
be issued to those who work in the town, shops offices etc. This approach should at
least be looked into. A railway sounds attractive, but where would the station be
and would enough people use it in practice?
Full support for these aims
Cycling corridors to and from town and connecting developments are essential. ?
Park and Ride for North Bristol commuters. Mark exclusive parking areas for Blue
Badge holders on the High Street ( area outside Heritage/Horders) and make BB
indiscriminate parking illegal
The A38 is so congested that it will soon become untenable to drive in to Bristol. Bus
routes are better if you go straight to Bristol but take too long on other routes. A rail
link would be ideal.
lack of parking spaces is a major problem

Agree but NFA
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Agree - but NFA
Agree - but NFA as would require
safeguarding additional land not in the
plan
Disagree but this is o/s scope of TNP

Agree but this is o/s scope of TNP -

Agree but o/s scope of TNP. Action pass on comment to SGC who are in
charge of Car Parking policy

NFA
NFA: out of scope
A38 improvements ARE possible but
needs to be taken to SGC - and
beyond the Thornbury Parish plan.
NFA - as above

NFA - outside scope

Action

Comments

Response

Dire need for more cycle parking/locking facilities throughout town, especially High
St.
Bus services to Bristol have improved considerably but 7.35 for a last bus is very bad.
Better services would increase demand.
Completely agree!
All desirable (but agree the railway is a non starter). Could I plea for some disabled
spaces in the high street? Although there are some in the car parks, the walk from
there was too much for my wife so we had to park on double yellows, which
although legal does obstruct traffic.
1. I'd suggest 10.3 says " ..road AND PATH infrastructure are in place....". 2. The
current TravelWest survey about buses, cycles and walking mentions Thornbury. The
main weakness in that is that it does not mention paths or cycle paths from the
town centre to the Butt Lane/Morton Way area. That should be a priority to connect
the large numbers of new houses there to the centre and other existing parts of
town. 3. I assume it would cost too much to erect a multi-storey car park at Rock
street using the existing area (athough the slope is favourable). I would not suggest
using any new space in the town centre for parking. Instead park and ride schemes
at two ends of the town can mitigate parking issues. These could be at the leisure
Centre (perhaps expanded into the field behind) and soewhere at Butt Lane/Morton
way junction. These could serve out of town visitors and the large number of new
residents near Butt Lane. The P&R sites should be served by frequent small buses at
popular times to the town centre and other places, preferably zero emission buses.
I read about the plan wanting to safeguard the existing railway alignment into the
town, however what wasn’t clear was the need to safeguard a site for a station. A
location for this needs to be identified and safeguarded from development with
provision for parking/other transport mode interchange. Otherwise it will be too
difficult to return a railway to the town. Also, the current JLTP4 consultation
mentions Thornbury railway returning as a future aspiration/option more in a
different way to before, it’s subtle but worth checking out. I’m keen to get traffic off
the A38/offer an alternative and this is one of the only other ways to do that if
you’re travelling further afield.

NFA - already in the TC Action plan.
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Action

NFA - outside scope of TNP
NFA
NFA - Outside scope of TNP

Agree - propose Add "AND Non
vehicular" to 1st bullet in 10.3 Section
10.3 Refers.
This contradicts on Policy 20 – review
text.

NFA – decision taken not to allocate
land

Amend to strengthen
policy

Comments

Response

It is highly unlikely that a railway station could be re-established in Thornbury. The
business case and ROI would be very unlikely to fly unless the figures were
manipulated. The national railways are becoming more and more expensive and
would be unlikely to provide the level of service and destinations needed. The same
can be said for buses. Who wants to waste an hour on the bus to Cribbs when it is
only 20 mins by car and the car offers compete flexibility on travel times.

Agree but outside scope of TNP - NFA

The focus should be on future proof wide roads. You cannot add additional lanes in
the future if you build houses on the pavement! Significant effort needs to be made
in controlling developments on this aspect. Cycle lanes need to be included as
separate infrastructure, not cheap tag on solutions of simply painting lines on the
road. We already have a significant community of cyclists commuting daily to Bristol
and yet the cycling infrastructure is pathetic. Chaotic mixed cycle lanes which go up
and down kerbs and cross active traffic are simply not good enough. More needs to
be done.
Think public transport should take priority over cars.
A 20 mile speed limit in the High Street would help to create calmer and safer
conditions.
Concentrate on improvements to current situation.
Junctions of certain roads need reconfiguring.

NFA - outside scope of TNP

NFA - no specific proposal. - multistorey car park already discussed. We
need to use existing car parking
capacity differently.

If railway station brought back where sited to include car parking.
Build multistorey car park on Castle Court site
Definitely need more parking
Road safety has not been considered enough in the recent housing development
explosion. For example the junction of Butt Lane/Gloucester Road/ Morton Way has
no provision for cyclist priority or for pedestrians to cross the roads. Combined with
the absence of public transport it is obvious that only vehicles are welcome. There
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NFA
Outside scope of TNP - NFA

Action

Comments

Response

are no continuous pavements on the Park Farm estate and this again makes
pedestrians feel unwelcome and unsafe. Someone with a baby buggy and a toddler
would not wish to walk in this area, whereas with a different design it would have
been possible to make this development into a family friendly "Home Zone",
especially considering that the size of most of the dwellings appears intended for
families. A wasted opportunity here. The whole site could have been child friendly,
instead of the demarcation of a play area.
Policies should be slanted towards deterring private cars and encouraging active and
public transport. Currently public transport provision is severely lacking, not well
publicised, difficult to find information about, and therefore vastly underused. There
are groups of people who do not have access to a car, but these are the more
marginalised groups in society, children, people with disabilities and the elderly.
They have little influence on policies and probably don't fill in surveys. Until working
men see public transport as being for them things will not improve, unless public
policymakers take a stand. How many councillors walk, cycle or take a bus to the
council meetings or home again? If the meeting is in the evening they would be hard
pressed to find one of the 3 buses which runs after 7pm to get home. The most
frequent bus in Thornbury runs every half hour, in the daytime, on weekdays.
Otherwise services are hourly, 90 minutes, 2 hourly or non existent. Could anyone
live in Oldbury or Rockhampton without a car? Can you travel from Thornbury to
Berkeley on a bus? Answer, once a day Monday to Friday! Apart from the timetables
being revolutionised to encourage people to travel by bus, there are comfort things
which could be implemented, which are not unknown in places like Bristol, such as a
bus shelter at each bus stop to save getting rained on whilst waiting for the
unpredictably timed bus, and electronic notifications at every stop so you know how
long you will get rained on before the bus arrives! These are really mainstream
ideas, not outrageous suggestions. Another barrier to bus use is the complexity of
the routes and the fact that there is nowhere to find out what the route is, as the
published timetables, even on the company websites, show the "timed stops", and
the only way to find out where a bus actually goes is to get on one and make a note
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Outside Scope of TNP: Some useful
comments (not all correct, particularly
timetables) but suggest outside scope
of TNP - pass to SGC on the lines of
"how do we encourage greater bus
use". Even before Covid the buses
were not well used.

Action

Comments
of the route. Surely the information on every bus stop could show the whole route
and the time between stops? Again this happens in other places. Big maps of the
routes showing every stop could be displayed in public places such as the Town Hall,
noticeboards, and online. Recently I have been trying to help someone get started
on bus use. They have lived in Thornbury for about 30 years and have never used a
bus! Finally, new developments should be allowed only after public transport is up
and running. There are no buses to Park Farm where hundreds of houses have been
built already.
IF You Could DO A Way With All The Speed Cameras There A Con.DO A Way With All
The Traffic Lights This Would Help
Town Centre parking at certain times of day needs to be addressed. Also very
important to retain free parking
Railway station is impractical and who needs to go by train via Yate?
Leisure Centre car park is rarely full, could this be used for park and ride? Both for
commuters to Bristol and workers based in Thornbury, with more frequent buses.
Morton way is regularly experiencing loud and 60mph+ traffic. As I'm sure are other
roads in the area. These concerns do not appear to be acknowledged
see comments in previous section. I think the current useage of the High street is
increasingly untenable. There is often double/ triple parking with little consideration
of other users. I strongly would recommend the High St being pedestrianised Winchester, Canterbury are good examples of what can be achieved. We are lucky in
that we have already got an alternative road around the High St - and with some
imagination, a solution can be found. I am certain that implementing this would lead
to a greater footfall in the facilities in the town centre
Your plan highlights don't mention walking or cycling.
Quality cycle paths, see London CS network for quality, bring connectivity and
encourage low level exercise, green transportation, and dissuade car driving. The
A38 has no provision as it passes the town, only lip-service in the local villages.
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Response

Action

Disagree - NFA
NFA
NFA - Opinion
NFA - This is a repeated comment
from previous surveys but was
decided that's not a Land use issue.
NFA - outside scope of TNP
NFA - outside scope of TNP

Disagree - Policy 21 is all about that
Agree - uncertain - needs discussion

Discuss

Comments

Response

Good pavements away from passing traffic, lined with trees and flowers decrease
people's reliance on the car, negate the need for town centre parking. The High
Street as a concept is dead. Online shopping will take over. Convert these properties
to affordable living for 20-30yr olds to be able to buy.
None of this is going to build itself without any action.
What are the minimum cycle and car parking spaces for a 1bed, a 2 bed, a 3bed, a 4
bed house or flat? What are the minimum spaces for other development? It must be
specific like most local plans are-this dose not spell out what is desired. Manual for
streets standards are often used by local authorised but south glos allowed these to
be watered down, this is an opportunity to ensure good standard can be delivered in
the future
Any reduction in the number of parking spaces, will cause huge dissatisfaction.
Retaining the status quo will probably not be well received either. There is clearly a
problem with providing more parking spaces within the town, but has the provision
of a park and ride (maybe not in the town centre) to allow all day parking for those
who drive into Thornbury and then catch the T1 into Bristol been considered? Or
alternative parking for 9-5 workers other than in Rock Street? Both would help with
the real or perceived parking problems in the town.
Public transport has improved in Thornbury in the last couple of years but because
journeys into Bristol/Bradley Stoke/Cribbs Causeway are so expensive, you will
never ever get people to choose the bus over their car, which is why you only see
those with bus passes using the bus or someone rare, like me, who doesn't drive!
Credit to Luke Hall for negotiating with First the £1.50 rate within Thornbury.

NFA -- Opinion

NFA - see section 11 of the TNP.
NFA: outside scope

NFA – out of scope
These should be considered by SG in
the Joint Transport Plan for North
Bristol

Agree with comment- but outside
Scope - NFA

NFA - not a land usage issue
The bus stops should be relocated within the High Street for obvious reasons - I
would suggest to further up to outside WH Smith with a bus shelter and real time
display. So much money has been spent in Bristol on shelters and real time info Thornbury is lagging so far behind in this regard. Considering how much we have to
pay to travel into Bristol, I think we deserve to be brought into the 21st century!!!
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Action

Comments
The bus shelters on Morton Way are disgraceful as well. None of these factors help
to get more people using the bus service.
Thornbury Council should focus on reducing car commuting into Bristol,
Gloucestershire and around Thornbury. No additional town centre car parking; focus
on cycle lanes/secure storage. Thornbury Council should lobby hard to have an
affordable direct commuter bus that runs into Bristol from the High Street, stopping
only at key points on A38 and not diverting into Bradley Stoke - the fast route should
be 40-45 mins not an hour. Thornbury Council should also lobby to secure a fit for
purpose cycle route into Bristol centre. Both of these would significantly reduce
traffic and are more likely to be achieved than investment in rail.
The rail is a nonsense, forget it. Invest in proper timely buses in and out. Invest in a
proper cycle track in and out to encourage cycling. Existing roads need a rethink, the
leisure centre is a good example of a junction that at peak times is not safe. Nothing
here on impact to workers who are now diverting through villages most days as the
a38 from thornbury to bristol is so packed, this is an issue.
Railway station definitely! Buses that run longer and ! Road safety of course !
Pollution of course ! But no no NO ! to persecution of car drivers that have no choice
of how to get around and to work ! Especially as the problem is being made worse
by terrible planning decisions.
It’s a step too far to persecute people in Thornbury for driving /relying on cars .
There is too much emphasis on car parking in the Town and a large area of land is
already allocated for this purpose. Parking spaces should be reduced with a plan to
get local businesses to incentivise their employees to use alternatives to the car.
Parking in the High Street is a complete mess with disabled people parking on
double yellow lines along with large delivery lorries at all times of the day both
causing traffic congestion and pollution which you can see and smell. Parking at the
top of the High Street is unacceptable where it is not wide enough for 2 vehicles to
pass. Traffic access and parking in and around the town needs a complete review
but I do see any specific objectives that will address these problems. Cycling
infrastructure in and around Thornbury is none existent at the moment having had
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Response
The T1 is ca 40-50 mins and is a vast
improvement of what existed before.
NFA: outside scope

As above -

NFA - there is no proposal here

NFA – addressed in the Plan or
counter to community engagement

Action

Comments
no or little investment from the Town or County Council in the last 15 years. If you
are serious about getting people to cycle to work or the shops then a complete
change in thinking needs to happen placing priority on cycling/walking/public
transport infrastructure rather than private vehicle infrastructure. The people I talk
to won't cycle to work because it is too dangerous because all road development in
the area has been out in place with the consideration of vehicles only. The
objectives need to be far more specific for this section.
Train station would be good. A better solution could be a tram system serving Yate
& surrounding area to Bristol & the North.
Park & ride on Morton Way and train service into Bristol via Yate, Bristol Parkway &
Abbey Wood

Vital, A38 metro link is NOT the answer, or A38 bus lanes!!!

Response

Action

NFA
Agree - sound a good suggestion
before it all gets build on! But with
Cleeve Park already allocated there is
no-where to put it!. NFA – decision
taken not to allocate land
NFA

8.2 Consultee Letters
Comment

Response

AP2.33 - 10 Travel, Transport and Parking
Vistry Homes
Consistent with Vistry Homes’ comments on Chapter 8 of the DTNDP (above),
phasing of development and infrastructure must be considered on a site by site basis,
having regard to prevailing circumstances at that time and based on a site-specific
assessment of development impacts. It is not reasonable or appropriate to expect
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Duplicated – addressed in sections
above

Action

Comment
improvements in road infrastructure to be made ahead of any new development
unless such an approach is necessary in the interests of highway safety or capacity.
Planning obligations or conditions imposed on developments relating to, for
example, phasing must meet the relevant tests set out in legislation and national
planning policy and guidance. i.e. phasing conditions should be necessary, relevant
to planning and to the development to be permitted, enforceable, precise and
reasonable in all other respects. Planning obligations should be necessary to make
the development acceptable in planning terms; directly related to the development;
and fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. The
objectives listed under Chapter 10 must, therefore, be reworded to reflect legislation
and national policy.
The statement made under section 10.4, relating to the adequacy of Transport
Assessments, is not justified or supported by evidence. While Vistry Homes
acknowledges local concerns relating to transport and accessibility, it is not
reasonable or justified to formulate policy on generalised statements in the absence
of a robust evidence base.
In terms of Policy 20, the justification for the 50 homes threshold is unclear and
requires further clarification. Insofar
as transport matters are concerned, applications for development should assessed in
accordance with national planning policy and guidance, and the relevant adopted
policies of the Development Plan. As worded Policy 20 of the DTNDP is not in general
conformity with the strategic policies of the Development Plan and does not have
regard to having regard to national policy and guidance.
Michael Neale
This section apart from parking is in reality the remit of the Local Authority and
should be appraised at the same time Planning Applications
are submitted and
as a Town Plan is developed for Thornbury. This latter should also locate an area
designated for a station and line for a future Mass Rapid Transport System to Bristol,
the only real logistical method for dealing with transport issues between the two
centres. Having had many years involved in the planning, design and construction of
such systems the idea that the old rail connection between Thornbury and Yate, is
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Response

Action

Agree - NFA

Discuss

NFA - out of scope
For amendment as per CGT’s paper
Partially amended Need to discuss
with Chris

Comment

Response

despite FOSBR dreams, simply ludicrous. It will just not be used sufficiently to
justify the costs. A more sensible solution in logistical terms but more
expensive is a line to the West of the town starting close to the town centre and
routed in a SW direction and after a short length of tunnel
follows the foot of
the escarpment connecting Thornbury to
Elberton/Olveston/Tockington/Almondsbury/ Cribbs – Patchway/Filton then
connecting with any plans that Bristol might conceive for the future. In the interim,
Bus Company subsidies should be re-evaluated particularly with respect to the size of
vehicles operated which at present are unbelievable in terms of wasted space.

AP2.34 - Policy 20 - Highway Impact
Savills/Barwood
NFA (picked up elsewhere)
The draft Policy does not currently meet the basic conditions – failing in regard to (a)
having regard to national policy.
The impact of a development proposal on the local highway network is assessed in
accordance with paragraph 109 (NPPF): this is a test of ‘severe’ impact. Paragraph 1
of the draft Policy sets out the wrong test: ‘fully mitigate’. Further, the reference to
‘sufficient capacity’ is confusing – as this is already integral to the test of impact, and
as such, its inclusion doesn’t result in any policy requirement. These elements of the
draft policy requires review.
The implication of the reference to draft Policy 2 within the text is not clear.
We have commented elsewhere in regard to the role of s106 and planning conditions
in the delivery of community infrastructure, and these comments are equally
applicable to highway mitigation. In a similar vein, it is noted that the delivery of,
and triggers for, highway improvements are based upon the evidence, and their
delivery is commensurate with any development. Objective 1 at 10.3 does not appear
to reflect this.
The second element of the draft policy is regard to air quality is unclear. Thornbury is
not subject to an AQMA. Further, the test of ‘adversely affect’, would indicate that
all development proposals could be required to identify measures for mitigation: this
is clearly unnecessary and inappropriate. Adopted Policy PSP11 appropriately sets
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Action

Comment

Response

out a policy for the consideration of air quality impacts in accordance with national
policy and guidance, and reflecting best practice. It is not considered that this part of
the policy
is effective, consistent with national policy or necessary given the existence of Policy
PSP11.
In respect to the explanatory text, we note that there is already a planned
improvement scheme for Grovesend Road/A38; secured through contributions from
three recently consented sites. This should be referenced in the text.
We also note that our currently pending scheme at Land to the West of Park Farm,
includes an improvement scheme for the Gloucester Road, Morton Way and Butt
Lane.
Trapped
See comments under Policy 14. As a result of SGC’s rigid adherence to historic data,
there appears to be little acknowledgement of the undeniable fact that the volumes
of traffic using particular junctions are way above what they are planning for.
Therefore, contributions are currently falling well short of the costs required to make
meaningful improvements to the existing highways infrastructure in order to
accommodate the growing population and car use.
Developers should be required to reimburse the cost of repairs to roads, pavements,
walkways, footpaths and verges damaged by the high volume of heavy construction
traffic during the development phase. This issue should be covered as a Condition in
the Reserved Matters Application as costs cannot be quantified for a Section 106
contribution in the Outline Planning Application.

AP2.35 - Policy 21 - Walking and Cycling
Savills/Barwood
We support the aspiration to extend and improve the current walking and cycling
provision across the town. We suggest that the policy as currently drafted needs to
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NFA - see previous comments on
developments now built.

NFA: outside scope

Action

Comment

Response

distinguish more clearly the difference between the ‘need’ for an individual proposal
to deliver/contribute to offsite improvements, and the more general requirement for
improvements of the existing infrastructure. This is particularly pertinent as the use
of CIL monies is well placed to deliver improvements to the existing pedestrian and
cycle network.
The design of cycle and pedestrian infrastructure is dictated by South Gloucestershire
Council as the adopting Highway Authority, and they will stipulate the standards
required. In this regard, we raise a concern to including a single design standard, and
suggest that the more appropriate policy reference should be ‘relevant best
practice’, and that the explanatory text could make reference to the Sustrans
Handbook should this be the preference of the NDP.

Graham Lanfear
I. Vilner Lane - Bridle Way and Cycle Route.
The plan should re-establish Vilner Lane as a Bridle Way to provide a safe access
route for cyclist and pedestrians from the Leisure Centre to the A38.

Reword as per CGT paper – need to
discuss with him

Disagree: Grovesend Road is a better
way out of Thornbury - with road
junction improvements? Gradients are
easier.only one comment. NFA

AP2.36 - Policy 22 - Safeguarding former railway line
Graham Lanfear
J. Buckover Garden Village – Grovesend Pedestrian Rail Terminus.
It is clear that for South Gloucestershire Council to achieve its housing delivery target
will require the Buckover Garden Village proposal to be approved and on this basis
the developer must be asked to provide an hourly pedestrian rail
terminus at Grovesend - land is available between the Quarry and the A38 for this to
happen.
Trapped
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NFA - outside scope

Action

Comment

Response

Whilst we agree that the route of this line should be safeguarded, there is little merit
in its potential for future use as a rail link unless a second line and station/transport
hub could be located beyond Tytherington

AP2.37 - Policy 23 - Town Centre Parking
Savills/Barwood
Whilst we have no direct comments on this aspect of the draft NDP, we would
suggest that the importance of promoting sustainable transport options should be
an integral part of the policy to address existing parking concerns within the town
centre. For example, our proposals on Land to the West of Park Farm include a
proposal to improve the cycle parking facilities within the town centre. Similar
measures should be included with the draft Policy, and will enable a number of the
‘matters outside the scope of the NDP’ to become part of the NDP
Graham Lanfear
H. Car Parking.
The first Thornbury Town Plan drawn up and approved by Thornbury RDC and
Gloucestershire C.C. provided for the demolition of all the unfit houses and the
construction of a multi-level podium car park on the rock street car park site. To fund
this scheme shops were to be built on the St Mary’s Street car park. In fact the three
blocks of three story flat built the bottom of Streamleaze was designed to give height
as you approach the town centre and thereby help mitigate the visual impact of the
low level podium car park. This still remains a valid suggestion to help address the
car parking issue.
Trapped
The town centre parking requirement is critical to preserving the economic strength
of the Town Centre.
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NFA – attempt to make plan fit their
proposals

Disagree - no appetitive for a multi
level park park shown in consultation.

NFA - dealt elsewhere

Action

South Gloucestershire Council Comments
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Page Paragraph Comment

Response

50

To take account of updated information

Policy 21

Policy 21 references design standards within the
Sustrans
Handbook for Cycle-friendly Design (2014), whilst
this is also what is recommended in the SGC Cycle
strategy, that document is due to be refreshed,
and it should be noted that Sustrans themselves
no longer promote this document, and instead
recommend a selection of other, more current
guidance (see link below), if the neighbourhood
plan group wants to recommend guidance they
should consider which of the Sustrans
recommended guidance is appropriate.
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/forprofessionals/infrastructure/walking-and-cyclinginfrastructuredesign-guidance/

Action

Do - but not as
Agree The specific guidance we have reviewed & should this – for checking
be referenced:
* Design guidance link recommended by SGC, plus:
Greenways Design Guide https://www.sustrans.org.uk/forprofessionals/infrastructure/sustrans-traffic-free-routesand-greenways-design-guide/sustrans-traffic-freeroutes-and-greenways-design-guidecontents/?location=null and
And Inclusive Mobility which covers design of Footways
& footpaths (for example):
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/inclusivemobility/inclusive-mobility
.

As mentioned in the point above the policy should
also make reference to equestrian use on multi
user routes. done
51

Policy 22

53

10.7 Town
Centre
Parking

The policy is in general conformity with the Local No changes required
Plan and National Policy.
The section explores the idea of two story car
For Clarity
parking however further reference is made to the
important views form Rock Street Car Park as
outlined in Appendix C. It may be helpful give
further thought to the future planning of Rock
Street Car Park especially considering its central
location and contribution to the vitality of
Thornbury Town Centre.
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agree take out
references to a
two storey car
park in Rock St as
none of the other
policies support
that?

Page Paragraph Comment

Response

53

For Clarity.

Policy 23

The loss of off-street parking within or adjoining to
the town centre boundary as defined on South
Gloucestershire Council’s Policies Map will not be
permitted unless replacement off-street parking of
equivalent quantity and quality is provided within
or adjoining the town centre (if required)*. The
town centre boundary is defined on
South Gloucestershire Council’s Policies Map under
policy PSP31 Town Centre Boundaries.
*The addition of (if required) is to give the
flexibility to deviate from the policy and future
proof the plan. The thinking here is if there is a
major change in the travel options within and
around Thornbury for example if a metrobus link
was secured or if there is a major shift in how
people travel generally (through new technology
etc).
This is with the assumption that the plan is to last
up to 2036.
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To add the flexibility to react to an area (transport etc)
that
Disagree - it waters down the intent of the policy which
is not to lose parking spaces near the TC NFA
may see major change in the coming decades.
TC Policies map (http://map.nsomerset.gov.uk/southglos.html shows the extent of the
TC & it includes the whole of Castle St and adjoining
areas to Rock St Car Park We wonder if SGC want to put
a metro stop in Rock St car park and take away some of
that capacity? If that was the case wouldn't this increase
the car parking rqmnt in Rock St. It's noted the Leisure
Centre car parking is OUTSIDE the town boundary. So
previous comment remains

Action

